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Preface

AS ENGINEERs.developed aircraft that could fly higher
and faster, greater stresses were placed on.the bodies:,
of pilots and aircrews. Man himtelf soon became the
factor limiting advances in flight. To enable man to
overcome his natural handicipi and ..to progress "in
flight into, the cold, rarefied atmdsphere, doctors and
"physiologtsts have had to learn snore about the way'
the body reactslo

As medical specialists have accumulated knowledge
about iiight_physlology,they_have worked_witluengi-
deers to meet the human requirements of flight. By
designing and developing oxygen masks, pressure suits,
and,pressUrized cabins, medical and engineeringtspe:.?
cialists, have enabled, man to protect, his bOdy while
flying in the upper atmosphere. With more advanced
protective cidthini 1:td.eguipFiepb.m.,ansouid progress.
to the very fringe of spaceiiiid thaitinto space jtself.

PiOneer balloonists, pilots, and astronauts have also; .

played an important part in meeting the huinan re-
quirements, of filet. First came the balloonists who
explored the lower reaches of the atinbsphere. Next
came the test pilots and the combat pilots who flew .

the newest models Otkigh-pertormance aircraft. Even.
after high-performance aircraft were flying, balloonists
continued to explore the atmosphere at higher altitudes
until they reached, the flight ceiling. The animals sent
aloft on sounding rockets and in spacecraft helped to
prepare, the way for man to go,into space. The .first
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astronauts whosorbited in space and traveled to the
moon were subjected to flight .stresses much ireater
than man had.ever bore encountered.

As man has learned better ways for countering the
stresses on:light at higher altitudes' flight has become
safer and more comfortable. Comtliercial air trans-,
portation has apanded rapidly. as a restilt..

in compiling this book, information was obtained
from many sources. Grateful acknowledgment is,made,
to the Federal Aviatibn Administration (FAA) and,
to the airlines for information on pilot training. Thanks
are alsO due to .the National Adonautics and .Space
Administration (NASA-) for photographs showing
man's activities hi space, as well as for information on
space projects and schedules. InfdrMation on the
physiological effects of space ddiation was obtained
from publication's of the U$ Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the Air University Space, Handbook,.
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THIS CHAPTER summarizes the bask principleI of the physiology of flight.
It describes the nature of the different layers of the atmosphere, and it explains
how the respiratory and circulatory systems are affected by reduced barometric
pressure at altitude. It desCribe4 the causes and symptoms,d hypoxia, trapped
gases, and decompression sickness, and' the effects of rapC8 decompression at
altitude. It also explains how tho eyes function during flight and how the
flier's body is affected-by disorientation and motion sickness, increased G-forces,
noise and vibration, excessive heat and cold, noxious gases and vapors, and
self unposed stresses...After you leave studied this chapter, you should be able
to clo the following. (1) tell the principal differerices ,between the layey of
the almasphere through,which aircraft fly, (2) explain how et flier is affected
by hypoxia, trapped gases, decompression sickness, and rapid decompression
at high altitudes, (3) explain why good eyes are important to a flier.; and
(4) describe how a flier is affected.* disorientation, noise and vibration,
excessive heat and cold, and self-imposed stresses (alcohol, tobacco, and
drugs).

M AN'S N ATCRA ENVIRONMENT Is on the ground
the b'ottom of an' ocean pf air. As man began to leave his nat-
ural em ironment and fly, aircraft to high altittJdes, he found that
the pressure of the surrounding air decreased with increasinz
height, ind that he experienced stress' in the cold, rarefied air.
As man AA to increasingly higher altitudes' and at greater speed',
additional stIesses were played on the body If ,man as to con- .

'emu to
and

in fly ing, he had to learn More about, the' human
body and tile \kitp in which it 'is affected by flight.

Man has learned many w 4s to adapt to flying as aviation -
and spaceflight haN e progressed This ,adaptation has been brought
about not by learning how to make the body change but rather
by using special equipment or changing the l9o4y's enironment
during flight The human body" makes chanf.es 'only itlun nar-
row limits in attempting to adjust to the saesses of flight. The

9,



HUMAN REQUIREMENTS Of'FLIGHT

body tissues maintain esse daily the same temperature, have about
the same concentration of xygen and salts, and are bathed by
a similar amount ,of, fluid .du flight as on the ground. One of
the principal ways that, man kee 's body functioning normally
during flight is to create an earthlike environment that he can
take with him while he is flying.

NATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE

In his natural environment on the ground, man maintains a
uniform pressure inside and outside the body. The atmosphere
provides the body, issue with a,- supply of oxygen, which is' nec-
essary to, sustain life, The human body can adjust to relatively
small temperature changes, and it can survive for some time with-
out food or water; hut life cannot be sustained for long wi ut
oxygen. At sea level, a Irian shut off 'from oxygen provided
the atmosphere would die within five to eight minutes. At hi
altitudes, death would come sooner..

To understand how the body is affected by the atmosphere
during flight, it is necessary to know more about the atmosphere
and hoW it changes with altitude.

Composition of the Atmosphere

At sea level the atmosphere is made up of a mixture of many
gases,and varying amounts of water vapor. The proportions of the
different dry gases in the lower atmosphere remain fairly con -
stant. Of the mixture cior dry gases at sea level, roughly 78 per-
cent is nitrogen and 21 percent is oxygen. The remaining 1

percent consists of carbon dioxide and other gases.
Although nitrogen makes up about 78 percent of the atmo-

sphere, it is not used by the body to support life. Nitrogen serves
only to dilute the oxygen and supply additional pressure, and the
same amount of nitrogen is exhaled. as is inhaled. It is important
to remember that "the blood and other body, fluids contain nitro-
gen. This gas may change, fiom the liquid', to the gaspous state
'during ascent to high altitude's.

Okygen must not only be taken into the. lungs but also be" -
absorbed into the bloodstream and _carried by_the blood_to all
parts of the body. Oxygen must be °Intently supplied to the
cells 'and tissues to "keep the body, alive. As mall, ascends to
higher altitudes, he finds that the amount of oxygen decreases
and that the temperatuie and pressure of the atmosphere also
change. ,t
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PHYSIOLOGY OF FLIGHT

Layers of the 'Atmosphere

The atmosphere is usually divide into the troposphere, the
stratosphere, the ionosphere, and the exosphere. Between each
region is a transition la5rer (-pause), as s4own in Figure 1. The
depth of the different layers of air' varies with the time of day,
the season, and the geographical location. (Average depths are
given in the figure.) L.

We live in the troposphere, and most flying takes, place within
this layer.' Its average depth is 35,000 feet; and most of what we
refer to as weather that is, winds, storms, rain, snow, hail, and
cloudsoccurs in this division, The wind in the troposphere us-

, ually increases with altitude, and the swift jet streams are found
at the higher altitudes near The tropopause.

When a pilot flies above. the tropopause and is in the strator
sphere, he is above most weather. There is very little moisture
and 'cloudiness in the stratbsphdo. In this division neither the
supply of bxygen nor the pressure of the, atmosphere is adequate
to sustain, life. Most of the larger let transports fly in the lower
stratosphere or.in the uppergbposphere.

Withinthe ionosphere the atmospheric pressure continues to de-
crease with height; Ad, as the name suggests,' this region is
characteriied by ionization of atmospheric parttcles by solar ra-
diation,

SPACE (1,200 miles plus)

EXOSPHERE (600 miles to space)

ERE (Stnnopause to 600 milts)

IlltaOPAUSE

(Tropopeuse to 60 miles

:TROPOPAUSE

TROPOSPHERE (Sas !evil to36,000 ft.)

Figure I. Layers of th6, earth's atmosphere. The boimcfary boiween , the troposphere
and.the stratosphere shifts. (The layers are not drawn to scale becaus40 of the great.,

. variation In depth.) -
t i

,,-,, 1.1



HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

In the exosphere, which extends, from about 600 to 1,200 miles
above the earth, atmospheric density continues decreasing with al-
titude until a region is reached where particle density is so small
that we call it space. In the exosphere- there are so few mole-
cules that they seldom strike against each othei. Only spacecraft
can operate in the exosphere and the ionosphere.

Within the troposphere, or the lowest level of. the atmosphere,
the temperature decreases with an increase in altitude. Within the
stratosphere, the temperaturejlemains fairly constant. Tempera-
ture characteristics of the lig Standard Atmosphere tare given be-
low:

,-11.1ftitude Foripeittike
fief . degrees F`,.

551.6,

XO, po,, , , < 441 23.4,

20,00 .1 ....
. ...... ...... ..... 42,8

40,(00 .......... ....... . ...""F".: 69
60g0 , ..... ... 3,. .4 .. . .0

As the air continues to become less dense with increasing height
within the exosphere, the classic concept Of temperature is no
longer applicable, since temperature no longer depends upon the
energy of the gas molecules.

Space, considered from a purely physical standpoin,t, as almost
total absence of air molecules, begins at about, 1,200 miles. Space
as it affects the human body begins at a much lower altitude, at
about 50,000 feet. In the study of flight physiology other divi-'
sions of the atmosphere, called the physiological zones, are used.

'

Physiological Divisions

SinCe pressure variations affect/the body in differe t ways, the
flight environment is divided into the physiological zon the phys-
iological-deficient zone, the partjyl space-equivalent, zon , and the
total space-equivalent zone (Fig. 2)..

Pressure within the atmosphere is measured with a arometer
and is expressed in terms of the height of a column o mercury
(Hg) which could be supported by a given atmospheric' pressure.
At sea level, where atmospheric pressure averages 4.7 psi,
(pounds pet square inch), the atmosphere supports a umn or



PHYSIOLOGY OF FLIGHT

mercury 29.92 inches high. In flight physiology, atmospheric pres-
sttre is usually measured in millimeters (mm) rather than inches.
The pressure of the atmosphere at sea' level is said to be 760 mm
of Hg, pr pressure strong enough to support a column of mercury

760 mm high. The physiological .tone begins at this pressure level.

. TOTAL SPACE - EQUIVALENT ZONE

'635.6
1120 mi kis) 11 PARTIAL SPACE- EQUIVALENT ZONE

. .

Pieisure breathing required '

PtitSIOLOGICAL:bERCIENT2ONE

1,41!: Evenest

(29;002 feet)-

12

10

160 .200 SOO '400 500 600'
-11AliDMETIIIC'PRESSURE Ifil MM Hg

69.0°

Figure 2. Physiological divisions of the atmosphere. Above the physiological sone man

111" must hcons supplementoF oxygen and protective equipment. The Xir Force begins to
use supplemental cuygen of the 10,000.foot level.

+he



HUMA,N REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHt

PHYSIOLOGICAL zoNi.--The physiological zone, or the region of
the atmosphere within which man is physiologically 'adapted to
flight, ex ex from sea level to 12,000 feet. Within this zone
there is enough oxygen to allow a normal, healthy man to fly
without the use of special protective eqUipment, and it .is within
this zone that the majority of flying is dorie. Man may exper-
ience some dizziness or discomfort in the ears or sinuses when
he makes an ascent or a descent too rapidly within, this region,
but 'these changes in bqcly usuall9 do not produce physiologi-
cal impairment. At th ower limit of the physiological zone,
atmospheric pressur4 is 60 mm Hg, aficLit ,drops to 483.4 mm fig
at the upper limit. Although it is possible to surttvo,.above 12,000,
feet .without an oxygen mask the Air Force requires its personriel
to use supplemental oxygen when flying aboVe 10,000 feet.

PHYSIOLOGICAL-DEFICIENT ZONE.From 12,000 feet up io 50,000
`feet extInds the physiological-deficient zone. Atmospheric pressure
decreases from 483.4 .mm Ilg to 87.4* mm Hg within this second
tone. With the reduced atmospheric aid oxygen pressure, man
must be supplied with supplemental oxygen, and at the higher
levels the okygerf must be supplied tinder presstire. Most military
aircraft and comrherical aircraft flying long distances go into this
second zone. Flight within the zone is made possible through the
uge of protective equipment. ,--

PARTIAL SPACE-EQUIVALENT ZONE.The partial space - equivalent
zone extends from, '50,000 feet to 120 miles above the earth,
nn, extensive area. Within this third zone the atmospheric pres-
sure is so low that a man would lose consciousness even if sup-

** plied with 100 percent oxygen under pressure. Aircraft flying
within the partial space-equivalent zone must have a completely
-Sealed cabin, or what is known, as a space cabin. In the inclosed
Spate ,cabin, oxygen is supplied from within,' and carbon dioxide
must he removed and the air purified. Pressure suits are needed

.. ,

for additional protection:
Aircraft and balloons can operate only in the lower reaches of

cthe -space-equivalent zone. ,-At about 20 miles above the earth the
atmosphere can no longer support briiloons or most- winged air-
craft. Man can go beyond this altitude only when he travels in

.a'special rockdt:powered aircraft or a spacecraft. .

TOTAL SPACE- EQUIVALENT ZONE.Beyond 120 miles from the.
earth is the total space-equivalent zone. In this zone the e ron-
ment has all the characteristics of true space as far as th um,
body is concerned. Thd,spesial'inoblems of flight wi this zone
are descekbed in chOtei, 4: In this chapter we ar ncerned only
With the 'get jerai problet* Of flight physiolo es ecially those
that arise ftom reduced' atmospheric pr ur at altitu e. To un-

N
P. \\44 : 6 .

\ -1 jb.'.
1 , \
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PHYS1OLdOY OF FLIGHT

derstand bow the human body is affected by reduced pressure, it
is necessary to know. the laws governing the action of 'gases.

Physical leaw's of Gases

The human body is both a living organism a structure with
many air-filled cavities and with canals and to s that have-fluids
in them subjected to atmospheric pressuie. As the body ascends
to higher altitudes and the atmospheric pressure decreases, 'the
gases within the' body act according to physical These are
principally Boyle's 'law, Dalton's law, and Henry's, law.

BOYLE'S LAW.Boyle's law states that the volume of '-a gas is
inversely proportional to its ,pressure if the temperature remains
constant. In other words, when the *pressure of a gas 'decreases
at constant temperature, its volume increases, and vice, versa.
This law explains why tfie gases trapped in the body expabd as
the atmospheric pressure on the outside of the body ,,decreases

.

with increasing altitude. -
.

DALTON'S LAW.Dalton's law state§ that the total presstife of
a mixture of gases is equal to'the sum.of the partial pressure of
each gas in that inixtuye. This law has an important application
in computing the pressure required for an artificial breathing at-
mosphere fo; aircraft and spacecraft.

Fortunately, the pressure of a pure-oxygen atmosphere in a
pace suit can be Made to be .about the same al the partial pres-

sure of oxygen at sea. level; the total atmospheric pressure, or
14.7 psi, does not have to be used. 'Since,oxygen 'makes up about
21 per eat of' the atmosphere at sea level; the "normal pressure
of oxygen at sea level is about 3.09, psi. A slightly higher pressure
is used to provide, a safety factor. This means that, an astronaut
is safe with an oxygen pressure of about 3.5 psi, in his spaCe suit
which he depends upon for only a relatively shoit time when o t-
side the spacecraft. For the ,oxygen atmosphere inside the ce-
craft, which the astronaut breathes for extended periods, engineers
use a pressure of about 5 psi.

HEruty.'s pkw.Henry's law states that the amopnt of a gas in
solution varies directly with the partial pressure that this gas ex-
erts on the solution. This means that when the partial prei-
we of a gas decreases with altitude, that gas evolves, or comes
Mt of solution from,the b160d or other body fluids. Henry's law
explains why nitrogen and` other gases escape from s ution 6c1
form innumerable tiny bubbles in the body as the bient, or
surrounding, presture decreases.

The problems caused by' evolving nitrogen make up sortie of,
the most serious problems of flying at high altitudes. The more

\i\ ,
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frequent. problenis, however, are those due to lack of oxygen.
These directly affect respiration and circulation.

RESPIRATION AND CIRCULATION

Respiration is the 'process by which the body exchanges gases
with the environment. The parts of the process that are most
familiar to us are the inhalation of oxygen and the exhalation of
carbon dioxide. Actually these are only two parts of a much more
complicated prOcess. Respiration includes all the steps entailed in
taking oxygen into the body, carrying the oxygen to the cells
to support oxidation of food, and removing carbon dioxide from
the body.

The respiration proceSs is closely related to the circulation of
blood throughout the body. Although all processes and systems

.

Noes cavity

46* cavity
4rYnX.

Wind pips _

.
Figure 3...liespiratory system. This include; the per passages of t nos and thr.oat, .

the windpipe, the bronchi, and the rest of th.,1

1.6
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INHALED AIR
WITH OXYGEN

RIGHT BRONCHUS

EXHALED AIR
WITH CARBON DIOXIDE

LEFT BRONCHUS'

BLOOD EN

ALVEOLI

BRONCHIAL TUBES

BRONCHIN. TUfic

BLOOD LEAVES

^

*.'

DETAIL O_ALVEOLI

Figure 4. Lungs with alveoli. The air finally posses Into the millions of tiny alveoli in
the lungs. Hers the air enters and leaves the bloodstieom.,

of the body are in s
respiratory and circu

The stress placed
first affects the respi

ade up of the lun
he windpipe, and t

the nasal passages,
particles of foreign
theihroat, through
then into the Iiings.
many thousands of
tubes (Fig. 4). La
air sac, known iq
mated to be ab'ou
Surrounding the thi
vessels, or capillati
capillaries are ve
solution can pass b,
flows through the ea

me way affected by the stresses of flight, the%
atory systems' are most ,directly affected.
oti the body by decreasing oxYgtn pressure_
atory .system itself. The respirator system is
, a'series of conductings tubes called bronchi,
e mouth and nose (Fig. 3). Air first enters
bele' it is warmed and moistened sand, small
atier are removed. The air then passes down

'the windpipe, into the bronchial tubes, and
Once inside the lungs, the air goes through
small tubes that branch off from the large
d at the very end of each branch is a minute

an alveolud (plural, alveoli).- There are 'esti-
three hundred million alveoli in the lungs.
, moist wall of each aveolus are tiny blood
s. Because the walls of the alveoli and the

thin (1 /5p,000th of an inch), . gases' in
Ck and forth into and out of the blood which
illaries.
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Oxygen passes from the alveoli into the bloodstream because
the partial pressure of oxygen in the alveoli is greater than that
in the bloodstream. Air, like water, seeks its level, passing from
an area of higher pressure into one of lower pressure.

Once the supply of oxygen enters the bloodstream from the
lungs, it is circulated throughout the body by the action of the
heart. The heart is an organ for, puniping blood throughout the
body. For doing this, the heart has four cavities: two atria and
two ventricles. (Fig. 5). The left atrium receives the oxygen-
rich blood from the lungs and passes it, to the left ventricle. The
left ventricle forces this oxygenated blood through the arteries to
supply the tissues. The Tight atrium receives the venous blood
after it has passed through the capillaries and given up its oxy-
gen. The venous blood then passes to the right ventricle.and then
to the lungs to be supplied with oxygen again: The arteries carry
the oxygen-rich blood away from the heart to she body tissues,
and the veins carry the deoxygenated blood back from the tissues
to the heart.

Head

c *oss SECTION OE THE HEART.
:-...

ox) HE,A blood

Venous blood

Figure 5. Circulatory system. The heart has four cavities for receiving and sending out
blood.. Those are the right atrium, the right ventricle, the loft atrium, and the left.
ventricle, The red blood Is the oxygen rich blood. The venous blood has had the

oxygen taker from it.

ig\
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. _

.4- INHALATION ' EXHALATION

DIAPHRAGM

. LUNG
(mumbles

Intl Mod
balloon),

, LUNG
(riwnbies

deflated
- balloon)

Figure 6. Mechanics of breathing. At inhalation the diaphragm moves .do ''sward (left),
the lungs expand, and air enters the lungs. At exholbtion, the diaphragm moves

upward (right), the lungs contract, and air is forced out of the lungs.

The amount of carbon dioxide in the blood has an important
.effect on the action of the heart. As the. concentration of car-
bon dioxide in the blood increases, it causes the heart rate to speed
up so that the heart can send more oxygenated blood to the tis-
sues. When the amount of carbon dioxide in the blood decreases,
the heart rate is slowed down because less oxygen is needed by
the tissues.

Similarly, the respiratory,system acts to keep the 'amount of
oxygen in the body tihnes constant. To make up for reduced
oxygen pressure at altitude, man begins to inhale more rapidly.
The mechanical processes that control inhalatipi and, exhalation of
oxygen hi breathing had to be understood before engineers could
design oxygen masks andpressurized cabins.

The lungs are like two balloons that almost fill the cavity known
as the thorax (Fig. 6). This cavity is bound bj, the rib , cage and
by the diaphragm. The ribs extend from the spinal column (to
whih they are attached) to the front part of the body. The rib
are connected by means of muscle tissue that expands and con-

,racts with the action of the dlaphiagm. The diaphragm is a dothe-
sha structure also made up of muscle tissue. It separates the
thor* from the abdominal cavity, whiCh lies below it /

1.9



If HEIMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

As the diaphraim moves downward and the ribs move oqt-
ward,.the thorax ,expands and increases in volume. With increased
volume, the pressure of the gases in, he thorax and lungs de-
creases, and air rushes:in from the outside, causing the lungs to
expand and fill. This is the inhalation phase of the respiration
cycle. When .the air in the lungs reaches the same pressure as

athat in the ambient air, the muscles relax and the diaphragm s

moves upward, causing the-thorax to contract. With decreased
volume, the pressure of the gases in the thorax And- lungs in-
creases,. forcing the air out of the lungs. This is the exhalation
phase of the'respiration cycle.

If you ,keep in mind the working of the respiratory and cir-
culatory systems of the human body, as well as the laws govern-
ing the physical action of gases, you will understand how the
body is affected by reduced atmospheric pressure at altitude.

EFFECTS OF REDUCED PAESSURE AT ALTITUDE

As the body ascends to high altitudes, it must make adjust-
ments to the reduced atmospheric pressure in order to keep the
body tissues constant. If the pressure outside the body is greatly
reduced and . the ...body is not adequately protected, it cannot
make tha necessary adjustments, and injury, sickness, .and death
may result. As the pressure acting On an unprotected body de-
creases, the most-frequent result is hypoxia.

Hypoxia and Hyperventilation°
A

Any pilot. who flies above 12,000 feet, or goes into the physio-
.logical-deficient zone, .without supplemental oxygen is likely to
develop symptoms of bypoxia. ProsPeettve pilots must learn about
the symptoms and effeCts of hyPoxid because the onset of the
condition may be sudden and unsuspected.

Hypoxia can be-defined as a deficiency of oxygen in the body
cells or . tissues. Hypoxia flight isAskally' caused by an insuf-
ficient amount of oxygen in the air, but it may be ag-
gravated by other conditions, such as anemia, poor Circulation of
the blood, or the presence of poison 06, alcohol in the body.

The greatest danger from, hypoxia in flight occurs when the
pilot or a member of the aircrew becomes so engrossed in his
duties that he does, not notice the first symptoms of hypoxia. In
such cases the hyPoxi,c condition .may become so serious that
protective measures cannit be taken. or thil reason each pilot
an aircrew meetber is trained to r cognize/ his own persqnal

I'
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symptoms of hypoxia. TO help him do this, he is exposed to low,
pressures simulated in an altitude chamber, or an ,airtight tank.
One way of recognizing symptoms of hypoxia is to take samples
of trainee's handwriting as he is exposed to different levels of
reduced pressure. The hatidwiiting will frequently/1 show the ef-
fects of hypoxia even before the trainee is avare that he is af-
fected.

When aircraft first began flying above the , 15,000-foot level
and pilots began to suffer ,from hypoxia, they reacted in differ-

. ent ways and it was difficult to pinpoint the noddle. This was
especially dangerous because hypoxia causes mental as well as ,
physical disturbances. Under the effects of hypoxia, some pi,lots .

became depressed, but most pilots becaine bold and gated, much
ait if they were intoxicated, Even though they ..had paid close
attention to ordeis in the past, they suddenly disregarded all. com-
mands. They sometimes went into fits of Aauglfter as they took
their. aircraft higiter and higher, unaware of the ddnger, until
they finally lapsed into un'eonsciousness. Ef

Now the effects of hypoxia, are better understood, but thee
symptoms ,still-cannot be precisely defined, as they vary from per:

, ,son to' person. The symptoms at first may include an increased
breathing rate, dimming of xision, headache, dizziness, poor co-

- ordination and impairment of judgment, and finally loss of vision
and changes in behavior. Whenever a pilot notices the first symptdms
of hypoxia, he is expected to use additional oxygen. If oxygen is not
available, he must make an emergency descent to a lower altitude.

To enable a pilot deprived of oxygen to know how much time
he has for taking emergency measures, the time of useful con-
sciousness is used. This is defined as the time during which the
pilot ,can exercise judgment. The average time of useful conscious.

go4.'ness decreases with altitude, as shown below:

.rme of rueful comelmoneys. 6,1e#

,4)(11-- to 48; ,.30 urinates or more
.22,000. to 111. minutes

. ..... . .....1,41,3 to 5' inintitei

ISAld ,,, . ,;,..,..1:. .,...-..,,,:,.:;.,..... ..,...i.....:;..30. to 68. seconds
, 45,000 : :', 9 lei 11 'keenly.....

oxia tends to increase his bathing
in more oxyg n. Hi may continue to

or, verbrea ing, occurs. Hyperven-
rom go,at emo ional tension or anxiety,

t is, likely to cxp6-ience ndcr the stresses of high
plkm ,gasps for air, he "blows Off" an excessive
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amount of carbon dioxide from the lungs and "washes out"
carbon dioxide from the ,bloodstream. A certain level of carbon
dioxide must be ..icept in the bloodstream at all times in order
to signal the respiiatory center in 'the brain to bring in more oxy-
gen. When there is not enough carbon dioxide in the blood, the
respiratory' center in the brain ceases to function properly, and in-
sufficient oxygen is brotight into the blood.

With the loss 'of carbon dioxide from the blood caused by hy-
perventilation, the pilot usually experiences symptoms similar to
those of hypoxia, such as dizziness, hot and cold sensations, and
nausea. Finally -he becomes unconscious. Aircraft accidents have
been traced to unconsciousness caused by hyperventilation.

After the victim of hyperventilation becomes uneonicious, he
no longer gasps for air, and the condition tends to correct itself.
As carbon dioxide accumulates in the blood and an adequate
level of carbon dioxide is reached, the respiration center in the,

brain takes control of breathing once more. Norinal breathing
is resumed, and the victim regains consciousness.

Since the- symptoms of hype'rventilation and thypoZia overlap,
a person who' is hyperventilating is first treated for hypoxia by
bemg given additional oxygen. If the symptoms 'do not disappear,
he. is urged to breathe more slowly until they do. These precau-
tions are. taken to prevent more serious effects from developing.

In addition to hypoxia and hyperventilation, the body may
suffer from the mechanical effect's produced by gases, trapped

" in the body.

. Trapped Gases

t As the .body ascends to ,altitude or drops from' a' higher to a
lower altitude during flight, the fiee gases inside the body cavi
ties, expand or contract, following Boyle's law. Trouble develops,
when gases in the b'ody cavities cannot escape or the air from the
outside cannot enter. With trapped gases present,' pressure builds

up, and pain and sickness may result. Gases are most likely to
become trapped in the ears; sinuses, teeth, stomach, and intes-
tines.

EAR BLOCK.The middle car is the part of the ear that is affected
most often by trapped gases during flight. To understand why this
happens,. you need to review the structure of The ear
is composed of three sections: the outer ear, th iddle ear, and
the inner car (Fig. 7). The outer ,ear, whiCh includes' the exter-
nal auditory canal, ends at the eardrum. The eardrum, an ex:
tremely thin membrane (about 0.004 inch thick), marks the be-
ginning of the middle ear. This part of the car, located in the bones

0,19
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of the skull, contains ._three hinged bones that transmit vibrations
from fhe eardrum to another drum separating the middle ear
from the inner ear. The inner ear is, the part of the ear that is.
responsible for hearing and body balance.

The middle car Connects with the back wall of the throat and
the 'outside air through a short slit-like tubs called the eustachian`
tube. As a person ascends or descends during ,flight, air must es-
cape or b,e replenished through the' eustachian tube to equalize,
the pressure in the cavity of the middle ear with that of the out-
side atmosphere. The adjustment is usually macle automatically
during ascent , but has to be made eopgeiodly, dunng dheent.
The eustachian tube allows air to pass, outward with ease, but
resists ,passage of, air in the oppoSite direction., Air can usually
be pushed through the eustachian tube during flescent 131 swallow-
ing, yawning, or tensing the muscles of the' Throat at intervals,'
thus causing the pressure of the 4ir within the middle ear to
equalize with that of the outside atmosphere, If passengers are
asleep, they are awakened to allow them to" swalrow and ven-
tilate their ears. An ear block flay develop when descent is made

OUTER EAR

4
MIDDLE

EAR

Semicircular canals
and ()tonal Organs

INNER EAR

Figure 7. Parts of the oar. The outer oar and the middle ear are separated by the
eardrum. The inner ear inctudes the balance sensing organisms.

ti
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too quickly or when one is unable to equalize the pressure bp:
cause the eustachian tube is swollen from a head cold or infection
(Fig. 8). An ear block causes discomfort and pain.

When the inner ear threatens to become bldelsed during flight,
all one has to do is close his mouth, hold his nose, and blow.
This action forces air up the eustachian .tube and into the middle
ear. It ventilates the ears and is not dangerous. Nasal inhalants,
such as Benzedrex, may also be helpful in clearing the ears if
used properly.

SINUS stocK.At altitude the sinuses may become blocked in
. much the same way that the middle ear does. A 'sinus block is

) treated in much the same way as an ear block. The sinuses are
rigid bony cavities filled with air and lined with mucous mem-
brane. There are four sets of sinuses (Fig. 9). Each of the sinuses
connects with the nasal cavity by means of one or more small
openings. Under normal conditions, the air can pass 'freely in
and out of the sin-us cavities, and pressure is equalized. If the
ascent or descent is made too rapidly or if the ppenings to the

S.

Figure 8. Middle ear showing ear block. The schematic diagram shows the muddle
ear as a box with an opening on either side. If air from the outside can enterShe
middle ear through the eustachian tube, pressure is equalized (above). If the eustachuan

1 tub. is blocked, air is trapped in the middle ear (below).

16' .
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Maxillary

Sphenoid

Figure 9. 'Four sets of sinuses. The frontal sinuses ore the ones most often blocked
during flight. Air trapped in the maxillary sinuses causes pair; resembling a toothache.

sinuses are blocked because the mucous membrane is swollen,
pressure builds upon within the sinuses, and pain results. The
frontal sinuse are the ones most often blocked. Pressure in

these sinuses es'a 'a pain "above. the eyes, which may becorite
severe. When the ing\xillary sinuses are affected, a pain de/clops
in the upper jaw that is often mistaken for a toothache but is
actually caused by trapped gases.

TOOTH PAIN.Air does at times become trapped in cavities in
the teeth or in the root canals, causing severe tooth pain at al-
titude. The only way to get relief is to descend from altitude.
The toothache often disappears at the same altitude \at which it
was first observed on ascent. teases may be trapped in the fqeth
at altitude in abscesses, impi.rfect fillings, and inadequately filled
root canals. For this reason g flier has to keep his teeth in ex-
cellent condition.

GASES TRAPPED IN STOMACH AND INTESTINES. Pain may also be
caused by gases trapped in /the stomach and intestines, but such
gases usually do not beconte a problem until high altitudes are
reached. In flights above 25,000 feet the expanding gases .in the
stomach and intestines may cause severe pain, lowering blood
pressure and eventually bringing on shock. Relief can be secured
before the danger point is reached by passing the gases. If this
cannot be done, the only recourse is descent.

The gas trapped in the stomach and intestines is usually air that
has been swallowed, but other gas, or flatus, may develop in the
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digestive process. Pilots who fly to high altitudes and astronauts
are careful abopt the foods they select for their preflight meal,
and during flight they eat foods that do not form gas in the stom-
ach and intestines.

Other gases that cause problems in flight are those that have
evolved, or changed from a liquid back to a gas. These gaies

pause decompression sickness.

Decompression Witness

When the barometric ,pressure falls during ascent, the partial
pressures of the gases in the body fluids decrease in proportion
to the amount of that gas in the fluid, according to Henry's law,
stated earlier. As a consequence, the gases that are in the highest
degree of concentration begin to leave the body fluids and escape .
its the form of tiny bubbles, much as the gas escapes when a soft
drink bottle is uncapped (Fig. 10'). These escaping gases cause
a number, of disturbances known collectively as decompression
sickness.

Since nitrogen is. the gas found in the greatest proportion in the
body, if is the first gas to come out of solution in the body as
pressure deemases. Evo'ked nitrogen causes the bends, the chokes,
and other forms of decompression sickness. These conditions us-,,
itally are not produced' at altitudes below 30,000 feet, but de-
compression sickness has, been known to occur at altitudes as low
as 18,000 feet.

BENDS.Upon ascent_ to high altitudes a pilot may develop
bends, a form of decompression sickness that also affects deep-
sea divers when they ascend' too quickly. The condition is char-.
acterized by pains in and about the joints. At first the pain may
be mild, but it usually is prOgressive and may become extremely
severe and even crippling upon reaching very high altitudes. Th
pain may spread 'from the jointsAo the entire arm or leg. Joints
such as those of, the knee and shoulder are most frequently af-
fected. The pain may be lessened 6y keeping the affected part
immobile.

CHOKES.Another form of decompression sickness brought about
by evolved gases is known as the chokes. Thaiondition is char-
acferized by pain in the chest. The pain is probably brought about
by the pressure of tiny gas bubbles that block the smaller blood
vessels of the lungs. At first the pressure is felt as a deep burning
sensation, but gradually it becomes a severe stabbing pain, which
is aggravated by deep breathing.

OTHER KINDS OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS.The nitrogen
bubbles released into the body may 'also cause disturbances of

18
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the skin or ofNsthe centrtzrvous system. When the central
ryneous system is affected, yniptoms may be similar to those

of hypoxia.
TREATMENT OF DECOMPRESSION, SICKNESS. As decomptession

sickness becomes more sever, the pain caused by the escaped
gas bubbles becomes more in erase, and faintness, 'dizziness, and
nausea may result. 'Phe victim finally goes into shock and becomes
unconscious. Relief can be obtained only be descending Treat-
ment should be given as soon as possible after the victim has
reached the ground.

The Air Force has special chambers, like the one shown 7n
Figure 11, for tre ting the victims of decompression sicknesS.
The 'patient is trap orted. to the chamber in an aircraft specially
pressurized to sea -1 vel pressure,. In- the chamber, pressure is #p-
plied to the patie s body o force the escaped gas bubbl
go back into solution again, and the pain is relieved. The pa cent

Figur* 10. Bends caused by nitrogen bubbles. The fli4r's body might be compared with
ct bottle of soda pop. At very high altitudes the nitrogen dissolved in this body fluids

may corn. out of solution and cause wore poin of the joints, or bends.

. 1
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breathes pure oxy n and is treated for shock. Emergency treat-
ment for decompr s sickness may be .necessary if the seal
of a pressurized cabin is broken at high, altitude.

RAPID DECOMPRESSION
,....,.... . .

Occasio ally an aircraft cabin decompresses, or loses pressure,
during Ili t. When there-is rapid decompression at a high altitude, :

there is explosion as the p essure suddenly decreases. The oc-
cupants f the cabin are the exposed to all the danger of the
rarefied atmosphere n&ed pr viously plus extremely low tempera-
tures, Ryingailebris, and po bly winds t.

If the aircraft or acec were flying at 63,000, feet or above,
there would be an ddition 1 hazard. The blood and other body
fluids boil if expos to th ambient atmosphere at this level. To .
pnderstand why t s happens, it is necessary to keep in mind
facts_concerning t e following. (1) evaporation and the boiling
point of water related to the' ambient atmosphere, (2) the
temperature of the human body and the abundance of fluids in
the body, and (3) the boilinb\point of water at 63,000 -f t

,..--
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- Figure 11. Chamber for treatment of decompression si ness. The tient will
subjected to pressure in t Chamber. This should cause the nitrogen bubbles to go

back intd lution and bring the body b ck to normal.
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You are familiar with the fact that water boils at a temperature
of 212 degrees F. at sea level, where the pressure of the ambient
air is 14.7 psi. As more heat is applied to the water, bubbles and
steam form, and the temperaturepof the boiling water remains at
212 degrees F. As one goes up into the mountains, the barometric
pressure falls, and the boiling point of water decreases. In the boil-
ing process at higher altitudes, evaporation takes place at a lower
temperature. Now consider that the human body, through its
respiratory and circulatory systems, takes in oxygen to burn food
and produce heat. The human body contains blood and other
fluids that are largely water. The body keeps these fluids at a
temperature of about 98.6 degrees F. Since the boiling point of
water decreases with altitude, a point is finally reached at which
the boiling point of water (and body fluids) becomes 98.6 de-
'grees F. This point 'is reached at an altitude of 63,000 feet. At
this level the body fluids boil' (Fig. 12). Subsonic jet transports
do not fly above 65,000 feet except in an emergency. Only mili-
tary pilots and astronaut now fly at such high altitudes.

If a space cabin' u ergoes rapid decompression at levels e-
low 63,000 feet, the c ief danger is from hypoaa, or lack of o y-
gn. Studies have shown that a no*al healthy person can lur-
v e relatively severe decompression without harm to the body if
t e air passages in the lungs remain open.' In cape of decompres-
sion, the pilot's first' thought is to obtain oxygen and then bring
the aircraft down as quickly' as possible. The time of useful con-
Sciousnes, may be reduced to one-half or one-third the normal
time if the decompression has been rapid and the air has been
forced out of the lungs dug to rapid expansion.

PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF VISION

Of all man's sensory equipment none is more important to hi
in flying than his eyes. A pilot must be able to see well so that h
can judko speed and distances, enabling him ,to take off and Ian
safely and prevent collisions in midair, In addition, he must be
able to distinguish colors so that he can interpret signal .flares
and beacons, and he must have good night vision so that he can j
fly safely in the darkness. Even when visibility is zero, vision is
still important, since the pilot must be able to read his instru-
ments, charts, and maps.

Because good vision is essential to the pilot, high standards of
visual acuity are set. It is important, however, that a pilot not
only has a good pair of eyes but also trains himself to use his
eyes'. Si(xge he has fewer visual cuss in the air than on the ground,

21
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a pilot must learn to' observe, interpret accurately what he sees,
and keep from being misled by visual illusions. To understand
the problems of vision that face pil9ts and astronauts, it is neces-
sary to know something about the basic structure of the eye and
its physiology..

A

a**

I

Figure . Fluid boding at simulated high altitude? This pilot Is protected in his
pressure suit. Otherwise his blood would boil.
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Structure and Physiology of the Eye

The eye is like a camera with an almost inexhaustible supply
of film. Both the eye and a camera have a shutter, a diaphragm,

lens, and a method of focusing, all arranged in an opaque light-

tight container.
Objects that reflect or emit light project an image of them-

selves on the retina of the eye, The retina is an interior coating of
the. eye located 'around the sides and to back. It contains
light-sensitive cells known as cones and J (Fig. 13). These

are connected to the optic nerve, which, transmits messages di-

rectly to the brain. We have one blind spot located ivhere the
optic nerve enters 'the. eye. A person does not usually notice
this, since the visual fields of both eyes overlap and, in effect,
eliminate this blind spot. The way the tones ,and rOds are dis-
tributed in the retina affects the way we see during daylight and

RETINA

CENTRAL ARTERY
OPRETINA

CENTRAL/ OF RETINA

ICE.PC NERVE

IRIS

CONCENTRATION OF
CONES IN FOVEA

CONE

tpo

GNIF1ED

Figure 13. Cron section of eyebolt and nitina with detail of cones and rods.,,Tii tones

are concentrated of the center of the retina, the rods at the outer portions. In between

there are both cones and rods..
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at night. Experiments have shown that the cones are used mainly
in day vision and the rods in night vision.

The greatest concentration of cones is in the center portion of-
the retina in a slight depression known as the fovea. There are
many cones in the eye, and they excite the interconnecting nerve
cells on a one-to-one basis. This is the reason why the cones
are able to detect fine detail. They are also sensitive to color.

The rods are found primarily in the outer portions, or the
periphery, of the retina. There is also a zone between this area
and the fovea, or center, that is occupied by both rods and cones.
Rods are less numerous than the cones. The rods are not sensi-
tive to color, and they do not detect light' in wavelengths greater
than red. Rods are very valuable to us, however, because they
are much more sensitive to light than cones are. They can be
activated by an amount of light equal to starlight on a clear night.
The cones must have light equal to at least half the intensity .of
moonlight in order to function.

Night Vision and Dark Adaptation

Beoause there are no rods in the center of the retina, or the
fovea, an 'object cannot be seen at night under low light condi-
tions (less,. than one-half moon illumination) when one looks di-
rectly at ":it. For this reason a pilot learns to look at objects in the
darluiess° by glancing slightly to one side or other of the object
so that the image will fall on the rods in the retina. This tech-
nique is called off-center vision; or scanning, and it can be
veloped with practice.

'Rode we dot alWays instantly ready for use. You may have
made tli34 observation for yourself when you went immediately
frdn'i the bright daylight' into a darkened movie theater' or frOm
a brightly lighted room to the dark outdoors at night. At first you
could see nothing in the darkness. Then, after several minutes,

'you begati to see dim forms and large outlines. The time required
for datk. adaptation varies. from person to person. The average
time required is 30 minutes.

To shorten the time required for dart{ adaptation, pilots may
wear goggles with red lenses. The rods are more sensitive to
purple and blue and. the colors of shorter wavelength than red.
The rods Are affected so little by the red light that the red goggles

allow a pilot td keep a certain amount of dark adaptation .even
in a brightly lighted room. The red goggled also decrease tthe ef-
fects of accidental

4 exposure to light. ,as. the pilot gOes from the
ready room to the waiting aircraft:

..t.
-
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Ever since World War II red light has been used traditionally
fOr .lighting the cockpits and instruments of aircraft to keep the
pilot from losing dark adaptation at night. Such lighting .retains
the sensitivity of the rods as much as possible and allows some
light for the cones of the fovea to function. Now, with the in-
creasing use of electronic devices for navigation, some engineers
are recommending the use of low-intensity white light for il-
luminating the cockpit at night. Such light would allow the pilot
to see the true colors of instruments and would not disturb his
dark adaptation too much.

Factors Affecting Visibility

Besides the adaptation of the retina, many other factors deter-
/ /

mine the visibility of an object, or its ability to be seen. Some of
these factors are the angular size of the object, the amount of
illumination on the object, the contrast between the object and
its background, the length of time the object is seen, and the
condition of the atmosphere between the observer and the ob-
ject. In general, the visibility of an object increases with an in-
crease in its angular size and an increase in the amount of il-
lumination, contrast, time of viewing, and the clarity of the
atmosphere. Insofar as he is able, the pilot tries to improve the
conditions of visibility, and the engineers assist him by tho way
they design the aircraft And the signal lights and approaches, at
the airport. The windshield and the windows of aircraft are made
of materials that reduce glare and allow the light to penetrate.

As the pilot takes his aircraft to higher altitudes, the ambient
supply of oxygen decreases. This reduces visual acuity, as well
as the ability to adapt the eyes to darkness. With an increase in
altitude the visual surroundings change also. There is less haze,,
the sky becomes darker, and the sun's rays become more intense
and have a higher proportion of ultraviolet light in them.. As a
protection against the bright sunlight, pilots who fly at high al-
titudes wear sunglasses, and astronauts have goldplated visors
in their space helmets to protect them against the glare. To
prevent the cockpit of high flying aicraft from having dark shadows
and glare, they are illuminated with a white light during the day-
time.

Although visibility increases with the time an object is vie ed, a
pilot avojds staring at objects. Instead he spots or scans ary,object,
looking a it repeatedly but for no more than a secgnd of a time.
If he were to stare At objects, especially moving lights at night,
he might have a _viissuj.I illusioRLAn illusionleafalse sensory im-
pression .or true impression that is not interpreted correctly.

t..p)
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Visual illusions are a hazard to a pilot, who must maintain his
sense of distance and orientation in the air.

, .

SPATIAL DISORIENTATION AND MOTION SICKNESS

It is much more difficult for man to orient himself in flight than
on the surface of the search. Since he can move freely in three
directiotts during flight, he sometimes finds it difficult to sense
the direction in which he is moving and the relation of one posi-
tion to another. When a pilot cannot see the horizon clearly,
he may not know' which direction is up or down. In such cases
a pilot undergoes' spatial disorientation. The problem of keep-
ing oriented is even more difficult for the astronaut in deep
space. All the astronaut can see from his spacecraft window is
a maze of stars against a black background unless he can spot
the moon, the earth, or another module of his spacecraft, -which
might tell him something about his position.

.. .,

' Sensory Equipment for Orientation

For the pilot, .sight is the most reliable means of determining
position. Since the pilot has few visual cues in the air, it is im-
portant that he use those cues he hai to keep himself accurately
oriented. When a pilot brings his aircraft out of a bank or turn,
for example, he regains his orientation by following familiar ob-
jects on the grdund and thus estaialishes the true horizon., When
he checks his observations agaitt.t his instruments, the pilot
again makes use of sight. When the astronauts make their "walks"
in space outside their spacecraft, they can orient themselyts by
looking steadily at their spacecraft.

Besides using (1) vision, man makes use of two other kinds of
sensory equipment to orient himself during flight. (2) the sense of
balance in the inner ear, and (3) the muscle sense, or posture
sense, derived from sensors in the muscles and bones. Very little
is known about the actual working of this third kind of balance
sense, but its effects can be felt by anyone. It is felt as a sense
of pressucej- such as one' feels on the feet when standing or on
the _seat when sitting. Pilots used this sense of orientation when
they flew "by the seat of the pants." In low-flying aircraft,
pilots still make use of the muscle sense, but in high-performance
aircraft pilots make more use of vision and the balance sense
in the inner ear. The principles and problenis of vision have al-
ready been explained. Here we are concerned- mainly with the
second orientation sense, that found in the, inner ear.
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Balance Organs in Inner Ear,
:

.

The inner ear is impiirAant fof hegfctig and fpr lensing.
balance. The ,p,110t As concerned p ipally.with the tunc-
tiolinhat sr s t tis int botanic. ' about the the. tial- .

ance-se4ikink inner.ekr work' so th4t he. can under -.'
',stand he m4 misintCrpret th4 ^signial,s, sent to ,his

r,t4ausiiitt spatial '.`iiis'Oriiiitation, artd motiott, 'sickness, tif ,nausea
caused,by motion., The prgan, of. Iii1atice hi, the inner 'Car (fig. 1,41., . "'

' toii4fst: of (1) the three sinileirculke Fanals each lgiated
fereht plane,' and .(2) two sacs at .the .base Of . ihe. canals called
thse otolith Organs because they contain 'many minute !iodides
known as otoliths, of .`.`ear' dust.

The semicii-culae lanais" sense tile beginning and ending of r,o:
cation or turns (partial rotation). Th4 otolith organs .sense
speeding up or slowing .clown 'of motion in seraight fine.
gether the two kintis of balance organs in the inner ear sense all
kinds ,of motion.. During the course of ordinary movements on
the ground, they sense accurately and ,send true. messages tp the
brain. For _example, they sense leaning, stooping, bending, run-
ning, and walking, and ttie direction in which the motion is tak- ,

hig placd, ,

e. snacuaitia cokrems
DENCT,110TATIONS

TA'

maim psami
outell.11E,01101101( mop4vtn

.

' Figur: 14. Balance organs in inner ear. The semicircular canall and the. otolith organs'
toot* sense balance and direction of movement. Each of the throe semicircular
canals is located in a differed, plane. Thy t *With organs are located at the boss"

of the semicir lar canals. /
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HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

If four body has been spun "rapidly or you have taken a ride on
a roller cgaster, you may suffer from motion sickness. Similarly, a
pilot who is subjected to prolonged or severe acceleration may
experience spatial disorientation and motion sickness. His ,condi-
tion is brought about because the balance mechanisms in his inner
ear have been affected by inertia. As a result, the hair filaments
ao not sense the movement of the fluid in the semicircular..
-canals. in the normal way (Fig. 15). Also, because of inertia, the
otolithi ("ear dust") do not register motion in the usual way (Fig.

1.- t,
To rentaik (glinted in flight, a pilot check; the messages sent to

his brain by the balance organs in his inner ear against his yision
Y and his muscle sense of balance. He checks all three kinds of bal-

ance sensing ,against his instruments. He does this whenever he
.flieg using visual flight rules. When visual cues are no longer ade-
quate, the .pilot goesi on instruments. He mhst then trust his in-

. struments completely and ignore 'the signals his inner ear
ing to his brain. If a pilot, insists that his sensations are a
and that his instruments have somehow gone wrong, he 1

. trouble. Pilots have to accustom themselves to flying on instr
meats..
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Fi um 15. Semicircular canal affected by inertia. Each semicircular canal is fill
a fwd. The fluid moves as the body or aircraft rotates and causes the cilia air
ce 1) to bond. The hair, cells are connected toith nerve endings that report the

sensation to the train.
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Figure 16. Otolith orgaa affected by ine;tia. As the head or the aircraft moves, the
otoliths *move and cause the. hair cob to bend. The hair cells are connected with nerve'

endings that I.:Port the sensation to the brain.

ACCELERAIION AM) DI.CELER.A1 ION: INCREASED G-FORCES

Although the effects of acceleration and deceleration during
commercial flights may cause some passengers to experience dis-
orientation and motion sickness, these effects are not prolonged
and severe enough to be classed as flight stresses. When 4nili-
tary pilots maneuver or when astronauts are launched or re-
covered, however, they may be subjected to severe stress from
the effects of acceleration and deceleration.:

Speed in itself does not harm the body. In your location dn the
earth you are revolving around the sun. at an average speed of
64,800 mph, but you are unharmed. In fact, you have no feeling
that the earth is moving'. Stresses on the body occur only as a

, result of the forces which produce acceleration or deceleration.
You 'experience these forces, in a mild form, when an automo-
bile starts or stops suddenly and either throws you back against
the scat or forward toward the dashboard. In flight, these forces
fnay be excessive and prolonged. When the body is subjected
to large amounts of acceleration or deceleration during flight, the

is2.T7



HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

stresses are felt as increases in weight, or gravity force, or _what

are known as increased G-forces. -

On the ground it is a simple matter to compute G-force. Under
normal conditions it is a .force of 1 G (one eardi gravity force)
exerted upon the body and acting yin a direction toward the cen-
ter of the earth. In flight the G-forces might be exerted in dif-
ferent' directions, depending upon the kind of bank, turn, or spin
In flight the 9-forces may increase greatly; and they may act in
any direction on the body. The principal kinds of increased G-
forces in flight. are the positive and negative G-forces, A positive
`G-force acts from head to foot, just as the normal gravity force
does when a man is in a standing position on the ground (Fig.
17). A negative- Gpforce acts from foot to head, or' as gravity
would ac' t ,upon a man standing on Os head. A negative G-force
occurs only .rarely, such as when the aircraft makes a nose-over.

Under a positive 4 G-force, a seated pilot `who weighs 150
pounds on the ground' would weigh 600 pounds. He would be
pulled down 'into the seat, his arms and legs would feel like lead,
his cheeks would sag, and he would be incapable of any free
body movement. At 5 G a seated pilot is 'likely to black out. The
effecti of increased d-forces on the body -vary greatly from one
persott to another, however. They also vary, according to, the rate
or amount of the force, the length of time the force is sustained,
and the direction in which the force is exerted on the body.

, Research has shoviin that, there are three principal ways of
counteracting excessive G-forces.1 "(1) train the pilot to cope with
these forces,- (2) change the position of the pilot in the flight
machine so that the G-forces act across the trunk of the body
(are transverse rather than positive or negative), and (3) equip
the pilot with a G-suit (described in Chapter' 3). All three methods
are used in spaceflight, 'but only the first and third methods are
used in aviation.

NOISE AND N'IIIRATION

Idcreased G-forces may present serious flight stresses only for
military pilots and for astronauts, but all pilots are subjected to
noise and vibration. Recent studies- by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) have identified noise as the
number one prOblem of civil aviation. This includes both the
noises that affect the pilot crew in the aircraft and the com-
munity near the airport. Noise and vibration probably cause fliers
more inconvenience and annoyance than any other factor in
flight. Both undoubtedly have an important part in producing
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headache& visual and auditory fatigue, airsickness, and the gen-
eral discomfort experienced at the end of a long flight. Of greater
concern is the fact that constant exposure to loud noises may

. cause permanent damage to a flier's' ears.
,

.
The unit of sound intensity, or loudness, is the decibel (db).

The decibel scale is a relative one; expressing how much greater
one sound intensity is than another. In common usage the noise
level is referred to as being 9f so many decibels, but the ear, senses
sound not qnly by its intensity but also by audiowave frequency.

,Sd'und frequency is, measured in, cycles, per second (cps). Two
sounds'of the same intensity Ad frequency are sensed as.being

..-
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Figure 17. Positive and negative G7fotces. The:body is ,filled with blood and tther
fluids that act like a column of static water. Pressure, is greatest at the bottom cif the
,column pf fluids. If the 0 force is positive, pressure is greatest at the feet, if negative,
at the head. The crucial part of the blood column is thot between the heart and the

brain and eyes. This part is dbdut 30 cm (about 12 inches) high.
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equally loud. Twp sounds of the same intensity but of different
frequencies are sensed by the ear as being of different loudness.

Both propeller-driven and jet aircraft produce noise of high in-
tensity. Propeller-driven aircraft produce high noise levels in the
tow - frequency range and jet aircraft in ,the high-frequency range
Most of the noise from aircraft originates in the engines. Jet
aircraft that break through the sound barrier also produce a loud
sonic boom, but the pilot does not hear this.

With spacecraft, as with aircraft, most noise originates in the en-
'gines. Astronauts are not subjected to aerodynamic noise in orbit,
as there is no atmosphere to produce shock waves or carry
sound. The noises heard inside the spacecraft in orbit are those
produced when klarge rocket thruster is fired to change 'orbit
or small jet thiusters,: are fired to stabilize.. the spacecraft in orbit.
Up to the present time no' significant amount of noise has been.
observed upon reentry, but noise levels are extremely high at
launch, when the giant rocket engines of the booster are fired.

,
The safe level of noise for a pilot or astronaut varies with the

individual, and the frequency of the noise, as well aS its intensity,
must be taken into consideration. For any given individual, the
longer the time he is exposed to a noise and the more intense it is,
the greater will be the danger of damage to the ears. Noise levels
of _130 decibels or above are dangerous (Fig. 18), and no one should
be exposed to them without some kind ofrotection in the form of
ear muffs or ear plugs. Noise levels a 145 to 150 decibels mark
the limits of man's tolerance. A person exposed to, sounii. at these
levels for only about a minute would suffer permanent damage to
his hearing mechanism. -

Vibrations are measured in frequencies. Vibrations are side-to-
side and up-and-down motions. The bsual `,$ource of vibration
in aircraft and spacecraft is the power plant Itss1f. The design of.
the aircraft or space booster may contribute to the vibration, but
the pilot ottititronaut can do nothing about this once the ve-
hicle is built.

One of the effects of vibration in aircraft is to blur the vision.
Such bltirring may be experienced by pilots subjected to buffet-
ing as they take the aircraft through the sound barrier. In aircraft
traveling at subsonic speeds the principal effect of vibration is to
cause fatigue and irritability, but it is possible that the pilot may
become hypnotized as a result of rhythmic monoynous vibration.

Noise and vibration decrease the pilot's efficiency. Extremes of
heat and cold also affect efficiency.
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'HEAT AND COLD DURING FLIGHT

When aircraft first began to fly at higher altitudes, one of the
big problems was to protect aircrews against the frigid tempera-
tures. Now Bold at `altitude is a problem on)y for the smaller,
slower aircraft that fly it what are now considfied the lower alti-
tudes. High-perforniance aircraft 'have jaressurizeil cabins with con-
trolled,.heating and cooling.

With high-performance aircraft and with spacecraft the main
problem is the reverse: to dissipate heat and keep the cabin com-
fortable. Within a closed cabin, heat buil

.

up as it is given off by
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heat, however, is generated on the skin of the aircraft' or s et-

/
craft as it travels at ,high speeds through the. atmosphere. A air-
craft that is flying at a speed twice that of sound has. skin to pera-

/ tures increased by. About 400 degrees F. as a result of erody-
namic heating. The Apollo command module, as it reent ed the
atmosphere upon return from the moon, reached a seari g 5,000
degrees F. Flames burst around the module, and it w Id have

- been completely burned npirit had not been or ablati cooling,
or cooling by melting of surface materials "from the at, shield.
The cabin inside a spacecraft is cooled by air-conditi ing equip-

.. ment, much as the cabin of a high-pc rmance aircraf is.
To keep man comfortable within n inclosed ca in or cock-

pit, engineers have, designed systems o keep temperatures at 70
to 75 degrees F. and to control the hu idity. The human body,
a heat-producing machine, mainta internal temperatures at
about 98.6 dtgrees F. and skin tem er0 atures at about 2 degrees
F. Man helps to regulate the tempe ture of his body b the kind
of flight 'clothingThe wears. If the envir nmental control ystem and
the clothing do not keep the body t comfortable t peratures,
the body itself makes an eadjustmen through luck rocesses as

. 1
shivering, perspiring, and enlarging the b ood vess Is to bring
more blood close to the surface of iihe ski . Under the most se-
vere stress of heat and cold the internal t mperature of the body
does not change mark ly. .

still affected by the to perature of the s rounding air and since
tiSince cooling and h ating syste s in u pressurized aircraft are

aircraft and spacecraf cabins may under o decompression, flight
physiologists are into ested in knowing bout the temperatures
that might be expect at different level of. the atmosphere, as
described earlier. As he surrounding temperature begins--to, vary
from the ideal, man xperiences, discomfort, and efficiency drops
off rapidly.

There are two dangers associated with exposure of the body to
the cold. The most immediate danger is frostbite on hands, feet,
face, and cars. Frostbite is the ac al freezing of fluids in the body
tissues. The second danger is th continued exposure to low tem .
perature will reduce efficiency t the point where safe operation

V of the aircraft or spacecraft is impossible. The temperature at
which the cold seriously interferes with efficiency depends upon,
other factors in addition to temperature, such as air circulation,
length of time exposed, clothing, and general physical condition.

At temperatures over 85 degrees F., discomfort, irritability, and
loss of efficiency are pronounced. Jligh temperatures also reduce
ability to cope with Other stresses, such as increased G-forces and '
hypoxia. '.

/12
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Although the stre resulting from heat and cold may cau
of efficiency, a pilot i not often placed in danger from suc
Noxious gases and v porn, on the other hand, cause lo
ficiency and quickly b ome a threat to survival.

NOXIDU GASPS AND VAPORS

inside an inclosed cabin, no ous gases and vapors, or gases and
vapors that harm the body, may accumulate. In aircraft cabins
that are not completely closed the problem is not a serious one.
In such aircraft the air pumped in from the outside and compressed
is constantly dumped overboa
harmful gases aid vapors, "s
that fly above 50,00Q feet a
is completely closed. In this
ful changing of the breathin
The atmosphere must be r
again. Maintaining a pure
portant in spacecraft., as a
for extended periods. In s

e loss
stress.
of ef-

trol system for cleaning
moving toxic materials fr,

A',n aircraft or space
taminated from the liq

i cab ied on board to su
equipment itself. The
meat for supplying an 'artificial atmosphere is tested on the ground

. before being used in /light. The 'breathing atmosphere can easily
become contaminated, from inside Sources, however, if care is not
used. The atmospherd may receive, harmful gases and vapors, from
such sources as the byproducts of human respiration and body

. wastes and from exhaust gases, fire extinguishers, fuels, hydraulic
fluid, and antiicing fluid. Probably the most serious contaminants
are carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.

Carbon monoxide is,. the colorless, odorless, and tasteleii gas
that has caused deaths when automobile .engines were left funning
in clpsed garages.4,Aircraft engines may also give Off carbon
monoxide, and it IS found in cigar and cigarette smoke. When
carbon monoxide is inhaled, it passes into the lungs through the
alveolar walls into the bloodstream. The red blood cells' absorb

. carbon monoxide 00 to 300 times more readily than they do

d at a high rate, carryinftwith it
h as carbon monoxide. In aircraft

d in spacecraft, however, the cabin
*nd of cabin there can be no waste-
atmosphere in order to keep it pure.

circulated and reused over and over
reaching atmosphere is especially im-

tronauts must remain in the spacecraft
acecraft there is an environniental con-
d the atmosphere and re-

m it. . i
raft cabin is not likely to .become con-
id oxygen '(LOX) or compressed oxygen

iply the pr aching atmosphere or from. the
xygen is ca efully inspected, and all equip

oxygen. For this r ason only a small amount of carbon monoxide
in fhe atmosphere may be fatal. In Air Force aircraft the allow-

, able amount of carbon monoxide is only 0.005 percent, or 50
t
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parts per million. As little as 0.02 percent of carbon monoxide
in the breathing atmosphere, or 200 parts per million, can cause
headaches, and0.16 percent may cause death in two hours.

, If the air within aninclosed cabin is not purified, carbon di-
Tide soon,accumulates from human breathing. At sea level the
body begins `to react to concentrations' of carbon dioxide as low
as 1 percent, the amount of reaction depending. upon the time of
exposure. Concentrations of 7 tri 10 percent carbon dioxide can .
cause impairment of vision and bearing, as well as affecting respira-
tion. Concentrations above 10 percent result in lo s of conscious-
ness arid death. As the ltitude increases, small- concentrations
of carbon dioxide becom harmful ansl finally let .1. /

In the space aft carb n Oioxide tered ou , and the breath/
ing atmosphere is recyc ed into pure oxygen. In aircraft, sufficie
oxygen suppli can be carried on board, and r cycling is not n
essary. In air raft the /pilot may have instru ` nts for measuri
the purity o the at osphere. If he suspect that contamint
are present at can t be detected with the instruments he
he submits amples f the atmosphere for t sting (Fig. 19).

In 'addition to the stresses that are no
human body during flight, man imposes of er stresses,upon him-
self.

ally imposed on the

-SELF-INIOOSED STR ES

' 1
For the pilot, self - imposed stresses [include all the thinp thatithe does that he should not,doi or negle .that he should do. Self-

Imposed stresses include excessive or u ise use of drugs, alcohol,
or tobacco, or neglecting to get enough rest and exercise, or fail-
ing to eat the right kinds and amounts of food. i Self-imposed
strOses are not a problem.with astronauts, as they are even more
carefully screened than pilots are, and they are isolated before
liftoff. No astronaut is all6wed to fly if there is any danger of in-
-disposition during flight.

frike the astronauts, most pilots 1 arn to discipline themselves
and follow a careful program of g diet, exercise, and rest,
and they abstain from alcoholic be rages before flight time. A
rul of thun b for pilots is that th e must be "eight hours be-
tw en the b ttle and the thfottle." metimes, ,however,, pilots do
no realize how much self-imposed stress may, result from only
on drink or from taking ordinary over-the-counte! %medications
lik aspirin. Practices that cause no apparent harm td the body on
th ground may, place stresses, on the body at altitude because

36
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5

Figure 19. amber used for studying con tominants in aircraft cabins. this 'chambes
is loco d at the Air force School of Aerospa01 Medicint.ot Bioas AFL. Tgkos.

, .

.
they interfere with the, intake' of Oxygen. Thq mast _significant
sources of self - imposed stresses aro alcohol, tobacco, and drugs.

Areohol

The dice. t drink-"is magnified at altitude. Even
'at the relatively low levels of 10,000 to 12,000 feet, a pilot
would show a falling off in his paformanee if he took one drink.
One ink at 10,000 tea can hav the same effect as two or three
drinks at sea level. A pilot, canno afford even a small decrease, in,
efficiency. He has to keep his and clear and his judgment keen
to make important decisions instantly, and he _must be able to
speak distinctly and hear well to,.communicate with ground control.
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Cigarettes Contain h ut nicothic,, and the deadly carbon'
monoxide makes Ap: 2.5 percent of, thee valume t cigar;ette. smoVe'...

and more Of the .Cigar smoke. IC'the. sniOke of three cigarettes is .: '
inhaled at Ad% levet A bloisa. satUralion of-4 percent carbon' mo-
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LAWS. OF GASES ,
.

Henry's law

r-1, Q E ST, 0 N S
A'. o 1.

. Viltftt: are the two layers of the Xtmosphein In which aircraft fly?... -.:.
.thisco..#hysiolOgical divisions in which aircraft fly?

o' 0;0st Is Daltein's law? How does this law determine the oxygen pressure
- 1,, es4uired for the breathing atmosptlere of the spacecraft and the space I

' -, : .-

I
arery the respiratory and cittldatory lystans affected' by flight to

'?'. -,,
.1. 'e-Higher altitudes? .. ,, , . /, .

4. Nina cusp hyrodal What causes hyperventilation? Why is hypoXia
:,:, -especially dangerous?
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5. What is meant by the time of useful consciousness' How is it affected
by 'altitude?

6. What is meant by an ear block?. How can it be prevented?

,
1

. Where are gases most Hie!, to become trapped in the body at altitude?

What is meant by decompression sickness? What are some forms of
decompression sickness?

Why is good vision especially important to a flier? Why is a flier liable
to be affected by visual illusions?

10. What part of the flier's eye functions in day vision? in night vision?
Why have aircraft cabins been traditionally 411uminated with a red light
at night?

'11. What three means does a pilot use to maintain balance and orient him-
self uring flight? What causes disorientation during flight?

12. %ha is _meant by the G-forces? What causes increased G-forces during
fligh ?

13. Ho do excessive noise and vibration harm the pilot?

14. Does excessive heat or excessive cold present the greater problem in the
flight of modem high-performance aircraft? ,Why?

15. What harmful gases are most apt to build up in an aircraft cabin?

16. What is meant by self-imposed stresses? Can these present a serious
danger to the pilot?

THINGS TO DO

1. With the h p of your biology /teacher, work out an experiment on de-
creased atmospheric pressure with increased altitude. Use a series of
chambers supplied with vary(ng amounts of air and oxygen. Test the
effects of reduced oxygen. pressure on experimental animals., Relate the
reduced oxygen pressure in the chambers to reduced barometric pressures
at altitude. What does pis tell you about the effects Of reduced oxygen
pressure on the flier .at high altitudes? What is hypoxia? How does it
affect fliers? What/ig done to prevent hypoxia?

2. With the helpzot/the physics teacher, set up an experiment demonstrating
the operation of Boyle's law. the volume of a gas is inversely proportional
to its pitssure if the temperature remains constant. ow does this law
explain the presence of trapped gases in the body at alts de?

3. With the help of the physics and biology teachers, set up an experiment
demonstrating the mechanical operation of the lungs. You might use a
large jar and a small balloon and pump. Explains to the class why we
had to learn about the mechanical process of breathing before we could
make workable oxygen systems. What happens to the breathing cycle
during pressure breathing?

'4. Make a study of the circulatory system. Make a diagram or model to
show how the heart pumps blood to the principal parts of the body.
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Explain how oxygen IS supplied to the oells. What happens to the eircula-
. \

. - PHYSIOLOGY OF FLIGHT----
,\

*

.

\Cory system under reduced pressure' 'al altitude?

5 Expltitioa the class the means that can be used to prevent an car block.

happens during *the valsalva procedure. Ho' is pressure in the middle

Why does the airline hostess usually' waken sleeping passengers before

holding the nose, and blowing. This action- forces air up tie e ustachian

descettt?

Dem

tithe into the middle eat, Draw a diagram to explain to the class what

ear usually equalized with that of the ambient atmosphere duffing descent?

te the valsalva procedure. This is done ,by closing the mouth,

-10

6 xi4n to the members of the class the cause of decompression sickness:
J A' siMple^way Is to take the cap off a pop bottle an have them watch:,

the bubhles escape A similar phenomenon occurs, when nitrogen .evolves,
or vies outoesolution in the body, at altitude. The nitrogen bubbles off
from the blood and Other -body fluids and collects at the joints, (This
process. cannot, of course, be seen. You might draw a diagram to show
bubble's forming inside the body 4t a joint.) The flier (or deep-sea diver).
ma% bend over from pain. This ,ig" why this form of decompression sickness
is called the bends. The bubbles are minute and very numerdus. What
,ere, other forms of decompiession sickness besides the ,bends? How

" , litleccinipression sickness treated in a pressure chamber? .

7 -Why is good vision importanteto .the flier? Denxingtrate .to the class
how the pilot has tew visual cues during flight. 'Explain what happens

: when the pilot mistakes a bank of clouds for the horizon. What are some
. ' , other visual illtisions that a pilot might hays during flight?

,
8 A group of four to six students might form a team to make a study of
" balance and orientation during flig t. Three of the group might submit

* themselves to being stn around n a rotating chair and describe theif
sensations. Demonstrate to the lass that the students ,arc disoriented.
What three Means does a ,pilo ' use to maintain balance and ,orientation
during flight.? One of 'the st cnts in the group might use a diagram or
model of the inner ear ,to explain what happens to cause disorientation-
during flight. Explain t e purpose of the semicircular canals and the
otolith organs. /

I
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THIS cHAPIER 'explains how specialists in the field Of aerospace medicine
and humiin engineering have combined their knowledge and skills to enable
mah to progress in flight through the atmosphere to the fringe of space. The
chapter mkt.: how early balloonists and physiologists studied the lower
atmosphere and how aerospace medicine and human engineering began.
Next it explains the services perfoimed by flight surgeons and human
engineers. Finally, the chapter tells how test pilots and later ballotinists helped
to make flight safe in higA performance, aircraft and how they 'and animal
astronauts prepared the way for spaceflight. After you' have, studied this
chapter, you should be able to do the following. (1-) explain how the early
Calloonists and physiologists prepared the way for aircraft flistfit, (2) till three
services that a flight surgeon Rerforms for fliers, (3) explain how the human
engineer matches man and machine, and (4) describe two flights made in
the upper atmosphere and tell how they prep id the way for spaceflight.

WHEN MAN first climbed into a airplane to go aloft some
seventy years ago, he had to djust to the cramped quarters of
the cockpit and to the noise nd vi' ration of the engine. None
of the early flights lasted 1 g enough or went high enough,
however, to cause serious fligh stresse

By the time of World War II, i raft had undergone many
changes, and flight stresses were r coming severe. The P-38
Lightning, which first saw action i 1941, was finally able to fly
at speeds of more than 410 mph a at ,altitudes as high as 33,000
feet. The P-47, which came into s ahout the same time, reached
speeds of more than 425 mph and flew .as high as 42,000 feet.
The P-80 Shooting Star, A rica'q first operational jet fighter,
first announced in 1944, wad finally capable of speeds of more
than 550 mph and of altitudes over 45,000 fe"th. To defeat the
enemy, a pilot had to be 7ble to take his aircraft to the limits
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HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

of its speed .and maneuverability and to Ititude ceiling. In fly-
ing in a hostile environment and in ma euv,ering, pilots were being

. . subjected to all kinds of flight stresses. .

To counter the stresses of flight in high-performance aircraft,
man has had to learn more (about the human body and the itvay
it reacts to flight, and he has had to learn how to design and
produce more efficient kinds of protective equipment and cloth-
ing. The prescint-day knowledge of flight 'i) hysiology, outlined in
Chapter 1, vi, s developed through a branch of medicine now

foundation, b t this knowledge had to be combined with the'
known .as ae ospace medicine. Medicalt knowledge formed the

knowledge and skill of engineers. The branch of engin,eering that
specializes in meeting the human requirements of flight is called
human engineering. .

The challenge has been to bring together the knowledge and
skills of specialists in both the field of aero ace medicine and
human engineeridg in order to produce practi 1 results. The, re-

- sults have taken the form of better designed ircraft, improved
oxygen systems and pressure suits, and final! the pressurized

', cabin. k
.

'i
Aerospacg medicine includes both aviation me icine and space

medicine. Since, there is no real boundary line, between air and ,

space; as pointed out in Chapter 1 ,,,there can /be no real division
between aviation medicine and space, medicine, and the two are
now considered as one branch of medicine. Aerospace medicine
is concerned mainly with the injuries And pi- blcms brought about .
by stresses from flight through the atmosp ere and spade, and
our survey focuses on these. ..

- . ... .0. ... °. . . . .. .. . r
BEGINNINGS OF AEROSPACE TIEDICINE

*,

AeA:)space medicine was established in the United States with
the founding of the first Army, aviation medical research labora-
tory at Hazelhurst Field on Long Wand, New York, in 1918.
Research conducted in this laboratory was to give support to our
fliers during World War I. The real beginnings of aerospace medi-
cine go back much earlier, however, to studies with balloons. The
earliest studies with balloons provided for a gradual accumula-
tion of knowledge about flight stresses long before aircraft, were
flying.

Balloonists and Early Studies of the Atmosphere

The study of flight physiology started with the balloon ascen-
sions of the Mbntgolfier brothers, Joseph and Etienne. In 1783
they sent up a hot-air balloon in a demonstration for Louis XVI
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of France 'and his court dt Versailles. This was a kind of prelimi-
nary unmanned flight made with a sheep, a cock, and a duck.
The passengers rose to an altitude of 1,500 feet atsi- returned ,

to the earth unharmed, to the wonderment of assembled.
In the same year the French physicist Jacques arles made a

flight with a hydrogen balloon that floated free. When he as-
cended to an altitude of 9,000 feet, he suffered ,a severe pain in
his right ear, which he correctly attributed to gas trapped in the
middle ear.

In 1785 the American doctor John Jeffries, with French bal-
loonist Jean-Pierre Blanchard, crossed the English Channel with a
hydrogen balloon (Fig. 20). This long-range balloon flight created
about as much excitement as any later event in aviation. On this,
!heir second balloon flight, the two men carried a thermometer, a
barometer, and other instruments to study the upper air. As they .
tc)ok off from Dover, their balloon began to rise at an alarming
rate. They hastily released gas and probably released too much.

t

I

...

Figure 20. Balloon flight of Jeffries and Blanchard. The oars were intended to help
steer the balloon. They did not work and we discOrded, together with other

equipm ---'
t
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About halfway across the Channel the balloon began to drop. To
avoid disaster, the two men began throwing objects overboard

to lighten their load. After thq sacrificed their scientific instru-
ments, the bAlloon began to rise, again. Everything again went well
until they approached ,tbe coast of France. Then the balloon be-
gan to descend rapidly, and from this point on it *as one con-
stant struggle. To lighten the lod, the two passengers began to
disrobe and discard their clothing. Finally the balloon was over
the treetops, and they maneuvered it to a safe landing, shivering
and almost naked. Jeffries and planchard were given a hero's

\welcome in Calais and then Paris,' Doctor Jeffries returned to the
I United States to write of his,experiences. The John Jeffries Award

\_--

is presented each year to the doctor who makes the greatest
contribUtion to aviation m dicine,g : ,

After the Channel cr sing, an interest in balloon ascensions
swept over Europe. Hun eds of flights were madte, some simply
for the thrill but many ii the interest of 3vience.

A ght of special scientific' interest was that made by two t
Coxwell and .Glaisher (Fig. 21). After 27 other

flightsr, also. sloops recl .by..tbe British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Scien these two men made tbeir historic flight
in September 1862. When they reached an altitude of 18,000 feet,

, their troubles began. Becausei, of lack of oxygen, they became so
weak that they had difficulty in reading their instruments. Unfor-
tunately, the balloon cord/ziecame tangled, and they could not
release gas to allow the balloon to descend. Instead they con-
tinued to go higher. "Before long Glaisher lost his :yision, and in
total darkness at 29,000 feet he lapsed into unconsciousness.
Finally he recovered consciousness and continued (') observe his
/

symptoms. Coxwell's hand had becoms, numb from !the cold, but 1

he was finally able to grasp the balloon cord with :his teeth and
release gas. The balloon descended, and both p ssengers sur-
vived. Glaisher later described his symptoms of xygen starva-
tion insgrapbie terms. t

1/

Soon after the flight of Glaisher and Coxwell, Paul Bert 1

(1833-1886), a French physiologist, conducted the experiments
with barometric pressure which he later described in his famous
book. Bert rather t an the balloonists became known as the
Father of Aviation dicirie. As early a 1870 Bert put sparrows
in sealed glass jars of various sizes which were filled with oxygen
and air-oxygen mixtur . He was studying the effects of these
different atmospheres on survival. During the next eight years Bert
was to conduct some 700 experimbnts with varying atmospheric
pressures. In his experiments he related the conditions of increased
atmospheric, pre sure for men working underwater with those of

S

V
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decreased atmospheric pressure encountered in mountain trawl
and high -altitudc flight. Bert was able to prove that the principal
effects of altitude on the body are caused by the' partial pressure
of oxygen' Bert also made the first low -pros ure chamber, or al-
titude4hamber. This is an airtight tank (Frig.' 22) in which the'

. atmospheric pressure can be varied to simulates dny altitude of
flight.

After Paul Bert\fli:baocl conducted experiments in his altitude
11 chamber in Paris, balloonists visited %int The balloonists,

, Sivel and Croce-Spinelli, subjected themselves to low pressures
in the chamber and ,learned how to protect themsellles through
the use of oxygen. After making a successful, highaltitude balloon
flight, with the air of bags containing a nitrogen - oxygen mixture,
.they, decided to try a second experiment. On this trip, made in
1875- they were accompanied by 'a third ballooniit named Tis-
sandier. Unfortunately, the thiee balloonists did not provide them-
saves with enough oxygen and they" decided to refrain from using
it as long as they could. Bert sent them, a warning, but the letter
did not arrive in time, ,land the balloonists went ahead with their

I

I

"?.
Figure, 27.

AM.

.6

N

II I.

Altstudetchamber used in t h. 1950s. These students are learning how to
use oxygen breathing equipment during a simulated flight.)

I
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plans.' By the time they were aloft and were aware they were
suffering from oxygen starvation, they had alr$ady become par-
alyzed and cbuld not make use of their meagJ supply of oxygen.
They became unconscious as a result. Their Walloon ascended to
28,820 feet and then descended on its ow caring the uncon-
scious occupants back to earth. When Tissatlier relived, he,found
that his two companions were dead. The tragedy caused Bert to
renew his efforts to protect man against oxygen starvation.

Schools of Aviation Medicine

Almost two decades after Ber ath,interest in flight physi-
ology was revived when the Aligly bro her successfully flew the
first airpl, ne. Further' interest in aviation medicine was stimulated
during World War I. During the war Gen. Theodore C. Lyster
was appointed Surgeon General of the Aviation Section of the
Signal Corps, US Army. General Lyster is known as the l'a-
ther of Aviation Medicine in America. He was responsible for
establishing the research laboratory* at Hazelhurst Field, in New
York, which eventually developed into the ,Air Force School of
Aerospace Medicine, now located at Brooks Air Force Base,
Texas.

The Navy, like the Arm` and Air Force, did early research in
aviation medicine. The Navy established a School of Aviation Med-
icine at the Naval Air 'Station at Pensacola, Florida, in 1939:

Among the pioneers
Gem Harry G. Armstr
Air Force school. in Te
He compiled a standard
der his direction a depa
the Air Force school a

n research in aerospace medicine was
g, who served as commandant of the
as and as Air Force Surgeon General.
textbook of aviation medicine, and un-
ment of space medicine was founded at

early as 1949. This department was
headed by Dr. Hubertus Strughold, who had served as a flight
surgeon for the German Air Force during World War H. Doctor
Strughold became a pioneer in space medicine in the United States
just as. Wernher von Braun pioneered in the development of US
space boosters.

Other Organizfations Supporting Aerospace Medicine

Another important development in aviation medicine was the
founding of, medical and biological departments in aircraft manu-
facturing companies. The very fact that such departments were set
up showed that aircraft companies were becoming aware of the Im-

oportance of human requirements in designing aircraft.

49
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In 1929 DI Louis H. Bauer "founded an organiz tion for p o-'
fessional workers interested in the human aspects f flight_ The
organization 'is at present known as the Aerospace edical Asso-
ciation, and it is an international organization/ It, comprises not
only .doctors but also t r medical specialists, lift scientists, and
engineers who are co rned with the medical aspects of flying'
and the adaptation of an to the environment in which he flies.

r1/4

The organization focuses its interest on the' care of fliers.

C %RE OF FLIERS

,----,----. ---____ \ .

TEB Armed Forces have doctors who receive spe ial training
in the care of fliers at the _service schools of aerospa medicine:
These doctOrs are called flight surgeons. A flight surgeon is not
required to be a pilot, but he does fly as a crew member. The
more he knows about flying, the better able he is to administer
to the needs of , fliers. Ordinarily ddctors do not accompany pa-
tients who are being evacuated by air. Patients- en route to hos-
pitals are placed under the care of flight nurses and medical tech-
nicians. Flight urgeons remain on the grhund to be in readiness ..

, to care for fliers t a base or medical. center. ,

The Ihigli-pe rmance jet aircraft of today make demands on
military pilots f an order scarcely imagined before World War
II. The military services realize that it may welt be man's adapta-
tion to flight r han the performance of ills aircraft that de-
termines the vt n any future conflict. The jet pilot's proficiency
depends upon hi ability to react nstantly and make decisions un-
ddr stress. To aintain his prof ienc), the pilot must keep his
Mind and body it at all times. is t4e flight surgeon who

Ihim do this.
The flier kn s that it is the fh t surgeo who must also

Pass on his physical and mental fit s for fly ng (Fig. 23). It
is the flight surgeo who gives ,hiEi the peri is examinations
that determine wheth he can cont ue on fli ht status. Even
though the pilot knows t t the ht surgeon an ground ,him
he must not keep from him 'knowledge th t might have \a
bearing upon his fitness to fly. If \ \ '

, For the military flier the flight s rgeon is not only a peisOnal
physician but a counselor and frie d as well. The flight surgeon
lives and .works with the fliers duri g coMbat: liejs interested in
the flier's personal problems, as 411 as his, physical condition,
because he knows that a man's mental and physical condition arc
closely related. If, for example, a flier is worrying about his fam-
ily, he may develop a severe headache. This, in turn, can trigger

\
.
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Figure 23 Flight surgeon examining pilot. Th filet surgan keeps a constant watch
over the flier's health.

digestive' disturbances. These additional stres
lot's senses and cause him to use poor judgm
an accident.

Besides having concern for the pilot himself
interested in the conditions the pilot finds in t
to know if the pilot's oxygen equipinent ar

es may dull the pi-
nt, which may cause

the flight surgeon is
e cockpit. He wants

d clothing are ade-
quate He makes sure that there is enough oxygen in case of rapid
decompression and that there are no flaws in the ejection equip-
ment Since the flight surgeon takes part in,the investigation of air-
craft accidents and treats the injured, he is aware of what
needed to make flying safe. He urges the flier to observe safety
precautions and to make full use of scat belts, shoulder harnesses,
and other protective equipment. Because flight surgeons, as well
as the doctors who care for civil pilots, have an all-round under-
standing of the flier's problems, they are in a position to advise
engineers about how to bring together man and machine.

\ I) NI \( ifissf

One course that man can follow in adjusting to flight is to de-
sign the flight machine in such a way as to eliminate or reduce

5'8
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stress on the hunian body. This course is pursued through human
engineering. This is an art and science that relates man to the
aircraft and the systems in it (Fig. 24). The human engineer
uses knowledge about the life sciences to promote efficiency and
safety in those areas where man and machine come into contact
with each other, For example, if the pilot has difficulty in using
a.i hand control for a particular task, the engineer might design
U .control operated by a foot pedal, leaving the pilot's hands free
for other tasks. .

The matching of man and machine is constantly under study
by .the departments of human engineering in companies *manufac
turing aircraft. Experts in these departments make use of the ser-
vi s of a host of specialists, such as biologists, blood specialists,
he rt specialists, psychologists, and electronics engineers.

bocutit9nthethetimAeirthFaotrcehigand-high -performance
systems
a n ce jetSm

management
were mcoming into

craft. Under this plan each aircraft is developed as a unit,Ar
system. kistruments and controls, a training, and protective __equip-
mentthe human requirementsajke considered an important part

Nur* 24. Man machine system. To fly a high performance aircraft man most become
part of t system. He uses his yes as sensors to read the displays on the instrument
panel. brain interprets what he sees. Then his brain sends messages to h's hands

II and feet to t II them how to operate th ontrols.
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FLIGHT_
INSTRUMENTS

. FLIGHT
INSTRUMENTS,

Figure 25. The basic T arrangement. The flight instruments M. an aircraft are placed
directly in front of the pilot or copilot. The engine instruments are in a bor perpendicu

Ian to the flight instruments.

of each 'aircraft system. No longer .can pilots say that engineers
design aircraft without regard to their needs.

Every control and instrument in the aircraft must be deyelt5ped
and positioned with the pilot in mind. Every time an instrument
or a control is put into a new place, the pilot must relearn skillS,
much as .the driver of a new model car must *learn a new dash-
board Bui 'vecause an aircraft instrument panel is far, more com-
plex than the cjashbdard of an automobile, the task is far more
difficult In military aircraft there has been some standardization",
of the instrument panel ever since high-performance aircrafticamep
into use. It is only in recent years, however, that agreement hasp
been reached permitting a standardized arrangement of the instru-t,
ment pinel for both civil and military aircraft. The arrangement now
agrees' upon is called dthe basic T" (Fig. 25). Under this plan
the flight. instruments are grouped across the top bar of the T,
and these are conveniently placed in front of the pilot and co-
pilot The engine instruments are placed in the other bar of the
T, the vertical bar, and these are positioned to the right of the
pilot and-to the left of the copilot.

6U
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Another area in which human engineering is 1 ortant is in that .
of servomechanisms used in aircraft. These are t We automatic mech-
anisms which multiply the force exerted by a pilot to increase
his control, much as power steering and ower brakes increase
the driver's control in an automobile. Toy we the pilot the power
that he needs, power- operated controls are a necessity in high-
performance aircraft. They do have, certain disadvantages, how- '

ever. They are complex and heavy, adding to the weight of the
aircraft. To the pilot they present a real problem. They take away
from him much of the fee k of control that he formerly had over
his aircraftwhat he calls the "feel of fl 'ng." The pilot must now
truly become a part of the machine, lear ng to fly with n the cir-
cuit of power controls as well as commu 'cations equi ment.

Another area in 11which human engineering has play an im-
portant part is in d4igning prof c ye equipment for flig In this '

have w*ced dos y with engineers. They h e also
th engineers in plann g prpgrams for pilot train' and

igning flight simulikors f theskprograms. The pr ctical ve-
of their work protective iequipAnt and pilot trai ingare

cribed in Chapter 3. In this chapter g are concern d mainly
with research for advancing flight through the atmosphere to the
lower reaches of space.

I

field docto
teamed
in d
sul
de

laSt, kRCII ON 1IIE FRINGE OF SMCF

Just as scientists and balloonists collected information on the
lower atmosphere long before aircraft flew, scientists, pilots, and
balloonists investigated the lower reached of space before man
rocketed into space. For these investigations on the fringe of space
they used special research aircraft, balloons, sounding rockets, and
spacecraft with animals on board. ,

... .

Research Aircraft

The US series of research jet and rocket aircraft, or the X
series, concluded with the X-15, a black needle-nosed rocket air-
craft with stubby wings. This aircraft collected data directly related
to spaceflight. Two earlier research aircraft, the X-1 and the X-2,
were useful in advancing from aviation to spaceflight. These and
other research aircraft were flown by highly skilled test pilots.
Test pilots have played an important role in adapting man to flight
and in pushing forward the frontiers of flight. .

In the X-1 (Fig. 26), the first US rocket aircraft, Air Force
Capt. Charles E. Yeflger became the first man to fly faster than

i / .,
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Figure 26. X -1 and test pillats. Capt. Charles E. Yeager is in uniform and is standing
at the extreme left. , t

the speed of sound. This was in October 1947. When pilots be-
fore himThad attempted to reach the speed of sound, they were
subjected 't&-sevesre buffeting as the shock waves formed in front
of their aircraft, and they could not fly faster. As Yeager's
aircraft approached the so-called sonic barrier, the buffeting be-
came so severe that for a time it s ed that the aircraft would
break apart. Then the X-\ exceeded tfte speed of sound, and
the shock waves were behind it. On his historic flight Yeager was
protected by a partial-pressure suit that Doctor Henry had made
especially for him. Yeager's mask was, not a true helmet but a
kind of nylon sack laced in place, yet it was successful in provid-
ing necessary pressurized oxygen.

The next obstacle to overcome was the so-called heat barrier.
The supersonic X-2 was subjected to intense frictional heating
even in the cold, thin atmosphere at its altitude ceiling. The pilot
was protected with cooling equipment for his pressure suit, but
the outside of the aircraft was scorched from aerodynamic heating.
When Capt. MelFin Apt attempted to take the X-2 to record al-
titudQ(at increased speed, the aircraft overheated. Both pilot and
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aircraft were lost. Then engineers developed neW stfong light-
weight metal alloys, such as titariiuin, which could 'withstand
greater heat stress, and the flights of research aircraft continuid,

The X-15, the last aircraft of the research series, was used to
collect a whole range of physiological data on night at record al-
titudes' and speeds. This aircraft reached a speed of '4,534 mph
and an altitude of 354,200 feet (about 67 miles). Several pilots
flying the X-15 were able to earn an astronaut rating by taking
this aircraft above 50 miles. The first of these pilots was Air
Force Maj. Robert M. White (Fig. 27), now General White, Com-
mandant of Air Force ROTC.

There were three models of the X -15 aircraft., Although some-
two hundred hazardous flights were made with 'these three air-
craft, only one pilot, and aircraft were lost. The -15 was orie of
the most important links in the transition from a tion to space-
flight. Its later flights were actuall "made to collect data for fu-
ture flights of the Merury and Ge ini spacecraft. The la,st flight
of the X-15 (the .Mth ,flight) w s made in October:' 1968.
FOr fuller protection during flight th pilot of the X-13 wore a
full-pressure suit.

N AS.

Figure 27. First X-15 pilot to win an astronaut rating. Maj. Robert M. Whit is shown
with son Gregory after his record flight on 17 July 1962. The 'pilot is wearing a full

pressure suit cooled with aircontlitioning itquipment.
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Balloons

Even before the flight of the US research aircraft, began, scien-
tists resumed balloon flights to learn more about conditions in
the upper reaches of the atmosphere. Balloons are especially valu-
able for collecting physiological data because they can descend
quickly in an 'emergency. Then, too, the balloonist

is

not dis-
tracted by problems of piloting and control, and he is not sub-
jected to high G-forces.,

In 1931, Auguste Piccard, a Swiss physicist and aeronaut, per-
fected the oxygen-pressure gondola for balloons to be used for
scientific exploration. 'Making use of the principle developed by Pic-
card, Captains ,Orvil A. Anderson and Albert W. Stevens, of the
US Army Air Corps, ascended to what was then the remarkable
altitude of 72,395 feet (Fig. 21). This was in 1935, two years
before the first pressurized cockpit was used in an. kmerican air-
craft For, the pressurized gondola of Their balloon Anderson and
Stevens used a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen (about 50-50).
After 1935 many balloon flights were made to inqstigate the con-
ditions of the upper atmosphere.

One of ithe Air Force balloon projects was called Man High.
For the Principal Man High flight, the Air Foce chose Maj.
David G. Simons (Fig. 28). In August 1957, Simons ascended to a
height of, 102,000 feef. The flight lasted 32 hours 10 minutes.
At his hi estnititude, Simons observed a' black sky above him,
and he cottl ee the curve of the horizon. To record any cosmic
radiation at th altitude, Sitnons wore special photographic plates
mounted on his arms and chest. He also had with him. some black
mice for testingithe physiological effects of cosmic radiation, No
immediate caeca were noted from the exposure, but the black
mice lafer became speckled with gray, indicating premature aging
from cosmic radiation.

During his flight Simons was protected by a sealed pressurized
gondola containing a, mixture of oxygen, nitrogen, and helium.
Although provisions were, made for purifying thie atmosphere, the
carbon dioxide content of The sealed gondola became danger-
ously high. Simons evaluated the risks and remained aloft..

The Man High flights were followed by the Excelsior balloon
flights made by Air Force capt. Joseph W. Kittin r, Jr. The Ex-
celsior flights, Ipegun in November 1959, were ma e for the pur-
pose of testing aircraft ejection equipment. Kittinge had prepared
for his balloon flights by assisting Major Simons .with the Man
High project. On his flights Kittinger rode in an open gondola
protected only by his oxygen supply and pressure suit (Fig., 29).
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Figure 28. Mai. David. G. Simons standing b e his balloon capsule. Simons reached
an altitude of 102,000 feet on 20 August 1957.

9n the first flight, as Kittinger prepared to jump from the gon-
dola at an altitude of 76,400 feet, his altimeter caught on the
door. The delay caused in freeing himself upset the automatic
timing device on his parachute. As a result, Kitkinger's parachute
opened too soon, the cord tangled in his clothing, and he was
spun violently during his descent. Fortunately, he was able to
right himself and make a safe landing.

The second and third Excelsior balloon were completely
succc ful. On the third Excelsior flight, Kittinger ascended tO the
height of 102.800 feet, slightly higher than SimoiW maximum al-
t-itude. After Kittinger jumped from the balloon gondola, he kicked
and m ved his, arms about to Maintain stability during free fall
(Fig., 30)., During the descent kittinger reported on his sensa-
tions Gy talking into a tape recorder fastelwd to his body.

Kittinger's parachute jumps showed that pilots could eject safely
at yery high altitudes, on the very fring of space. Years rater, dur-
ing combat in Vicfnam, Kittinger made another parachute jump
that took him thrdugh danger to safety. Upon landing, he was

S6: )
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Nuns 29. Copt. Joseph W. Kittinger, Jr., beside open gondola used on Excelsior
flights. Kittingeo was protected by his pressure suit and oxygen equipment.

captured by the North Vietnamese and held prisoner but ,was re-
leased early in 1973.

The balloon flights ended at the ceiling for winged aircraft and
air-breathing vehicles. Through the use of rocketopower, animal
astronauts could be launched into space to prepare the way, for
man.

Animal Astronauts

After scientists and engineers began experimenting with rockets
following World War IF medical researchers sent animals into the
upper atmosphere to test conditions there and td find out how
living matter react4.1 to spaceflight. Dr. James Henry performed
some of the early ,i4periments with animals at Holleman Air Force

"Base; New Mexico Since the first rockets could carry only small
'payloads, mice and other small animals were used for the early
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Figure 30. Captain Kittinger during free fall. H moved his arms and legs to maintain
stability

experiments. When these small animals were rocketed into space,
they had to be protected with a pressurized ,:nvironment and had
to be provided with food and water. Scientists made the first
crude space capsules to protect the subjects of their experiments.

As rockets became more powerful and larger pay loads could be
sent into space, American researcher : used larger animals for their
experiments, and they constructed better space capsules. While
Soviet scientists prefer dogs for their space experiments, Ameri-
can scientists have used monkeys and chimpanzees. Sinyir these
animals are higher in the animal scale they have a physiology
that more nearly resembles man's, an t ey can be more highly
trained. Soviet scientists,, on the oth r land, have collected a
large body of physiological data abot which enables them
to make comparisons. The Soviet og Laika, a female of the
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Husky breed, Was the first...animal to be rocketed into orbit. Laika
survived in orbit for about seven: days*and thed di?If there.

About a decade before the Mercury astronauts made their first
flight, US researchers sent chimpanzees and monkeys into Space on

. sounding ,rockets
Two of the first chimpanzees to go into space Pat, and

Mike. They made the trip on an Aerobee rocket in 1952 lin .
order to tcv G-forces during spaceflight. One animal was .seated,
aw. the other was lying. Although the seated animal took the
More severe punishment from G-forces, telemetered data showed

,4 that neither animal suffered ill ,effects from the flight.
In May 1959 two monkeys, Able anduBaker,..were sent aloft

on a Little Joe rocket to test protective equipment...Each monkey
` traveled in a separate sealed capsule. Each wore a specially de,.

signed .space 'stilt and helmet and reclined onva contoured couch,
vbiilr le,gg drawn up (a position intended to give'the best protec-
tiOn,against G-forces)- 'After the space travelers were ,-recovered
and given a thorough examinajion, the flight was pronounced a

,,f ,
success. . . . -

is.

4., 7 74

0

4

f' . " ,-.. .

Figure 31. Entis ,fitted into proisuro couch. This chi anzee was used to test, the'
Mercury spatecroft in orbital flight.

''..'.
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Before American astronauts ere ocketed 0 space, two

chimpanzees were used to test rcury spa craft encl. the
flight plm or it. Ham prepared hp y for the f rst suborbital

. flight by A tronaut Alan Shepard, 1 and' Dun (rig. 31) orbited
in space b ore Astronaut John Glenni ade the first US or-
bital flight.

Enos, like' all animal astronauts, car#ully Selected and
trained. Results were gratifying: Enos did all the tasks assigned
to him. He, worked to get at ,his water and fbod, aril then shdwed
scientists that it was possible to eat.and drink while in orbit. When
the capsule was recovered, Enos's Space suit was drenched with
perspiration, but he was alert and excited. He popped out of
the capsule, wobbled, a, bit, 'and finally began .to jump for joy.

_ Then he wsnt The rounds 4o shake the hands, of his rescuers. A,
few hours rater space official announced that', the United Staes
was ready to send the, first astronaut into orbit.

'$1;he Way r, man into space had been prepared by some fi4
*years. rch in aerospace medicine and by more than a cen-
tu of study flight physiology. Many questions about spaceflight
stil remained unanswered, however, as the first astronauts pre-
pa cl At, gd into space. To understand how the astronauts have
cop d 'with the. stresses of spaciflight, it is first necessary to know
how, e developed pcotective equipment for aircraft flight and how
pi are trained 'to' fly aircraft. .
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a QUES i NS

1. What contributions did ti early balloonists make g it p iology?
What kind of experimeotsTid Paul Bert-perform?

2. What is a ospace medicine? What professional services do flight surgeons
perform f fliers?

a

3, How are man and the flight machine made tO work together?

4, What we the X series of aircraft? Who flew the X-1, and what did it
accompl ? How was the X-25 used?

5. What co tributions did advanced balloon flights make to the study of
flight physiology?

6. How did the animal astronauts prepare the way for manned spaceflight?

ir
THINGS Tp, DO

i

4 I. Make a study of one of the earl ball* flights. such as that of Jeffries
and Blanchard or of Sive!. Cr Spinelli, and Tissandier, and tell what
the flight contributed to our kn wledge of flight physiology. Why were
the flights of the early balloonists important in the study of flight physi-

; ology?
, . /

2. lf, you/ ar interested in medicine.lmake a study f ,one of the physiologists
or doto who made a significhnt contribute n to aerospace medicine.
'ou may wish to select one of the early con i tors mentioned in till
haptcr, ch as Paul Bert, Dr. J hn le frieT, or G n. Harry G. Armstron
r you y Hish to study abou the r search do c for the Air Force b
r. Jam H nry or Col. Paul tapp, hich is d scribed in Chapter 3.

3. The 'X-15 was the last of the series f researk. aircraft. Mz;ny excitin
.."

flights were made with1 the X715. Sete t one of he test pilots, who flew
the X-15 and tell a t his most important fli ht, Concentrate on did
biomedical aspects of t e flight. What kind of pr teCtise clothing di the
pilot wear? How was t c aircraft pressurized?

4. Make a study of one df the more recent balloon flight . such as t
Major Simons or Captain Kittinger. What biomedical fi dings were
What did the flight contribute to our knowledge of ght ysiol

15. akc a study o the bight of one more of the md t impo
, a tronauts. _NV a blothedical findingsi were ma. d' on t e flight.

t animal's) and support goien? d anima a
p pare the was, f (-manned spacefli ht?

at of

g

Wade?

Y?

I'

Alma!
I

ic

ri:uat ssi
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HUMA4 REOUIREMANTS OF FLIGHT

I PROTECTIVE ErIPNIENT

4t present there are three kinds of protective equipment used
airA t. (1) protective clothing and accessories, which inclu e

_oxygeit masks and pressure suits, (2) ressurized cabins, and (3)
equipment for 'escape in an emergene Oxyg masks, pressure
suits, and pressurized cabins are used to sujply an artificial
atmosphere during flight. This atmosphere is needed both for
breathing and for counterpressure against the body. Man cannot

_fly at high altitudes without takirg with him an atmosphere con-
taining adequate oxygen.

Protective Clothing and Accessories

4
Oxygen was first supplied by an oxygen mask and then by a

pressure suit. In time enginee s learned .how to pressurize the en-
tire environment of the cock it or cabin. Now most high-flying
aircraft have a pressurized c bin. But because there is always
the possibility that this cabin ight become depressurized during
flight, oxygen masks or pressur suits are taken along for use in
an emergency. '

About 98 perceni of all flights are made below 50,000 feet. Air-
craft flying at the higher altitudes ,within this level make use of
a two-way plan for protecting aircrews and passengers. (1) a
pressun d cabin and (2) oxygen masks for backup.

The percent of all fli hts made above 50,000 feet are mad

) by com at or test pilots. ircraft flying above 50,000 feet have a
three-w plan for prote ting pilots. (1) a spac cabin, (2) a
pressure suit for backu , and (3) a G-suit.

The pressure s it a d the G-suit, which were de eloped to pro-
tect ilitary pilo s in high-performance aircraft, formed the basis
for t the space s ts f r astronauts and for protective equipment
used n civil airs ft. I developing protective equipment for flight,'

t doctors and engin ers tarted with the oxygen. mask.
OxcE.r+ MASKS1T ere are three types of oxygen breathing sys-

tems, or ox en ,mas with the'r.. tanks and other accessories.
These ate (1) the, continuous-flow ype for use up to 25,000 feet,
(2) the demand type for use up to 35,000 feet, and (3) the pres- ,

sure-demand type 'for use up to 45, 00 feet (Fi $a).
Almost all aircraft that fly at hi her altitud today ale being

equipped, with the pressure-demand oxygen , s stem. Evt. some
of the older airL aft are being refitted with th quipment. Usually
t c Continuous-fl vf oxygen system is used fu passengers on com

erctal aircraft or military troop transports. The masks for the
continuous -flow system (Fig. 33) are easier to put on, and the

6Ki 3
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Figure 32. Flier s ceiling os raised by different kinds of protective equipment. The
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aassengers ally do not require as Tuch oxygen as the pilot
nd other cr w members do when making an emergenej, descent.

The ,hassen
64

r§ re inactive and therefore do not have to have as
much oxyg9 they crew members flying the aircraft.

The pressur -demand oxygen system is a pied of equipment
representing veral stages of development. Tracing those stages
enables one understand Show the modern complex systeni op-
erates. I

The, fifirst lots lled "dribble
tubes,' ,ope

,

pilot
I

ceded oxygen
he would pu Is on his pipe,
and the pil . Before , and

oxygen equipment, which the
ted from h pipe stem. When
IL on the stem, much as a m

t- received a supply of cold, wet,
after pulls, the oxygen leaked.

As aircraft climbed higher, larger suppli
needed, and a leakproof system was required.
the oxygen mask, whic
first a continuous flow
the oxygen could be t

When aircraft flew
by the pilot increased
requires a higher pro
requir
soluti
phase
the p
surize

oxygen were
answer was

d mouth. At
e mask, and

fitted tight, about the nos
of oxygen was supplied t
en from the dmbient air.

till higher, the amount of
greatly. At very high alti

ortion of pure oxygen. Ve
d oxygen can , be taken. from the surroli lIng. air. The

was to shut off the flow of oxygen durin the exhalation
f breathing. Oxygen was supplied to the m sk only when
of inhaled (Fig. 34): This system of supplying unpres-

oxygen upo demand, or the demand oxygen system,
workejl well until an altitucle of ,35,000 feet was reached.
IFrom 35,000 to 4 ,000 feet, the pressur of t e alveolar air

(ygen in the lungs plus dater vapor and r o dioxide), ap:
proaches the pressure of the ambient air. Un se conditions

end an ade-

ygen needed
des the pilot

little of the

there is not enough
quate supply to the
vent hypoxia at a
mand oxygen syste
pressurized oxygen
the 30,000-foot ley
oxygen with the p
modern . system the
older type system th
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the chest cavity I. Thl
s, and the air rughel
hed in Chapter I. Dui
mite breathing th pr

tit
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DEMAN OXYGEN MASK
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oxygen mask. Ith the ilimand. oxygen system, there is no

ygen Is supplied to the user nIy when he inhales. The amount clf
en.suppli44 Is adju id automatically to the flight altitudpz.-4
. ,

_PRESSURE-DEMAND
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Fig re 35. Pressure-demond oxygen mask. This Mask operates in much the same
woy as that used with the demand oxygen syst4m. The principal difference is that

, oxygen Is supplied under pressure. The mask must be 4IghtIy sealed about the face.
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dattt cage are relaxed as efxygen is forced into the lungs during
inhalation, but muscle power must be used to force exhalation.
In other words, the pilot breathes out rather than in during pres-
sure breathing. This breathing in reverse is tiring, and it can
lead to hyperventilation if no7arefully controlled.v

Oxygen masks are used/ high altitudes only in, an emergency
or for short periods ai time to insure the safety of the crew.
Whenever Air Force aircraft fly unpressurized above 13,000 feet,
one member of the crew 'isis usually kept on oxygeh continuously.
If possible, the pilot copilot take turns wearing their oxygen
masks. At altitudes from 40,00P to 45,000 feet all crew members
wear pressure-demand oxygen- maski continuously.' Above the
,45,000-foot level a pressure suit is usually used to back up/ the
'pressurized cabin. A tPask is uses above! 45,000 feet only in an
emergency,' At the 50,000-foot level 110 'oxygen will enter the
lungs even if 100 percent oxygen is supplied under pressure.

PRESSURE stirrs.=L:ong before the 45,000-fbot level 'was reached,
pilots felt the need for having counterpressure against the body.
The first pressure suit to provide this counterpressure resembled
a deep-sea diver's outfit. It was designed by Wiley Post, fn. the

the
lower
3t re-

e third
e layer
nd had
layers,
under
was a
lowed

7 psi. Wiley's
sing layers of.

er pressure suits
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sure suit \in
ations to,4
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from ballooning 0, t, they
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were developed upon this principle. Unfortunat

,death int1935, no furthe,r work was' done..aln the
the United States for, inorc than a decade, but oth
up its .deve,lopment.

During World War,. U 'both th& US Na'y and t e Army Air
Comps began research to, develop a practical pres c suit for

equipment for the Ait Corps was pr. iames \P. Henry Ater com-
'combat, One of the pioneers in ksearch o protective

com-
pleting work on a wartime research projectl on tfi circulatory
system, Doctor.Henry went to work at , Wright, Fie o \develop

..,..... A pressure suit. .At this time there was no such thi s a. pres-
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quired. The suit that Post used! succ
suit that he designed. Thq first' suit,
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surized cockpitonly ,oxygen masks ',and a kind of pressure vest
developed by the ,Royal Canadian Air Force. Doctors believed
that if pilots. were to be successfully provided with oxygen under

ssure at extremely high altitudes, their bodies must be pro-
cted by being inclosed in a suit that would 'exert counterpressure
ainit the entire body; not simply the chest and lungs. The
eory seemed/ sound, but it had to be proved by' developing_ a

ractical prestnre *suit. -
Doctor Henry, clothed in a takesh t pressure suit that covered
0st of his. body, gradually_ Subjecte h mselt to higher' altitudes
'the'the pressure chamber. ,Finally he eached a simulated altitude

f 50,000. feet. When, in Nove a 1944, the' Aii Force was
lady to purchge .a turbojet irciatt that would fly gat 55,000

feet, Doctor Henry dead to develop enough counterpressure
in his suit to go to .an al tude of 58,000 feet and remain at that
altitutie for some time. is was a feat unheard of at the time.

, Since, Doctor Henry
ulated ascent
breathe pure
be reached th
he kept up
was so absor
at the control
at his right h
it was blown.
in the same 4
observed simil
chamber at..t
cided that "it
Without wait
dowf from

pressure suit was chide, he made the sim-
to altittde gradually, pausing at various levels to
xygen even so, he began to feel dizzy by the time

0-foot Jevel., Although suffering from hypoxia,
tasks to test the flexibility of the suit. He

e the observers
ted him Ito look

t it, he s that
her hand reacted
experime ts, had

its in the pressure
t the wi dow de-

as not safe to watch the phenomenon a longer.
ng or a signal from Doctor Henry, they brought him
ltitude.

his work that he did not not.
dow signaling to him. They via
When Doctor Henry glanced

like a balloon. Suddenly the
y. general Armstrong, in early
pallooning 'of the bodies of rab

e me altitude. Tile controllers

The expo iment showed that a pressure suit would protect man
in the .rare ied at osphere at an altitude of 58,000 feet, !but to
do so the uit mus completely inclose- the body,--hands as VI ell
as trunk, head, and less. Although the pressure suit that was ,de-
velOped covered the entire body, ottly part of the suit .was, press
surized. This is what is known as a partial-pregure suit.

At the same time thEU the Air Force began work on the partial pres-
sure suit, the Navy Was assigned the task of developing a full-
pressure suit. AftVr the Air 'Force produced a partial-pressure suit,
its researchers also worked on the, fullrpressure suit. From ,the full-

, pressure su4 developed for, combat fliers came the' fi st space suits
for astronauts. The services plan to gradually rep a thie partial-

tit

pressured suit with a full pressure ;suit. t

A
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it. HUMAN REQUIREMXNTS OF MIGHT

A fullinessure suit (Fig. 36), which creates a completely pressur-
ized.environment, is the ideal backup for a pressurized cabin. It sur-

r" rounds the wearer with a complete envelope of pressurized gas.
1- This does away with the uncomfortable sqbeeze of the aartial-

pressure suit and allows more mobility and fuller pr ection.
Most full-pressure suits' are unpressurized as long as t e air-

, craft is 'flying below 35,0'00 feet. M soon as the aircraft eaches
this level, or there is a loss of pressure from the aircraft cabin,
the automatic controller on the suit causes it to inflate. The suit
inflates to a pressure which, when added to that of t ambient
atmosphere, equals about 3.5 psi. This is just abou he same
pressure as that of the earth's atmosphere at 35,000 e There-

is never exp sed to a .
regardless of the actual

uses any partial-pres-
su presents .a whole
hprou hly tested under
t qua protection. It is

fore, a pilot wearing a full-pre'ssure pit
pressure altitude greater than 35,00Q feet
flight altitude.

At the present tithe Air Fo sfill
sure suits. The odern partial-pr sure

een t
es ad,

use only as ck p to a pressu ed cabin.
There are ve 1 models of N Fore parti 1-pressure suits but

all have basi ally the same featur s. The suit onsists of the pres-
sure suit its f, h !met, and glOvei (Fig. 37). Th suit is constructed
in layers. n i ner layer consis of one large inflatable bladder
that covers/ the wearer except fo his head, arms, and. lower legs.

'This provides counterpressure for e main part of the body, prd-
yenting e4ansion of gases and wa r vapor in the blood and tis-
sues. &nailer bladders extend along he arms and legs to prevent
pinching when the Capstans are inflq d. The capstans are inflat-
able tubes that extend along the arms, chest, thighs, and legs.
When the capstans are inflated, they pull the suit tightly against the
wearer's body to apply additional counterpressure against the ex-
pansion ocgases and water vapor inside the bddy. The outer layer
of. the suit is made of nylon-cotton fabric, with elasticized link
ne "fish net,' in the areas where stretch needed. The

closed with pper;;;and laces provide some adjustment fpr..,
%.zethe.,§eale he met has,a plastic facepiece, and it contains

.h.rpbones for communication, and wires for heating to
preverittfogging of the.. helmet. The gloves for the suit. contain
smell inflatable bladders.

Actually the modern pressure kuit is not one but three piece's
of, protective equipment: (1) an dxygen mask, (;) a pressurized
environment: and *(3) a Gsuit. Although the G' -suit' is usually'sewn
into the pressure suit and forms a part of it,/ the G-suit was de-,

* veloped separately ,and serves a separate purpose.

I

,series of improylements. It has
space wale t, conditions and

/2

4

4
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Figure Full-pressure suit. This kinsl of suit surrounds the wearer with an envelope
of press rind air. It is more comfd table than the partial pressur suit and gives
better pr tection. Problems arise in v ntiladng the full pressure suit and in removing

e wbtorivapor.
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G-SUlTS.--The increased G-foices built up in flight are usually
positive. Negative G-forces occur"only occasionally, such as whet!
an aircrft goes from level flight into a bidden diva. When the--_ti
G-forces , are negative, the blood rushes 'to the head, and the pilot
may exPerience'isedout. Negative G-forees as .lqw ,as ''l.5 to 3.5
G can tie fatal.

After Dr. Jarpes- Henry completed work on tr partial-pressure
,suit, remaiifee'at Wright Field to collaboite with Dr. Otto

,

41101140.

r.

...0,,er
A

4

Figure 37. Partial Amur. suit. This kind of suit is pressurized in parts, or segments.
The bottom layer of the wit isr a large bladder inflated to provide counterpressure for
most of the body. Additi9nal /counterpressure is provided by inflated capstans, Note, r

the capstans extending along fhe pilot's aims, thighs, and legs.

8i



PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND PILOT TRAINING

Gauer, a renowned German authority . o4 the circulatory system,
to find out, how pilots might be prolecied against negative 0-
forces. From'. experiments with animals in the centrifuge, Doc-
Mrs Henry and Gauer discovered that fatalities front excessive neg-
ative' 0:forces resulted from hypoxia not from brain hemorrhage,
as had, been I supposed. Upder the stress of negative G-forces, the
blood rushing to the pilot's head caused swelling of veins. This

'swelling cut off the supply of oxygen to the throat and lungs,
resulting in choking and severe hypoxia. When death was -shown
to be caused by hypoxia, ,the way was opened for providing pro-

,tection.

'Tollay pilots have some protection againkt negative 0-forces
'by being supplied with adequate oxygen in a pressurized cabin,
backed by an oxygen mask or a pressure suit. Prissurized helmets
may offer enough counr-re§istance to the increased blood flow
in the head to raise the pilot's ,tolerance of negative 'G- forces bey
2 G

A other means had to be found to protect the body against
posit ve G-forces. Doctor; Henry and Gauer found that if an
adeq ate supply* of , bloodl flowed from the pilot's heart to his

, eyes and brain, he would not black out. Based on this findihg,
the G=suit wasdeveloped.

t The modern G-suit resembles a pair of cutaway nylon trousers
or cowboy chaps (Fig. 38). The trousers have bladders positioned
o that they fit at key ipoints on the body. A small bladder is

placed at each igh and one at the tall of each leg, and a larger
bladder is sprea across the abdomen. The bladders are connected
to a cotnpressed 'air system. In normal' flight the bladders lie
flat, but as soon a "the aircraft goes into a maneuver a d the G-
fqrces reach a posi ve 2 G, air is. automatically release from the
compressed air syst and inflates the bladders. As th expand,

I the bladders press t htly against the pilot's body, c. using the
blood vessels in the. lower elxtremities to constrict and keep the

' blood from pooling. This action forces the blood tpyva d the pi-
`tor& head, m the slow of blood between the heart and
the eyes an min. .

The G.'s it is worn eit over or beneath the standard flying
clothing. I may be designe to be part ;of the pressure suit for
pilots, fly g high - performs c laircraft, as noted earlier. The G-suit
can give a pilot enough Action to inqease his tolenance to
positive- G-forces by 2 G.

At the same time that re archers were deVoloping the G-suit
and other protective clothin for fliers, other researchers were
trying to develop a pressurized cabin. They wanted Ito pressurize

F
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Figure 38, A Gsuit. This is o poir of c towoy trousers like those shown dbove. The
G uit moy be worn outside the "er's suit, or it may be port of the suit.
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the entire coickpit, not just the area immediately surrounding ttie
.pilot's bod

P\ :
. / .

1
',4 't Pressurized Cabins

The pressurized cockpit, or the pressuriied cabin, as it is gen-.
r.

erally known, took' many years to deveI p. Many difficult problems
had to,be solved before a pressurized ca, n. was possible. Althpugh
the Lig, Army Air Corps conducted its fi st experiment on sudh a
cabi 4 early as 1920, the first American-built pressurized cabin
did sot appear until 1937 with the XC-35 research aircraft.' The
first American pressulized airliner, a Stratoriner, carried passen-
gers in April 1940. 61.

The pressurized ca in, meant a real breakthrough in meeting
the human requirements if flight at high altitudes. It represents

11 a triumph of both medical and engineering knowledge. Jo de-
velop the pressuriied cabin, researchers drew upon the store of
knowledge ..ef flight physiology that had accumulated since the
early balloaists and the French physiologist Paul Bert performed
their experiments. Bert laid the feundation for the pressurized
aircraft with his studies of pressureNtitudes.

With the pressurized. cabin, piloti and passengers now have
more security during flight. If the pressure altitude of the Cabin
can be kept low enough, the occupants are protected against both
hypoxia add. decompreision sickness, as well as expansion of
trapped gases and most of the discomforts caused by sudden
Changes in pressUre during flight. Fudther, the p?.essurized cabin .

can be maintained at a comfortable temperature even at very high
altitudes:

PRESSURE DIFFERENCE. AND STRENGTH OF STRUCTURE.From an
engineering standpoint, one of the most difficult problems in pro-
ducing a pressurized Cabin is to make the walls of the aircraft
streng enough to withstand the difference in pressure between he
atmosphere in the cabin aild that on the outside. At lower alti-
tudes, this difference in pressure, or the Pressure differential, as
it. tscalled, need not be large, but as the aircraft flied to increas-
ingly Mgher altitudes (and1/44he need for apressurize'd cabin bk-

Afr.) comes greater), the xressure `differe tial becomes greaier:
With a larger ptessure different I, it is necessary to have

stronger cabin walls to withstand t e pressure across the walls.
If, for example, the pressure of th atmosphere side an air-
craft cabirr were kept at *sea level pressure (14. psi) a. the
pf sure on the outside,44the aircraf app.:roaches zero, the phs-
stir differential would approach 14.7 si..This ,represents a pres-
sur of one ton on each squarq foot 9f wall, space, inc uding

1!
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HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

canopies, doo , and windows. .To withstand such tremendous
pressure would require an aircraft structur too heavy to fly.
Fortunately, man is able to tolerate a reduc ressure environ-
ment.

.1 If. pressure altitude of 8,000 to 10,000 feet is Used instead
of se level as the lower limit, then the pressure differential
acrosst,the walls of the aircraft cabin is greatly reduced. With a
cabin pressurized to the 8,000-foot level, aircraft can fly at 40,000
feet to 45,000, feet with a maximum pressure differential of 8
to 9 psi. Most .jet passenger aircraft are designed to o rate at

this pressure level. Recently, however, there has been a ndency
for aircraft designers to use a higher pressure differential or pas-
senger aircraft, permitting them to fly at the high crui *ng levels
with a cabin pressurized to an altitude of 5,000 to 6, 00 ftet.
Improvements in metals make possible stronger and ligh er air-
craft structures 'that oan support larger pressure differenti

Most high-performance military aircraft have less pressu e in
their cabins in order to keep the aircraft lighter in weight and al-
16w more maaeuverability, as well as to guard against the danger
of decompreffion as the result of enemy fire. Military aircraft
going to very high, altitudes usually operate with a maximum pres-
sure differential of about 5 psi. Therefore, at the :highest flight
altitudes, the cabin of such aircraft is at a pressure altitude' of
about 25,000 feet. At this level supplemental oxygen is needed
to prevex&hypoxia, but there still is protection against decompres-
sion sielMss. Combat aircraft are equipped with an override con-
trol that makes it Possible for the pilot to reduce cabin prosure
if there is dan er of being struck by enemy fire. In ,this way it is
possible to r ucc the hazards of decompression.

MAINTAIN! THE CABIN ATMOSPHERE. Other problems had to
be solved in keeping the atmosphere within the cabin constant.
The atmosphere must have excbssive water vapor *removed, it must
be free of contaminants, and it must be kept at a comfortable tem-
perature. The problems of keeping the cabin free of noiious gases
and vapors are described in Chapter 1. The special problems of
the space cabin are discussed further in the next chapter on space-
flight. .

Surprisingly enough, one of the first problems encountered in
pressurizing the cabin weak overheating. Even when the outside
temperature is a frigid 67 degrees F., the cabin tends to heat
rapidly as air is drawn in from the outside and compressed. Im-

, provements in air-conditioning equipment have helped to keep the
'cabin 'temperature constant. .

CONVENTIONAL PRESSURIZED CABINS AND SPACE CABINS.All air-

\
craft cabins are pressurized in the sense that the air inside the
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cabin 1 under greater pressure tha that of the ambient atm;
sphere. Tp to 50,000 feet, or the to er limits of vace-equivale i
conditio s, a cabin is usua'ly pressuri ed by drawing in air fro
the qu id and compressing it. Th is .a conven 'anal.. pres.\ \ .

surized b (ig. 39). Above 50,00k) feet the air fr the out -1
side mus be sealed off, and the cabin is pressurized ,making
use of a supply of on ten or other, gas carried ' on

t
, bo . Such a

cabin is c lied a space cabin (Fig. 40).

is limited, and the'gas oust be kept frm 1 akiris. Wh large

In the ace cabin thesupply of gas, for \the rti.aial a sphere

quantities of oxygen are needed for' supplyihg the a phere
for a space cabin, a conve er .system is used. The system es
for storing liquid oxygen ( OX) under pressure and then cqgve

, ing it into a gas for uses klandling oxygen,efl beard airc6ft_
first presented difficult problems for engineers. Liquid oxyge
must be kept,' at do ettremelx ow temperature (about 297 de-
grees .) to !keep it from cha ging into a gas , during \storage.
When converted into a gas ior use, the liquid oxygen expand
enormously about 860 times).

\*NI,Figure 39. Operation af.sci con intional pressuri cabin. Air from the outside is
drawn inside, compressed. and efrigerated. IN, ilpo s p h it re iA kept fresh by dumping

the stale air rrrboard an failing in fresh air.
. 1

.4
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-*ACE CAM
(SEALED}

GA ON CriCTIDE MO TASTE GASES

OMEN AND ROM GASES

Figure 40. Difference between an open cockpit, a conventional pressudzed c in, and

a space cabin.. The conventional pressurized cabin is partially aled; -the spat cabin
is completely sealed.

HAZARDS OF DECOMPRESSION.With both the space c b' and the

conventional pressurized cabin, the greatest h and lies the pos-

sibility of rapid decompression at altitude. Mi itary aircr are in

more danger of decompression, as they may e hit by e emy fire.

The speed with which decompression takei place de ds pri-
marily upon. the size f, the aircraft and the size of t opening.

flying at a ery high
cabin explodes out-
filled with dust, fog,
gs are in danger of
red with a 'seat belt.
azed condition. The

If decompression is fa i and the aircraft is
altitude, the pressurize atmosphere of the
ward with a loud bang. The cabip becomes
or flying -debris, Persons sitting near openi
being blown out if they are not firmly s
The occupants of the cabin are left in a
greatest danger from rapid decompression from hypoxia, as
explained iLl Chapter 1. Fortunately, the victims .of rapid decom:-

,pression can survive if they are supplied emergency oxygen and

'thcpilot can land without delay.
In general, the number of raid decompressions has been quite

smallPover the years even in military aircraft. Jet transports and

80
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high-performance thilitary 'aircraft have proved to be structurally
sound.

Combat pilots face other dangeri than those from rapid de-
compression, however. As aviation progressed, it became apparent
that some new means had to be found to help. combat pilots es-
cape from their aircraft when it 'went put of control.

Escape Equipment

When aircraft flew at relatively low altitudes and speeds, a
pilot could escape from his aircraft simply by bailing out and mak-
ing use of his parachute. When aircraft began traveling at high
rat g of speed, the G-forces increased sharply, and the pilot
hail difficulty; first in forcing his way out of the aircraft and then
in clearing the aircraft structures. For escape from high-perform-
ance aircraft, the military pilot now has an ejection-seat system.
But whether a pilot makes an unassisted or an assisted escape,
he uses a 'Parachute for making his descent to the ground.

PARACHUTES FOR BAILOUT (UNASSIISTED ESCAPE). -- Pilots who.
fly in slow aircraft depend upon parachutes for bailout in an emer-
gency The person making the escape simply releases the canopy
of the aircraft or opens the door and jumps over the side, using
his paraChute to bring him safely to the ground. Combat crew
members are taught how to "hit the .silk," or use their parachute.
Noncombat crew members may be required to wear parachutes
during dangerous missions.

In October 1922 the first American life was saved by a para-
chute when Lt. Harold Harris, a US Air Corps test pilot, made
a safe bailout, Since that time the parachute has sated thousands
of lives. The parachute has been imOrdved somewhat and better
techniques deVeloped for its use, but it remains essentially un-
changed.

The parachute is made up of three basic parts: the canopy,
the pack, and the harness (Fig. 41). Thkcanopy is the large
umbrella-like structure that fills with air an supports the pilot
as he floats to the ground. Today the canopy is made ,of nylon

ther than silk. Nylon is stronger than silk and produces- less
s ock upon opening. The canopy is pulled from the pack by a
s all spring-loaded pil t chute, which first catches the airstream.
The nylon parachute p ck, the package in whic the parachute is
fo ded for storage, also encloses the parachute rness. The Hu-
n s is a system of OA n webbing used to secur the wearer
th suspension lines of t e canopy. Part of The bar ess is the slM:
iq hich the wearer rest as he descends. The sling is attached to
di risers, the lines the pilot 'uses to guide the, poachute as it

81 '4
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Figure 41. Doploym nt of a parachute. The small pilot chute opens lint and then the'

largo canopy. Th4 er Ls fastened into the parachute harness. This is attached to the

risers. e risers con be used to guide the parachute jn landing.

nears the- grou .. The risers, in turn, are attached to the suspen-
sion lines oft e canopy. After the parachute has rought the
pilot io the g und,_ he f ls, rolls over on his back li ld the
parachute lines .toady, and then releases trio canopy to e. from

being dragged al ng the grou ,

When a p lot ecides to ba don his , aircraft, it is ortanttat he make he ecision 'an out while he still has ficient

1 ,
titude. With etii pars ut the shock of opening s not
ere, but the increases wit altitude. The best ini, um

'\ vere,
for openi

\ ird, but safe
e parachu e i about 1,000 feet ab
ins have be n made at lower. altit

e

n casualties hay curred, they a e most -often been ca
use the pilot was o close to the g ound when he attem
en his parachute.
en American pilots first tried to escape from high-perform-

ance aircraft during Worl War II, they had difficulty in getting
out of the aircraft so that they could make use of th'eir para-
chute. /hat l is needed was some device topropel them away
from the ircra

8
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EJECTION EQUIPMENT (ASSISTED ESCAPE).Today combat pilots
in high-performance aircraft usually have their parachute fitted into
the ejection-seat system. To build a practical ejection-seat system,

. engineers had to have 1 .whole series of precise data about how
the body is affected at tirre time of escape. Engineers had to know,
for example, how much a man can stan4 in terms of G-forces,
windblast, and oxygen deprivation. How much explosive, force is
needed to fire a man fast Nenough and far enough to clear the air-
craft and still not injure him?-

The Germans were the first to collect data that made ejeCtion
seats possible, and their pilots used such equipment for escaping
from disabled aircraft during World War II. When the %fru was
over, an American team headed by Dr. William Lovelace II, vis-
ited Germany and Sweden to obtain data on the ejection seat.

' 'i-- The first American' ejection seat was built from a German model.
The first live American ejection was made by Sergeant Lawrence
Lambert over Wright Field in 1946. In the next ten yea 0,897
ejetTiOhs were made by American pilots. Of this number bout 81
percent were successful. '----.

The ejection seat has been steadily improved, and chap es in, it
have been made to keep up with advances in flight. On of the
Americans bes known for basic research on ejection eq ipment

..- or use in high peed aircraft is b John Paul Stapp (1 11- ),
w a retired A Force colonel. Maly pilots have attribute their

li s to the equipment developed as a result of Stapp's ork.
Sta , who gave s name to the me ure of jolt force, wa ted
to fi d out more out the high G-foces that pilots cncoun er

11116 as the eject from igh-speed aircraft. The doctor is especial y
knoyin the runs made on the rocket-powered sled at Hol-
loman Ana, Wew MexI (Fig. 4;.),-- ..

At present the Air rce makes use of two types of ejection
Katt. One type ejects up t and and the other downward (Fig. 43).,
Both types of ejection seas are based upon the catapult princi-

(4,-- plc, the principle for prop ling aircraft front carriers. The ejec-
tion seat is equipped with e osive cartridges that propel the :seat
along a track d out and away from the aircraft. The seat is

4 J usually equipp with harnesses, guard rails, a footrest, and a
headrest that hold the pilot's body firmly in position to withstand
the large G-forces. After the scat has cleared the aircraft and, .
descends to a safe altitude, the pilot arates automatically from
the seat iFig. 44). Later his parachute o ns automatically to bring" him safely to the ground. These auto tic featpres protect the i

, ' pilot should he become unconscious. So c modern ejection seats0.

are inclosed in ? capsule t9 protect the pilot against windblast.

83 C
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Figure 42. Colonel Stopp, being prepo ed for rue c f ,roc t powered sled' His arms
and legs were strapped down o protect t erg'. Gforces.7i l

,
Since pilots of high-performande aircraft' may have to eject -ar-N,

very high altitudes, one of the asential 'features of ejection cquip-
sment is the emergency oxygen cylinder, or bottle, di& the 'pilot
takes with him as he leaves the aircraft. If the pilot escapes at
altitudes above 50,000 feet, he is protected by a pressure suit and
the oxygen bottle. If the pilot is flying belOw 50,000 feet, the Air
Force has an emergency -oxygen bottle that can be used in free
fall. When actuated, it automaticaltIL:dellivers oxygen under pressure'
for about 10 minutes..This is longkepough for safe ,dese ati, to
lower altitudes. '

,At first tumbling was one of the most serious problims fa ed
by pilots who ejected at high alp-m(1es. When 0,, pilot ejects m

.the stratosphere, he does not want his parachut to open too
soon, as he would descend too slowly. Then he would Suffer
from prolonged, 'exposure, and the oxygen supply in his emer-
gency bottle might be exhausted 'Before he reached an altitude
that could support breathing. Therefore, a pilot who ejects at a
high altitude must first go into free fall. While in free fall, he
might be tumbled so violently as to become unconscious. Pilots
can keep their bodies oriented and prevent tumbling during free
fall by making movements with their arms tind legs.

9' 84
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Although pilots attempt to eject at high.. altitudes, m t fa-
talities have occurred because the pilot was unable to get out in
time and the aircraft went into a steep dive. Then the pilot could
not eject in time to separate from the seat and open his parachute.
To increase the chances of survival at low .altitudes, the Air. Force
makes use of the One and ,System, which is attached to the
parachute. Thii system can oxerride the one-second delay built
into. the fiutomatic opening device on the parachute. .

To give the pilot an eVen better chance of survival on low-
level j

low -
level jections, the Air Force is developing what is known as the
Zero- ero System (zero altitude and zero airspeed). This system
is prov'ded with a rocket seat and .drogue parachutes, which work
somew at like the escape towers on the Apollo spacecraft. If the
pilot d s not ejedt soots enough to make a safe parachute, landing,

0

,
, , %.* ' : , .. ,t, .. , 4

Figur: ,43, Crewman ejecting downwlird ,ifom a 8-47 bomber. The crewman was pro..
pellid 001 of the bomleer.,When he pulled a ring on the seat.

'1 9)
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he is to be rocketed up to an altitude that allows for opening the
parachute and making the descent. Research continues on escape'
systems that will be even more reliable than those presently used!
Rocket seats,, improved capsules, and even miniature independent
flying cockpits are being. developed.

To be able to use escape equipment and other p tective, de-
vices and to look after the safdty of c ew members nd passen-
gers, a pilot must have special training. arning safet procedures
is part of every pilot's training.

..
Ejectioil 'frouant
iiiipreftijottiloning
of .iffooPliio#443
OxYgin befet!

otoOt

'on s t.,

' Plat Election

A

4
')1

l

Figur. 44. Sequence following stistction-from a high rformanc. aircraft. The pilot goes
on emergency oxygen as he ejects. An automatic iming device causes the parachute

to at at o safe alt tude.
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TRAINING PROe AMS

_A pilot who flies,a 'odern highrperformance jet is likely to take
some kind of training a ntervals throughout most of his career.
The initial training, which lasts about a year, simply qualifies the
beginner to be a pilot. The beginning civil` pilot must fly many
hours as a second officer before he is eligible to become the first
officer and then the captain, Qr doYnmand pilot, of a large air -
liner.+

In any kind of flying th re is no substitute for experience.
Whenever new equipment ,is i troduced,the pilot is given special
training in its use. A pilot' wh is to take over a new .kind of -
aircraft must first undergo tran Mond training, or changedver
training.

If continual training is needed by \tlie civil, pilot, it needed:
even more by the 'military pilot. The military pilot -is likel' to fly
everal different kinds of aircraft and perform a variety of les

ing his career.
-

N.

Military Progratits

ma US Army, Navy, and Air Force each 'onducts 'a:sephrate
flight training program. The Army and the Air Force use civilian
contract , schools for part. of the training, most in the primary
phases of both regular fixed-wing and rotary-wing ircraft (hell-
copters). Each service conducts its own advanced . tactical
training. The Navy .pntinues to train its own pilots in a 'bases
of the program.

The Air Force beginning flight training program f4r Americ
pilots, known as Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT), is changing
constantly' to meet the needs of the Air Force and to make use
of `improved training methods. At present Air Force Undergrad-
uate Pilot Training is 'conducted at Air Force bases throughout the
South and the ,Southwest. All of the training except for survival

`training is carried through at one base.' For the survival training all
student piloti go to 'Fairchild AFB' Washington. Trainees sta-
tioned at Fairchild spend seven days .in the nearby forest. During
this tine\they learn how to survive in hos c territory.

The airshiRs at the Air Force trainin ascs bum with activity.
AU day long jet trainers take off and lad as prospective pilots
learn how to halidle them. Two ,jet trainers are used: the- T-37
"Tweetie Bird" an the, T-38 Talon. The T-37, the subsonictrainer (Fig. 45), is ed by the student pilots after they have
completed primary wor with the propeller-driven trainer. The
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F gure '45: Student p ter flight in subsonic .T-37. The instructor is showing the
stu t&ow to 'prepare a log of his flight.

is` showing

(rig. 46) flies at s rsonic speeds. Both jet ,trainers are .
ighly maneuverable and ca'N be fitted with equipment used in

combat aircraft. A prospective Air Force. pilot ,must have about ...

,16 hours of flight in the propeller-driven trainer, about 90 hours
In te T-37, and about 100 hours in the T-38. ,

. '4

, A.'aluable part of flight training recently added is parasail
trainink:i Formerly it was difficult to give the b ginner a realistic
feel for parachute jumping without exposing hin to some danger. ..

Noyv a trainee practices in safety on the parasa I (Fig. 47). This
is a parachute pulled, aloft by a lire attached to a truck or boat.
After tho, trainee goes up 300 to 40Q feet, he is cut loose and de-

.
scends on his parachute. .

Besides the survival" and flight training itself, the Air, Force , -*

candidate takes 'physical education and has some 600 hours of
.classroom instriictivn in ch subjects as aerodynamics, naviga-
tion, weather, insAime t lying, and general officer training.
The, entire program for b in ing Air Fore, pilots lasts about 52*.
Weeks.. It i; estimated, that Air force speritlablut $90,560. for
each trainee who graduates fr m the program.

Air ForCe navigators ar trained at Mather AFB, California,
where they. learn advanced techniques for navigation. Since these
prospective navigators will become .part of a egular' flight crew,
they are required to complete safety and sur tval training equiv-
alent to that given pilots.

h cf-i
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gun 46. Student pilots learning about the supersonic TI 38. This is the advanced
jet trainer.

/ .

i

a
. ,
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ter

Figure .47. Parasoll demonstration by Astronaut Alan Shtrliord. At this point Shepard
is ready to he hoisted aloft. Student pilots learn how to use a parachute by practicing

with the parasiiil.
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Navy and Marine pilots and navigators go through a similar
program of hard work and study. Prospective pilots in the Navy
and Marine Corps are assigned to a wing of the Naval Air Train-
ing Command that is located at Pensacola, Florida.

Navy and Marine Corps pilots also undergo training to qualify
them for flight from a carrier. A Navy carrier operates in the Gulf
of Mexico off the coast of Florida for this type of training. Both
a propeller-driven aircraft, the T-r28, and a jet, the single-engine
T-2 Buckeye, are used. Students make "arrested" landings (com-
plete stops) and touch-and-go landings. Before they complete their
work, they are able to come in and land on the carrier as part
of allight formation.

The science of flight training as 'developed by the military
services became the basis for civil flight training.

_ . .

Civil Piogranis

Pilot training can be obtained at most airports from flying
schools or from individual instructors. In addition, some colleges
and universities offer pilot training as part of their regular cur-
riculum. Training civil pilots is a large operation. The number of
civil pilots being trained has increased steadily. By 1973 there
were some 750,000 certified civil pilots. The Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA), the agency that certifies civil pilots, also su-
pervises their training and approves flight courses and flight instruc-
tors. ,- ,

A flight instructor is an 'expert in the art of flying and a pro-
fessional teacher as well. He is 'skilled in coordinating controls on
an aircraft, but he also understth3ds the latest methods of teach-
ing A flight instructor must meet specified requirements and be
licensed by the FAA. He must hold a pilot's certificate for the
kind of aircraft he is instructing his students to fly, he must have
at least a commercial pilot certificate, and he must pass a test
on the fundamentals of flight instruction. Much of the reward
that a flight instructor gets from his job is in seeing raw beginners
become good pilots under his direction.

i

With the growing demand for civil pilots, the airlines an no ,
longer fill theirs needs by recruiting pilots trained by the military
services They ntust obtain many of their pilots from civil flight

' training programs The airlines do not/give beginning training for
pilots, but they provide their own training for pilots who are
promoted in rank or who are to fly a new kind of aircraft or use
new equipment.
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The major airlines have now completed the program for tran-
sitio'ning their pilots from propeller- driven aircraft to jets. During

, .
this training many experienced pilots practically had to learn to .
fly all over again. Now the airlines are training pilots to fly jumbo
jets. In transitioning to jumbo jets, the airlines are making greater
use of flight simulators than ever before. Flight simulators, first
developed by the military services, are now used in both military
and civil programs for training pilots.

t

El [Gill SINit I.% FORS

A flight simulator is an apparatus that simulates, or gives the. effect of, one or many conditions of flight. In the broadest sense,
flight simulators include tnost flight training devices. The Air Force
uses more than 300 flight simulators for training pilots. Of this
number only somewhat_more than 40 are advanced simulators
that reproduce the motions of flight and are controlled by com-
puters. Actually there are two principal kinds of flight simulators.
stress devices.and mockups giving the feel of flight.

Stress Devices

The low-pressure chamber, the centrifuge, and other devices
originally used for studying the stresses of flight are now being
used in pilot training.

LAW- ALTITUDE CHAMekR.An, important part of a pilot's train-,
ing is learning to "fly thettratuher,'!,..ox.to take simulated flights
to altitude in the low-pressure chamber "(Fig. 48).. The trainee
takes these flights after he has finished his physiological train-
ing but before he attempts actual high-altitude flights. Seasoned
military aircrew members go back to the altitude chamber at spec-
ified intervals to find out if their reactions to hypoxia have
changed.

In the chamber flig1 the reduced pressures are real, and the
same oxygen equipment is used as in actual flight. All that is

' different is the fact that the sealed chamber rests on the ground,
and that observer and technicians are stationed in and around the
chamber to help trainees and prekient accidents.

To get the feel of altitude, you might go with Air Force trainees
on ail *imaginary flight to 43,WQ feet. This would put you far up

in the physiological-deficient "ione where pressuro breathing is re-
. quired Before trainees make, this flight, they have made at least

one. flight in the chamber to learn about using the oxygen mask.
A plan for the present trip has been posted in advance.

91 4.98
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Figure 48. View through window showing *students moking a -flight' Nri the oltstude
chamber. The technicians at the c6ntrols can bring the students down from altitude

in an eMergency. .

. .

ber, the instru or briefs them on ,the effects of reduced pressure
tlkstAlthough trainees have made a previous flight in the -chain;

. at. gltitude. He alio places in plain sight in the chamber a pr-,
tidily inflated balloon attached to a jar. You are to. watch the. bal- ...
ham inflate more as' pressdre in the chamber falls. This will help'
you understand, w,hat is happening to your body. The. instructor
reminth you about the dangers from trapped gases. He tells you
that you must permit trapped gases to escape from your stomach
and intestines by belching or passing flatus. He also cautions you
about the bends, the chokes, and other forms of decompression
sickness. You need not be concerned about decompression sick-, .,

ness until 'yOu. reach an altitude above 30,Q00 feet., If .you should
get the bends or. if any other emergency sctOuld develop, you, are
to use prearranged hind signals to let the technicians know you
need help. ., .. . ...

.. .

A tedhhecian then gives iou a pressure-denland- oxygen mask `.
.

and an emergency oxygen 'cylinder, or bailout bottle, and you
check these to see that they are in order. You itv on the oxygen

,ff,aftic, to make sure it fits. Yob will need' the biiIouf bottle be-
eatise you are to ;make a, simulated free fall after regching 43,000
feet. Once the instructor makes sure that both you aid the equip-

. ,
ment are ready, you don the oxygen mask' and begin to breathe- pure oxygen. The chamber door is left open to keep he pres-
sure outside your body at sea level.

-.
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Before a pilot goes to high altitudes, either 'in the chamber or
in actual flight, he first breathes pure oxygen at sea-level pressure.
The process, known as denitrogenation, drives most of the nitrogen
from the body tissues intdthe bloodstream. Prom here the nitro-

-0- gen is carried to the lungs and exhaled. Getting most of the nitro-
gen out of the body before ascent to altitude helps to prevent de-
compression sickness at altitude.

After denitrOgenation is completed, the instructor gives the
signal to begin ascent. The door to the chamber is closed, and the
air begins to hiss as it leaves the chamber: You ascendto 5,000
feet while your ears pop. Then you make the descent to sea level
again, clearing your ears successfully: This preliminary ascent is a
safety check. If any of the trainees should have trouble clearing
their cars because of colds or congestion, this is the chance for
them to leave the flight. Everyone is all right. You begin the as;
cent once more.

At 5,000 feet you remove the safety pin from the emergency
oxygen cylinder. While you are still within the physiological zone.,
the instructor has you practice adjusting the" sett' on the oxygen
regulator (with the new type system the pressM is adjusted au-
tomatically).

Durihg the practice period the instructor also briefs you on
pressure- breathing. As you continue the ascent you begin to ex-
perience the strange process for yourself. Before reaching 30,-
000 feet, you adjust the setting. for the regulator to "Safety,"

'and you begin to breathe 'under 'pressure. Then your whole breath-
ing process is reversed. You are breathing out instead of in. As you
Continue the ascent, 'you concentrate on breathing `slowly to pre-
vCnt hyperventilation, or overbreathing. The oxygen I cool, but
you are, perspiring from the effort to control your breathing. The
pressure outside your body seems to be almost entirely gone now,
a/id you begin to wonder if you are getting the bends. You are

-giraleful that pain in your joints does not develop. Finally you are
free of trapped gases also. Your ears deal., and the pressure in
your stomach is relieve'd. By the time you near 43,000 feet, the
pressure of the oxygen delivered to the -mask is. triplell

Finally, you reach the awesome height of 43,000 feet..
iremain at thi; altitude for mothents only, but they seem endless.

ou wonder what might happen. You do not have, too touch ,time
think about the dangers of decompiession because you have.lo

concentrate on breathing. At !hit the signal is given .to descend.
You activate' theeinergency oxygen cylinder and( begin the sin' u-
lated free fall.

.

As y9u reach 25;000 feet, You. feel .the tension once more. At
this altitude you are to take off your oxygen mask to find out more

.
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about your own personal symptoms of hypoxia. You have tried
breathing at attitude 'without .an oxygen mask before, but you are
not sure what Will, happen tliis time. You work in pairs for the
test. You are to take off ybur mask first, and your partner will
observe you. When the signal is given. you remove your mask.
You hear .someodC ask you to write your name. That is easy
enough-rat firSt. You Write your name., twice. Then you become
dizzy. and the pencil wanders (Fig. 44). but you keep trying.
The effort is becoming too much for you. Everything, begins
to dim before your eyes. The next thing you realize. you have
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0;c:i4;,,r) 54.4461L411072
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Figure .49. Samples of a student's halawriting khOwritg the effects ofhyiSoxib. At
25,000 feet tlto handwrit.nct became .11.srble. It began to mtprave after the stude.nt

replaced his oxygen mbsk
*.%
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Figure 50. Human centrifuge. A trainee spinning on this centrifuge is *subjected to
Cr-forces similar to those experienced by the pilot of a highperformonce aircraft. The

centrifuge con be stopped, the trainee is in danger.

your mask back on, and you are breathingefure oxygen. Your
partner has helped you. When he takes his turn, he is able to
breathe for a longer time without his indsk. You know that yOu
must learn t& act. even more quickly than he does in ap emer-
gency because your time of useful consciousness is shorter. You
are reassuted, nevertheless, because you are learning more
about hypi3xia, and you know that the test will soon be over. The
instructor gives the signal, and you are on the ground again.

hiesidts taking flights in the chamber, a military pilot' night
practice on the centrifuge during his training progiam.,

HUMAN CENTRIFUGE.A human centrifuge' is made up. of a,
gondola, or cabin,' that is rotated at the end of .a long arm (Fig..

'50) A trainee in the spinning gondola feels increased G-forces
like those experienced during flight:

Some of the large centrifuges, such as the Navy centrifuge at
Johnsville, PoonsPvailia (Fig. $1) create large G-forces, which
quiCkly cause the subject to black'out.v5the faces are controlled
by an observer who -can slow ctOtvn'' or stop the centrifuge.

. 'A trainee' ledins, to cope with increased G-forces by practice
9n the centrifuge. In ,the he finds out _what he can do to help
keep the blood flowing. from his heart to his brain and eyes as
the G-forces mount. Pilots Say that tensing the body, grunting, or

95 .1 )
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figure 51 Large Navy centrifuge. This centrifuge at Johnsville, Pennsylvania, has a
50-foot arm. The train.e has biomedical' instruments attached to him to tell how he

is Win's; affected by increasodTv,-forces..

screaming help Such actions' constrict the blood vessels And help
- keep the blood flowing against the re4istalice of "Rositive G-forces.

OTHER STRESS DEVICES. To familiarize them with other. stresses.
of flight, prospective' pilot's may take workouts on a wide range of
other stress devices...

.4

One Air Fo 'rce device used .to train pilots. is the Spatial:Orien-
tation Trainer (Fig. 52)i It was deyelopea b'y the Air Force
School of Aerospace Medici e. This trainer has controls the pilot
can Manipulate to regain bale ce and orientation:

A device that helps prospe tive fliers' become aceustomed".to the
spinning' and disorientation experienced flight is the "biaxial
stimulator," or the. Coriolis chair (Fig. 53). This chair enables the
trainee to spin_in Nice diffefent plajaes, just as the pilot does dur-
ing the rolljtjg, pitching, and yawirig of his aircraftl- With the help
of the "biaxial' stimulator," the .prospective pilot learias how sen-
sitive he would be to disorientation during flight- and how quickly
ite would regain his balance*. . .

The many differont kinds of stress devices enape a pilot to learn
how to c9pe' With a great, variety, 6! flight sjfeste§.. A -pilot also .

'needs 'flight simulator's eprdduce the total feel of flight.
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Mockups Giving the Feel of Flight

When military aircraft began to dye they were requir.1 to reach
a speed of no more than 40 mph. One of the first Air Force
pilots Lt. Benjamin Foulois, receintd his flying lessons through
the mail. Later, as aircraft began to fly faster and higher, there
whs a larger gap betwe'en knowing what to do to control the air-
craft and actually being able to controhit. Instructors went, with
prospective pilots when they attempted their first flights. To leswrt
the danger of crashing, the fledgling pilot kept the plane low.
Learning to fly by the '`grass-cutting method" was a step forward,
but accidents were frequent nevertheless.

MR

,

Figure 52. Spatial Orientation Trainer. This flight simulator helps a pilot learn hilw
to maintain balance and orientatiots. It is especially helpful in teaching pilots to trost

their instruments.
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Figure 53. Biaxial stimulator" or Coriolis chair. This chair tests balance and orienta-
lion. The subject has electrodes attached to his face. They record the amount of

disorientation the subject experiences after being tilted.

Fortunately, when pilots had to be trained in large numbers
during World War 11, the first 'Link trainer was qeveloped. This
trainer, the first of the second kind of flight simulators,. reproduced
with remarkable realism many conditions of flight. Since that time
many, kinds, of .mockups have been developed to simulate the .
flight of particular aircraft.

With the aid of the simulator for a given aircraft, an instruc-
tor can give his students experience in flying that aircraft without
leaving 'the ground. He can, for ckampld, give them the, oppor-
tunity for taking care of a cross wind, meeting an engine faun!,
ot' taking over when the cabin is depressuriziA. The beginner can
try his hand at flying withour-the Llanger of crashing.

This second kind offlight simulator' makes training much safer
and more economical. The airlines would have to spend large sums
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of money to put jumbo jets into flight to give pilots the kind of
transitional training that_can be giyen more safely with flight sim-
ulators.

Civil pilots are enthusiastic about the sophisticated flight simula-
tors that enable them to transition quickly to the newest aircraft.
Such simulators have mockups that reproduce realistically the
cockpit of the aircraft. They have all its controls, horns, and lights
(Fig. 54). Instruments are controlled by a computer that 'is pro-
grammed to respond to the pilot's actions just as the controls
of the real aircraft do. In addition, the trainee secs the dame kind
Of sights outside the 'cockpit. He would, for example, get a realis-
tic view of the funway as he is simulating a landing (Fig. 55).

The engineers who have developed flight simulators for the
newest aircraft have obtained some of their know-how from
making' trainers" for astronauts. Flight simulators are used more in
training astronauts than aircraft pilots, and the stresses of space-
flight are more severe than those of aircraft flight. '

;:1:111

or,

1

figure 54. Cockpit view of the flight s)mulotor for the 707 jeto oircroft (American
Airlines photo). This `simolator realisticolly reproduces the cockpit controls and instru

mints of the aircroft.
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Figure 55. Pilot landing a 747 jumbp jet with the "imulator (Delta Airlines 'Photo).
This realistiC view of the noway is seen from the 'window of' the 'coapit simulator.

The scenes outside the y?indow.change as tt pilot maiiipuldtes controls.

MOTS T*0 RENIFNIBER

oxygen brdathing systems'
. oxygen mask

continuoustflow oxygn system
demand oxygen system
Kessurc-dcmand pxygen:system
pressure suit
piinciple of layering
pait 1-preisurd suit
full -pp e suit

bladierY
eaotans
helatet
red-out
G-suit
pressurized cabin
pressure differential
conventional.pressurized ctibih
spade: cabin
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bailout
parachutd.
canopy,
parachute pack
parachute Harness
ejection seat system
emergency oxygen cylinder

,

transitional training
flight instructor
flight simulator
denitrogenation
pressure breathing
human centrifUge

QUESTIONS
-

1.,What are the three kinds uf oxygen bieathing "Items? hat is the
diffelence between then?? 1

12. How is the' principle of layering used ,in constructing pressure suits?
. What was the first successful pressurel suit like?

3. WhIn are the main parts of a pressure snit? What is the principal difference
between the partialpressure suit andhe full-pressure suit?

4. How does the Gsuit protect a pilot? When I; it used?

5. Describe ti,vottwoblems that had to be solved before pressurized aircraft
cabins were possible? What are the two kinds of preSsurized cabins?

6. What are the principal parts of a parachute? How is the..paraehute used?

7. Eiplain how an ejectionseat system works. What is the purpose of the
. emergency oxygen cylinder?

S. What is meant by transitional training?

9. What liad of trainers do prospective military pilots leant to fly? What
are so dto of the requirements that a military pilot must meet during his

. training?

10 How do civil pilots obtain their training? What requirements must a civil
flight instructor meet?

c
11. Nilup.;

'A low-altitude chamber?
are flight simulators important in training pilots?' What is a human

12. What kind of training do the airlines give their pilots? What kind of flight
simulators do they use?

TIIINGS TO DO

L Demonstrate the use of an emergency oxygen mask like that found on
commercial transports. Before a flight, the airline hostess explains to the
passengers how they are to Liu the oxygen mask in an emergency. Make
a similar demonstration. If you cannot borrow one of the masks, make
a simple model of the mask for use in the demonstration. What kind o(
oxygen system is used for passengers on a commercial transport? Tell
how the system operates. Why do the passengers need less oxygen flian,the
era(' members?
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2. if you are located near an Air Force base, your instructor might arrange
for a visit to the base, to look over the flight clothing and equipment.
Request that a technician demonstrate the use of the pressure-demand
oxygen system.

3 Explain the operation of the partial-pressure suit. Your instructor may
be able to borroW a suit for the demonstration. If this is not possible, use
a diagram or a model of the suit. How is the principle of layering applied?
What kind of protection does the partial-pressure suit give?

4. Explain the. operation of the G-suit. Use a diagram or model. What
happens wheh the bladders in the suit are inflated? Ijow_ do they affect
the flow of blood?

5. The parachute is the basis for all successful escape and recovery. It is
used by aircraft pilots for a simple bailout or for an ejection. The astro-
nauts also depend upon parachutes for their ;ale recovery. Use a diagram
or model of a parachute to show the main parts. Explain the principal
steps in makfng a descent and landing.

9
6. Demonsitiate the operation of the ejection-seat system. Use a diagram

or model 'of the scat .to explain the sequence. What is the One and Zero
System? When is it u d?

7. If you are located ne an Air Force training o ? research facility, your
instructor might rran c for you to watch students make a simulated
flight in the altitu c c amber. Find out the purpose of the flight and
the highest altitude Fen ed. Wait did you observe about the reactions
of the students? Did so of them develop hypoxia?

8. Describe a prospective pd t'; experiences during training in the human
cyntrifuge or on the Cori !is chair. Demtpstrate the Coriolis chair, if

,

too*

pit ssiblc, by using a spian mg swivel What is the purpose of the
flight simulator you are desc'ribing?

9. Describe one of the sophisticated flight simulators used by the commercial
airlines for training their pilots. What kind of training do the commercial
airlines provide for their pilots? .
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THIS CHAPTER expllins how man has countered the stresses of spaceflight and
how he bas adjusted to routine living in _space The chapter first describes

the ...stresses new to spaceflight radiation, meteoroids, and weightlessnessi and
then some stresses of aircraft flightchat become more severe in spaceflight
increased G-forces, heating, noise and vibration, and lack of atmosphere)
Next the chapter explains the' operation of the spacecraft s spoce cabin and
the astronaut s space suit and tolls how these are tied into the central
environmental control system Then the chapter describes the management
of life support supplies and waste on board a spacecraft and tells how the
astronaut adjusts to day night cycles, how he is given medical monitoring,
and how he meets mental stresses Finally, the chapter outlines the measures
taken to insure the -astronauts safety at launch and during flight Aftek you
have studied this chapter, you should be able to do the following deslribe
the three stresses new to spa'atflight, ,2, explain how three stresses of aircraft

rie flight become more severe in spaceflight, k3, name the principal items of
life support needed on a spacecraft and tell how these were provided on the
Apollo spacecraft, 4, explain how doctors monitor the astronauts, and
nome three measures taken to inpro the astronauts safety

0 NCI-.qAN HAI) I.EAKNI,I) 110\k to put animals into orbit.
Ik \kas iead to make a giant \RI& in adaming manned flight,
After .ante ,ears of flight in kinged aircraft. man rocketed
into space Pilot4 .in the \ I5 had Ira\ eled at record altitudes
above 60 miles and at speeds of more than -1.00 mph Astronauts
traelcd at altitudes aboc: 1 00 milk:. and at speed: ot more than
1 7.500 mph v,,,het the} first orbited in space

\Ian's progress into spite represented kt, suddkn'-adance not
onl, 10111 speed but also in the hole manner ot
flight Asa result, brought th it ne\k and more ,,e-
NrCrt2 flight Nift2Nt:', Counkrufg these NtroL to Nur\ Ic and lie 111
ttrat.t: galled for e\Ln greater ingenuit than in adanong flight
through the atmospheic

I.
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SPACE ENVIRONNIENT

As flight transitioned from the earth's atmosphere farther into
the space-equivalent zone, some of the fir problems encountered
were not new but were more severe.

As man advanced into the space -eq alent zone, which ex-
tends from an altitude of 50,000 feet to 120 miles, the greatly
reduced barometric pressure presented no new hazard. Men flying
in ircraft above 50,000 feet had already learned how to protect
themselves against lowered atmospheric pressure with a space
cabin and a full-pressure suit.

Within the space-equivalent zone man had already encountered
some increase in the intensity of radiation. At an altitude of about
20 mites, more cosmic rays are present than at the earth's sur-
face because the atmosphere no longer is dense enough to screen
out this radiation. Even more numerous are the secondary
cosmic rays, which have formed as the primary rags collide with
the earth's atmosphere. At this level are also found the shorter
ultraviolet rays from the sun. The 20-mile limit marks the beginning
of the gradual change of the flight environment from a gaseouk
to a radiation. pvironment (Fig. 56).

The ,darkness and 'total silence of space begins at about 100
miles above the earth. Here there is not enough atmosphere to
scatter light rays, and the familiar blue of the sky gives way to the
jet black of space. This is the black eXpanse that the balloonists
saw stretching above them as they reached the ceiling of their
flight at more than 20 miles t bove the earth. In the darkness of
space the stars, instead of twinkling, stand out as brilliant points
of light, and the sun is a blinding sphere of light. There is nosound at this altitude because there is not enough atmosphere
to transmit sound waves. Also, because of the hick of atmo-sphere, heat can no longer be transmitted by gas moleyies but
is gained or lost only through radiation.

At 120 miles above the earth the total space-equivalent zonebegins. At this altitude there are not enough air molecules to
create friction that would interfere with the orbiting of a spacecraft.

Metebroids create another potential hazard for spaceflight. At
orbital altitudes there is not enough atmosphere to burn up the
meteoroids, or the particles of cosmic matter that travel about
in space at great speeds. Closer to the earth thes particles areburned up in the atmosphere.

Froth data received from satellites, man has alr dy accumu-
lated a body of knowledge about space. Scientists are continuing
to study how 'new hazards, or stresses, of space might affect living
matter.
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*instill Limit

SURVIVING AND LIVING IN SPACE

.. SPACE

ALTITUDE

(miles)

Final Functional Limit'

7 Me tediroldi
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U

-TOTAL SPACE tOUIVALENCE

Sitinca-stleDa;knitis of Space

No Heat Effects fro;n Air

600

Ultraviolet of Solar Radiation
Primary Cosmic Radiation

Vaporization of Body Fluids at 12 Miles,
Necessity of Sealed Cabin at 10 Miles

Itoginning of Functional Liniits! No Oxygen Pressure
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60

50

33
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Figure 56 Space equivalent tone and spec.. At the lowest orbital altitudes (about
120 miles) astronauts find the total silence and darkness of space. At this altitude
they are also exposed to some harmful 'radiation and to possible impact with

meteoroids.
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HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

S I RESSEAS OF. SP SCE Ft 16111

Three stresses arc new to *spaceflight. (1) radiation, (2)/ me-
t two

c third
flight arc -;

,igh-altitude
sed G-forces,

c.
s gradually ex-,

c astronaut, it is
urs aloft and then,
living again. The

tying to the space gno-
de under stress. Befote,

nder which the astronauts.
tand the stresses to which

teoroids, and (3) the condition of weightlessness. The fi
of these stresses result from the space environment and
from the naturo of orbital flight. Other stresses of spat
similar but more severe than those experienced in
flight in aircraft.- Examples of such stresses Are incre
heating, noise, and' vibration, and lack of atmosph

As man has progressed in spaceflight, he
tended the time of flight under stress, For t
not a matter of merely spending so many
returning to the ground to take Aip Yout
astronaut thinks in terms of adjusting his
vironment, as well as controlling his ye
you can fully appreciate the conditions.
live and work in space, you i-liust and
they are subjected.

. WI on ,

On earth man is pr-otected gainst most of the radiations tha
come to him in all directio.n, from space. There are two means
of protection- the earth's at osphere and the magnetosphere (the
magnetic field of the cart (Fig. 57). These ,reduce The inten-
sity of the radiation that eaches the earth. When .man goes into
space and onto 'the mo n, he leaves' ,behind him the protection
of the earth's atmosp ere, and he may go btyond the mag-
netosphere also. Whe he does this, he is exposed to, the .entire
range of natural radi tions found in space. The moon has neither
an atmosphere nor magnetic field of its own to shut out, or
repel, charged parfeles. .

One of the m t serious potential hazards to man in Space is
that from cxpos re to ionizing radiation (charged particles caused
by an interad. n with radiation). The astronauts can be pro-
tected against ihe intense nonionizing radiationsuch as the glar-
ing vjsible tight rays, the infrared rays, and the ultraviolet rays
by the visod in their helmets, by their space suits, and by the
wall of the 'spacecraft. Shielding can also be provided to protect
the astronauts against the ionizing radiations in the electromag-
netic spectrum, such as the X rays and .the gamma rays. It is
the ioniiing radiation of the particle variety that presents the real
danger to man in space:

The ionizing particle radiation in ,space is made up. oft (1)
solar-flare particles, (2) charged particlq trapped, in the Van Allen

196 .
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Figure 57. Magnetosphere surrounding the earth. The magnetosPivere protects..tht
'earth against harniful 1.010116ns from space;

radiation belts, (3) galactic Cosmic rays, (those...coming from. beyond

.. the solar sy.steni), and X4), the solar Of these, the first three
are the potentially dangerous radiations in space. The solar wind.,
althotigh found in abundance, throughout space, does not present
a danger titan. The .s'proton% and electro1 the solar wind
are 'too Weak, to penetrate the wall of. the siiacecraft or even the

.1 spa& stlit's of the astronauts.
'The solar-flare particles, or the solar cosmic rays emitted dur-

,* flares, on the sun, arc believed to be the most' dangerous.
khig of space radiation. A sollt flare is .a spectacular disturbance
oh the sun observed in the telescope as a sudden large. increase

inlight (Pi 5f. A flare niay last froin several minutes, to a.
few hours. Porhaps. as many. as a dozen datigerogs flares occur
in the sun eachaykr. but more than this take place dining the

'timC of peatCactivity in the 11 -year sunspot cycle. A largesohlr
flare may.inclease cosmic -ray intensity' in the vicinity of the earth-
by as Much as a hundred times and maintain high levels of ra-:,
diation for' several days. The best means of avoiding the ,danger

" from _solar flar4 arc to gclhedule spaceflights at a time, when such
4
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HUMAN REQUIREMEN)TS OF FLIGHT

Figure 58. Solar flares These flartlus Are erupting as far as 500,000 mules unto spate.
Solar flares increase the intensity of cosmic rays in spocc.

44

fires are least likely to Occur alid to set up a warning sySt*em.
When the- Apolló flights to the moon wexe being made, space of-.
ficifils set up a system cit warning that used telemetered data

'from satetlite, supplemented 'by sttrdics of the sun made in ob-,
, seitat9ries on 'die earth:-

The second gm% atesr datiger frOrn radiation is that, from the
_kharged particles trapped- in the 'Nan Allen radiation belts sur-:

rdunding the earth (Fig. 59)...Iti.the .regiOns where the radiation
in these bdts, is the highest:- tt is ;intense-enough to kill an un-
profecked titan within a few days. To avoid exposure to radiation.-
froth the, Van Allen belts, all' sOceflights in earth orbit are
planned so that they avoid the regions where the belts bend down
toward the atmosphere. and-the flights Are kept below an altitude
of about 500 miles. When the Apollo, astronauts had to pass,
through these belts on their way to the moon, they went through
them rapidly. and exposure, was kept to a minimum.

The galactic cosmic 'rays, or the cosmic rays that come from
outer space, are a potential haza1 dOuse of their ,very high
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SURVIVING AND LIVING IN SPACE .

energy levels. Fortunately, however, these radiations are not abun-
dant, and the particles in the radiation are usually made up of
protons and helium nuclei, which do not present A danger in small
quantities. Weight limitations_ pro. ent using thick metal shields on
'spacecraft as protection against cosmic rays., Even if such shields
were practicable, it would not be advisable to use them. If 41 'few&
high-energy primary . cosmic rays managed `to penetrate the shields,
they might create a shower of secondiry cosmic rays within the
spacecraft that would cause more hafth than the original cosmic
ray§...

Even though 'metal shields are not used on spacecraft, the
astronauts are provided with , some shielding against space radia-
tion. The mass' yf the spacecraft structure and of the electthnic
equipment and water 'supplies stored gn bOard gives some pro-,' tecdon. Whenever possible, the equipment is positioned in ''''the
spacecraft sd as to give the greatest amount .of shielding.

. To give 'future astronauts better protection against 'radiation
in space, when they are, exposed to it for longer periods,, doctors
will need to obtain more ,precise information about the way
space radiation affects the human ,body. As the result of data
obtained from experiments with living matter carriedby the Ameri-
can tiosatellite 2, space scientists- believe that man is more sus-
ceptible to radiation in space than on the earth. The effects of

O
414111

4

lin 59-. Cross socticsn of Van Von iadiatio bolts. ill* arras in which radiation
^ from those Emits is most intends *represent a hazard to mon.
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\ HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF PLIGHT. . , 1

space rSdiatidi on the; human body are judged in te,rms of the .
.

effects produced by manmade radiation, such-as that emitted 'by ...,.
mgdi,cal X:ray machines or by a nuclear explosion. ,' .,.

Mahmade, ionizing 'radiations harm the body ,by causing the .
breakdown of thtl. cells. The cells of certain sysfcms of tit body, ,
sudh as those of the circulatory systerh, the digestive system, and '
the central nervous system, arc, thore susceptible to damage from
radiation than other %cells. When a' certain number LA Felts, in the
body, bleak dOwii .. or 'a vital organ is ifnnaired, then sickness

, and sometimes skull result. The damage, caused by ionizing ra,ii-
atioir depends- upon the , size of the dosage', the total area ex- ..

. ."posed,sthe kinds -of cells exposed, and other factors:
"I 9'he unit 'most widely used for measuring the biological effects

of- radiation is the rad (froM radiation absorbed dosage). 'A per-,
. son ,given- a ohest X ray is likely to absorb -about 0.25 An
astronaut expoiett to a moderate to large solar flare while inside

, a shielded spacecraft would not be likely .to receive more than
,100 rag An astronaut going quickly through the Van Allen ra-
diation, belts in a shielded spacecraft might receive about 5 rads
on eaah passage. ;

To Let some, idea of the possible damage frotn.extosure to fa-
,

dfdtion in terms of radS, «you might consider what happens when 11
the entire body is exposed to radiation in its most acute form on,
the earth (Fig. 60). Under these circumstances if an entire popu-
lation were exposed, a dose of about 225 rads might be expected to
cat* almost 60 percent of the population to become sick within
about 4hrer hours/ A dose'of about 4 '90 rads wottid cause 80 percent
of the populhtioh to die, within 30 days: The effects of radiation on -

. the human body ire cumulative, that is, they build up over a lifetime.
While the effects ofra severe dose of radiation would produce drastic
results, exposure to small doses might pass unnotice4, but add up
until they finally becanie harmful. For this reason it would seen1
advisable to limit the number of spacefiights that 'astronauts make
into'iegiong where they are exposed to harmful radiation.

.
FOrturtately, the data about the dffects of radidtion on living: ,

matter that we have at present has been obtained from chance ex,
posure of persons 'to manmade radiatiOn or from experimental
animals. So far as is known, there have been no humah victims
of natural radiation. Although American astronauts are known to
have beh exposed to small amounts of radiation, both in Their
spacecraft and 'on the moon, they. have suffered no lianitful of -, ,

leas. Also, military pilots bave beat; flying aircraft at very high al-
tittales for a numbgt of years, but they haVe shown no cumula-.
tive' effects 'from radiation.

1 . t ...
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SURVIVING AND LIVING IN SPACE

The potential danger front ionizing radiation hi 'spice does exist,
however, and it must be taken into account in planning future
spac,eflights. More accurate means of 'predicting solar flares are
likely to,be developed, and additional means of shielding the space-
craft are 'under study. Soviet cosmonauts have used chemicals
and drugs to .give them protection against radiation; Mit American

' doctors ,dos npt favor using drugs, as these may cause side effects.

Meteoroids

A second hazard to man in space is the troth thee small pieces
of matter kndwit as Meteoroids. The very smallest 'particles, which
are about the size of speaks of dust, are called micrometeoroids.
Even though all meteorite material is quite small, din, particles
can .generate considerable energy because. they travel at speeds
varying from 30,000 to 160,600 :mph. At these speeds, an im-
pact of one of the largei meteor.oids with a spacecraft would be

:disastrous The Meteoroid would break the seal of th6 spacecraft
and cause 'rapid decompression. Its ,effects on an astronaut in ex-
travehicular activit (EVA) would be even swifter and more
catastrophic. The very small meteoroids, or the micrometeoroids, ,

too.
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would not puncture the seal of a spacecraft or even a space
suit, but they do cause erosion of surface materials.

To protect man against the possible impact of meteoroids,
engineers use a meteorite bumper. On the American spacecraft
the bumper is the outer, or second, wall of the module carry-
ing the astronauts (Fig. 61). On EVA suits, the bumper is an
extra layer of material. If a' meteoroid were to strike against a
bumper, it would, spend it energy in puncturing the bumper,
and the seal of the space cabin or space Suit would remain in-
tact.

Before manned Spaceflights began, scientists believed there was
a great potential danger to astronauts from strikes by meteoroids.
Because of studies made with the special Pegasus satellites, and

MetecKits Bumper
(suunttscsteet-tiooeyeongiy

IUUMinum Honeyconib

APOLLO COM1001>MODULt-:: AV'OU.0,MOON SUIT-
.

-k.

Figure 61. Meteorite bumpers. The outer wall of the Apollc command module acts
as a meteorite bumper. The many-layered white coveralls of the Apollo moon

also acted as a meteorite bumper.
o
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other spacecraft, scientists now believe that there is little likeli-
hood that a spacecraft would be hit by a meteoroid large enough
to cause. decompression. The possibility does exist, however, and
efforts will be made to construct better bumpers or possibly self-
sealing walls for spacecraft.

Weightlessness
r..

The third stress new to spaceflight, the .condition of weight-'
lessness (zero gravity), is brought about ,because centrifugal force
balances the force of gravity and cancels it. out during orbital
flight. This means that just .0 soon as the, spacecraft goes into . ,
orbit, it becomes 'weightless, as well as the passengers and every:
,thing else in it. Fluids break up info droplets and float ,about, in .
the spacecraft if not kept in closed containers. The astronauts .
float as they move about, whether in the spacecraft...or in
extravehicular activity (EVA). Weightlessness. continues as llong
as the ,spacecraft is in orbit and no thrust is, added to the vehicle. .

When propulsive power is 'applied to the spacecraft to malleuver,
or to bring the spacecraft out of orbit: gravity force is felt once

.Before man went into orbital flight, there. were fears about '
what Would happen to the human body once it' became weight-
less. Some scientists believed that nip while weightleis would ,

have a ,continual feeling of falling that would in tittle becomejuri-
bearable. Others believed that the vital organs would dors func-
tioning or would not function in a normal way, causing all kinds.

. of maladies.'
the early fears about the weightless condition have been laid.

.to rest, but these fears were not gioundless, All the organs and
systems of the body bave became adjusted to functioning in a, con-
dition of earth gravity (1 G). 'When the body is suddenly sub-
jected to increased G:forcei at Ja'anch and then, brought to a .
contrition of weightlessnest in orbit, the central nervous. system,
must bring about' adjustments within the body ,cells and tissues
to maintain them in a stable condition in order to sustain life.
Scientists hi* observed that certain changes seenCto take place
within the body as it adjusts to' the weightless condition in orbit,
such as changes in..the circulatory systern and in the muscles. Then
When the spacecraft drops. out of orbit and the astronauts come
back to the earth,, the bOdy 4djusts to earth gravity again. .

Eitended experiments on the real weightless, condition cannot
be duplicated on the earth-, You may feel weightless when 'you
drop quickly in an elevator or make a steep dive on a roller
coaster, but yoUr body is being subjected tq gravity force all the

.

'l13 /
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time. There is no counter face to cancel out the gravity force,
as thew is during orbital flight'. The only way that true weight-
lessness can be duplicated is to fly a. weightless trajectory, or a
parabolic arc,, in. a, high-performance aircraft. This is done by mak-
ing a power dive and then a steJp clinib and a node -over (Fig.
162). At the top of the trajectory, a condition of weightlessness'
(Fig. 63) is attained for a matter of 30 to 40 seconds. Pilots .ac-
cidentally discoveied the effects of this weightless trajectory during
World W,ar4I. Later, flight surgeons at the Air Force School of
Aviation Medicine reproduced the flight trajectory to study , the
condition of weightlessness in.' anticipation of spaceflight: Persons
who flew the weightless trajectories reported vprying reactions.

"Sonie found the condition 'pleasant and. relaxing, but others ex-
perienced nausea and disokientation during .weightlesSness. .

Just before the first spaceflights were made, scientists used
ttsfs with subjeCts confined in bed to approximate the weightless
condition. Later, after the astronauts had some difficulty in per-
forming , space work during EVA, they began to experiment with
underwater workouts with scuba diving equipment to simulate
conditio,ns in orbit. They found that the condition of the body in
neutral buoyancy underwater is similar to chat in space. Confilie-
ment in bed lid underwater practice still leave the body subjected

-to the earth gravity force, Weightlessness can only be approximated
on the ground. ,

v,
t

t.

3G

figure 62. Weightless flight trajectory. After making a power dive, the aircraft
noses upward and Ain coast') through a weightless arc.
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Figure 63. Astronaut experiencing weightlessness. Astronaut David R. Scott is training
with a moneuvering unit during a weightless flight trajectory.

American astronauts have successfully overcome the effects of
being weightless in orbit for periods up to two weeks,' and t
have readjusted to normal earth' gravity again after their flights.
The question still remains as to what will happen to the ,body
during longer periods of weightlessness. :

The Soviet cosmonauts have reported some experiences with
nausea during weightlessness; and they have experienced some
difficulty in readjusting to earth gravity after longer flights. After
the Soviet cosmonauts returned from the new world record flight
of 18 days in the Soyuz 9, in June 1970, they had to be helped
from their spacecraft. The weightless condition appeared to have
affected their coordination, aild it took about five days for their
bodies to return to normal after the flight.

Mier Olt book v.t. tit to press. the Skylab I astronauts made a new' American Nevi with
the r sucsessful 2 dal flight in orbit lime in orbit should he Increased esen more on later
stilts to the Skylab

1,15
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,

The experiences that some pilots have, hart during weightless-
ness might help tot. explain the of the .monkey .Bonny.

Juneune 1969 Bonny was placed in orbit for a scheduled 30-day
flight in the American Biosatellite 3 in order to collect data
about weightlessness. After abOut 9 days in orbit, .Bonny became
sluggish, and thei., after being brought back- to earth and safely
recovered, died about 12 hours later. An autopsy showed that
death was caused by heart failure, which, was probably brought
on by a combination of weightlessness, immobility, and cold.

The principal means proposed fdr countering weightlessness is
to rotate the spacecraft and in this way create artificial gravity.
Engineers have suggested that modules of a space station that
are to be inhabited .could be rotated. At present there are no
plans for rotating US spacecraft. The Skylab will be orbited with-
out rotation, permitting scientists to collect data on the reactions
of the human body to longer periods of weightlessness.

Perhaps we have tended. to oV4emphasize the unknown in
spaceflight and :have overlooked the importance of known stresses.

Conse4dently, space scientists continue to study the effects on
man of such known stresses as increased G-forces, heating, noise
and vibration, and lack of atmosphere.

Increased G-Forces'
a 4

As man went into spaceflight, speeds increased iSn Super-
sonic to cosmic speeds. All vehicles that orbit finally reach a
speed of at' least 17;500 mph. The Apollo spacecraft, launched
on a free-return trajectory to The moon, reached a speed of
morn than 24,000 mph as it left the earth and as it returned to
the earth. As a result or rapid acceleration and deceleration,
astronauts have been subjected to a onew order of G-forces.

When the rocket booster accelerates at launch, G-forces reach
a level varying from 3 to. 8 G. At reentry the astronaut is again
subjected to increased G-forces when t'he spacecraft impacts with
the atmosphere and then by the opening of the parachutes. A
profile of the d-forges felt by astronauts is shown in Figure 64.

When the Mercury" spacecraft reentered the atmosphere, it
dropped like a ballistic body. The Mercury astronauts reported,
some shock as they impacted the, atmosphere and as the large
pOrachute opened. Considerable lifting ability was built into the
Gemini' add Apollo reentry modules. These modules usually re-
entered at greater speed than the Mercury spacecraft, but be-

canse of their lifting abilities, they came down more gradually.
This kept the G-forces at rertry within. tolerable limits..

4
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Even though 1 reased G-forces experienced. in spaceflight
have, been considers ly lower than at first estimated, they are far
greater than .those experienced in aircraft maneuvers. In space-
flight the greatly increased G-forces at launch and reentry can be
tolerated by the astronaut because he is' lying down. In this
pogtion the G-forces act across the body, not from heed to foot

f: as with th.c seated pilot (Fig. 65). G-forces acting across the
bodf r. are known as transverse G-forces. For years engineers
have tried to find ways for placing the pilot of an aircraft in a
reclining position so jhat he could take the .G-forces across his
body, but it is impossible for a pilot to control an aircraft while
lying down.

On the Mercury spacecraft a formfitting couch was used for
the astronaut, but this was -found to be too confining. On the
Gemini and Apollo spacecraft the astronauts use a seat that allows .

them to recline with head and legs slightly raised. In this reclining
position the 'length of the critical blood column, or the distance
that the heart must pump blood to reach the brain and eyes,. is
greatly reduced, as shown in Figure 65. Thus the strain on the

15
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Figure 64. Typical Gfostei during different periods In. flight of spacecraft launched
by a three stage booster. At mentry the Gforces increase' as the teems,/ module

impads the atmaphere and again as the parachutes oi.
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Apparent distance at
10 G
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RECLINING ASTRONAUT
4

100 CM
10 CM

Actual rstance from
heart to brain

Apparent distance ati
10 G

300 C M

30 CM

ACtual diirtance from
heart to brain

jBlood cannst reach brain,
would become unckmsciout

SEATED PILOT

Figure 65. birection of G forces on body of reclining astronaut and seated. pith
For the"astronaut, the G-forces are transverse. They ad across the body 'from chest
to bock. For the seated pilot, they are vertical (positiv.). They act from head to
fief For the astronaut, the vertical distance between the heart and the brain and
eyes is about 10.cm. For the seated pilot, it is about 30 cm. A fqrce of 10 0 it

equal to increasing the vortical distance 1Q times.

heart is likewise reduced, and the astronaut is able 'to take forces
as high as 20 G for ailrief period.

The astronaut's mils and legs become immobile when subjected
to high 0-forces, however. The arms cannot be effectively con-
trolled if the G-forces reach More than about 4 G. The hands
and fingers can tolerate forces of 7 to 9 G, but they cquld not
operate conventional aircraft controls under such heavy loa* for
this reason side-itick controls are used on a spacecraft for control-
ling pitch, roll, and yriW, and on the spacecraft the position of
these controls Chas been Changed from that used in an aircraft.

irr!fra
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Heating

When the reentry module, or the module of the spacecraft in
which the astronauts travel, is ready to be lannched, it rests at
the top of the. stack on the launch pad; with the small end upper-
most. As the module is launched, the small end impacts the
atmosphere (Fig. 66), offering the least amount of resistance
and therefore causing Atte least amount of aerodynamic heating.

At reentry the large blunt end of the reentry module impacts
the atmosphere, thus slowing down the 'spacecraft but causing
intense frictional heating as it does so. The heating is so great

at flaies envelop the module (Fig. 66). When the reentry
module of the Apollo spacecraft (the 'command module) impacted

Figure 66. Aerodynamic heating of Apollo command module. At launch the pointed
end of fbi module impacts the atmosIthere, and heating is slight. At reentry the

largo blunt end impacts, and heating is intense. Flames envelop the module.

;
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the atmosphere at speeds of more than 24,000 mph, some sur-
faces on the module reached temperatures as high as 5,000 de-
grees F. The protective heat shield on the Apollo command
module covers not only the blunt end, as on the Mercury space-
craft, but the sides of the module as well.

The fiery reentry is another feature of spaceflight that makes
it different from aircraft flight, and the need to protect the space-
craft at reentry complicates space rescue. A pilot can eject from
an aircraft at the very limit of the (light atmosphere and be saved,
as demonstrated by the parachute jumps of Captain Kittinger,
but at present no astronaut could escape from a dRabled space-
daft and reenter the atmosphere. He would be burned up like
a .meteor.

Besides frictional heating on the outside of the spacecraft,
other heat builds up on the inside. The bodies of the astronauts
give off considerable heat, a large amount of heat is generated')
by the electronics equipment, and heat ray's are transmitted directly )

from the sun. The total load of heat within the spacecraft is
usually quite large, and heat Must generally be dissipated. There
are times, however, when additional heat may be needed, as when °
the spacecraft is shielded from the sun's rays. To regulate the tem-
perature within the spacecraft, a central environmental control
system is used, which is described later.

.

Noise and Vibration

The greatest stresses from _noise and vibration in 'spaceflight are
experienced when the rocket booster launches 'the spacecraft into
orbit. When the thrusters on the spacecraft itself are fired during
flight, the noise and vibration. they generate represent only dis-,
traction or irritation. The rockets that fire at launch, however,
cause real ,physiological 'stresses.

At launch the successive firings of the stages of the large rocket
boosters, produce noise levels of .145 fo 175 decibels. These are
well above the upper limits of man's tolerance to noise, or the
levels of 140 to 150 decibels. The rocket engines of ,the Saturn V,
the largest space booster by far, produce the loudest noise., For-
tunately, the Apollo astronauts were shielded against dangerous
noise levels by being placed. at a considerable distance from the
rocket engines. At liftoff their module' rested near the top of the
364-foot stack, just under. the. escape tower. They were further
-protected from the roar of the Saturn engines by the double
walls of the command module' and by their thick helmets. The
astronauts in the Mercury and bemini spacecraft were much closer
to the rocket engines as they fired at launch, but these engines _

generated far less noise than .the Saturn engines. ._

.J.
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With the earliei spaCe boosters, the Atlas and the Titan II,
which'. Were used to boost the Mercury and the Gemini space-
craft, respectively, vibration rather than noise was the principal
problem. The Atlas booster was developed from a first-generation
ballistic missile, which generated considerable vibration as it fired.
To inanrate the Atlas missile, or make it safe for launching a
manned spacecraft, the vibrations had to be dampened out or
eliminated. This was necessary because many of the vibrations in
the booster were in the-low range of 1 to 1Q cycles per second.
Vibrations in this range would have set up dangerous vibrations
in the spacecraft; catising certain vital organs in the astronaut's
body, such as the lungs and the abdominal systems, to vibrate
along with them. This would have- caused tearing of the tissues
holding the insaq in place and could have produced fatal re-
sults. Since the Saturrl boosters/ were developed for launching a
manned spacecraft, dahgerous vibrations could be eliminated in the
design or early tests.

Noise'and vibratibn, intense frictional heating,*and greatly in-
creased G-forces are stresses felt during the powered phase of
spaceflight or at reentry. All the time a spaceflight is in progress
the astronauts thug protect themselves_ against low barometric
pressure.

Lack of Atmospheric Pressure . .
,

7 0,:J.
it. .

Since'lt spacecraft must be .designed to operate in the near
vacuum of space, it must be able to take the total pressure of
the cabin atmosphere across its walls...as- the pressure outside be-
comes -zero. Up to the time of the Skylab launch, a pure oxygen
cabin aimosphere pressurized at about 5 psi. had been used in U.S
spacecraft. Such an atmosphere ,provided enou oxygen, pres-
sure toProtect the astronauts against hypoxia and t give ade-
quate counterpressure against the body. Soviet enAn rs have
duplicated the natural atmospheric gases and mpitaines1 a pres-
sure of about 14.7 psi in their space cabins. Su&, an atmosphere
requires a much heavier structure to contain if and withstand the ,
tremendous pressure across the cabin walls.Froin she beginning
the Soviets have built' much heavier spacecraft than we have..
They were able to launth such,, spacecraft because their space '-,,,i

.,1 boosters were much mor:powerftil,than vurs. .-
'4 Regardless Of the attosphett used,' the danger of decent -,0 pression is an, ever ?resent hazard. It it unlikely that a huge , --',...

meteoroid would punetprk.the. walt cf a spadecraft and cause de...--
...: .

compression, byli :there is real danger....._of xa rneclianical...fiAlura in
.t.. . some elen)ent 'of the pressurization syStem, of in the spacecraft' ..

- .. .
:..- -.. ...-.. . : &:-,:.
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structure. );or pilots 'of ..higliLflyihg aircraft the time of useful
consciousness, or the tee alloiod for taking emergency mea-

. !sures when depraved of oxygen, bic'omes a inatter,of seconds. For,
..s the astronaut in space,. tlik tinle approaches zero, ''.

--. -. .In spite ,of the potentiaLhazards of decompresSion in space,
there had been no instances of such decompression up to June
1914 Tlion three SoViet cosmonauts in 'the Soyuz :14, after mak-

, ing v-lhat, would have been ,a new record stay of 24 days in
space, died . as they were redntering the atmosphere. The module
in ,tvbich they! were tfiveling 'developed a ,leak in a hatch as it

,separate'd from adother module. An autopsy .revealed that the
victims probably died 6f an air .embolistn; or the ,injection of air

' into the. Voodstream; from their ruptured lutigs. Their bodies
Sliowed the most severe signs of decompression. Much of the blood
had 'evaporated, or boiled away.

N After US space off icials'received a report on the accident, they
took ,adail precautions -to insure that the astronauts wore space
suits at Itaardous times during, the flight, Additional safety mea-

l" suits for American astronauts are.the _warning signals built into the.

,.
environmental control system in their spacecraft. .

r

Fti'IIZp`1E TAI. CON1 01, SYSTEM

In the spadecraft, just in high-flying aircraft, a pressure suit
(space suit) is used as a backup for the space cabin. During the
greater part of the flight, the astronauts remove their space suits
and enjoy the pressurized environment of the space cabin, or
what is called the shirt-sleeve environment. During the most haz-
ardous parti of the flight, the astronauts put on their space suits
to be in raaliness fin an emergency. They also wear their space
sus lien they are depressurizing the spacecraft in preparation
for VA or iore actually engaged in EVA. Whether the astro-
nauts are enjoying the shirt-sleeve environment or are wearing
their. space suits, they are receivingxygen support from a cen-
tral system. .

-In a spadkraft, unlike in an aircraft, oxygen support is not
&elk separately. Instead it is part of a coinplex life-support
systeth, called the environmental control syitem. Such an inte-
grated system 'Is needed far controlling the environment during
spaceflight because the astronauts must adjust to living and work-
ing in the near yacuum of wace for extended periods. They cannot
return to the earth to take on more oxygen or life-stipport sup-
plies or drop back to the grotind quickly, in case of an emergency.
In- a spacecraft the space suit and the space cabin ge, tied into
the larger.environmental control system.
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Space Cabin

The environmental control system of the spacedraft is located
within the space cabin, or the module in which the astrtrauts
ride during the flight. The system channels a supply of pressur-
ized oxygen to the space cabin, and it has warning signals to let
the 'astronauts know if a leak should develop in the system. This
would be in addition to the small amounts of oxygen that nat-
urally seep through the walls of the spacecraft even though they
are tightly sealed. Since gas molecules are highly active, they con-
tinually try to move' from the pressurized area of the spacecraft
to the region of near zero pressure in space. Also, when the as-
tronauts left their module for EVA, they had to depressurize the
spacecraft by allowing all the oxygen to "bleed but," and they
had to renew the oxygen supply when they returned. All the time
the astronauts were within the spacecrafts however, they depended
upon tip environmental control system for their oxygen. supply.

Besides providing the supply of oxygen for the space cabin, the
environmental control system removes carbon _ dioxide, solid par-
ticles and .other contaminants, and water vapor from the cabin
atmosphere and provides a means for cooling the cabin. The dia-
gram in Figure 67 shows how the , environmental control syStem
operates in the .command module of the Apollo spacecraft. The
oxygen enters the system from the service module, where the ow-.
gen supply' is stored. The surge tank in the command module
carries reserve I oxygen that is used at reentry after the command
module has separated from the service module. A similar system
was used on the Gemini spacecraft*. On the Mc rcury spacecraft

' the oxygen supplies and the environmental control system were
both contained in the single module,

Since the astronauts are closely confined in the space cabin, it
is vital that al ants and noxious. gases and vapors be re-
moved front a atlilo phere and that it be constantly purified,'
NASA has dev oped small, reliable system for detebting harm-
ful 'gases in the space cabin, and a simple but reliable means has
been used for purifyin the breathing atmosphere.

Carbon dioxide emoved from the cabin 'atmosphere by trap-
ping it in the chemical 'lithium hydroxide contained in metal
canisters. (Fig. 68), These canisters were also used in the lunar
module. When the astronauts on the Apollo 13 were making use
of the' lunar module as their "lifeboat," they 'noticed that the
canister in the module was no longer effective and that carbon
dioxik was building up to dangerous levels. With the help of
ground cqntrtl, the astronauts rigged up. a nuike,shift lithium , hy-
droxide canister to purify, the atmosphere.% The reg r canister

11330 ,
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' ,i . ...,,
.,

R. figure ,d7, Environmental control. systim ofof, the Apollo command module. flits
diagram shows tlow water ,,and oxygen ire channeled in chi life-support, ,systeir.

;the. Apollo spacecraft makes use of ci,semiclosed lifesupport system. ,

;.:.. ::,,..

also contains chaiceal filters, wftiat absorb odorS and noxious
at gases; and glass-cloth filters, wIliclt.trap small solid Particles and

keep the lithium hydroxide from getting, into :the atmosphere. ,

Large solid particles are caught by another device; a debris rip.

rhadedf fine-mesh Wiles. . '' ,... :-,,, -

'The water vapor in 'cite., cabin atmosphere, which:. accumulates**
in large quantities froth the astronauts' breithit4 add, perspiration, ;'..
is removed from fife. atmosphiri. and recoveled. Tlii. qcovekea' ..
water, diixed with a coolant (glycol)" dan. be circulated, througt the
space cabiu.The circulating fluid pickS up,hat fx6m" the Find-
pal heat sources, and then flows.to lite ,ra &tor lacated,ott We:out-

. side &the spacecraft. On the flights to the,,mooq the spacecraft,
was rotated slowly' ., at intervals (what' .the astronauts 'called ,,the.:.

, -
.. "barbecue mode4.) to allow even exposure tb space and. t51 permit '.

more heat .to 'escape from the radiatqr. In,' space it is, not a sim-
. pie matter to lose the, heat thatbuilds up within Ili' 'sealed cabin."

On earth there are three means, of transferring heat: radiation, :-

:
,

,. C. .. ,.. ,
4
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conve9t. ion , Imd cousaciion. In space there is only bne method;
radiation. ' . - . . 4

. Just as it l's difficult to reprodyce cooling. methods in space, it
is also difficult to make up are artificial atmosphere that is as
satisfactory as the real earth atmosphere. The. ideal atmosphere

. for aespace cabin would be a mixed gas pressurized at 14.7 psi,
. just us the earth's *atmosphere is Using such an atmosphere for

iUS spacecraft' n tile,beginning presented too many problems. On
the first three series of".US spaceflights (Mercury, Geinini, and
Apollo), a pure oxypn. atmosphere was used at much less than

',. atmospheric preisure. Pure oxygen presents a fire 'hazard, as was
shown by the tragic fire on the launch pad.during a test of the
Apollo command modble in January 1967. This fire took the, .

lives of Astronauts Crissom, White, and Chaffee. Aaer the fire,
.r ,

.;;
UPSTREAM

CANISTER
FACE FELT

.OUST 1?

FILTER

SUIT bRCUIT
GAS FROM

'COMPRESSOR
RICKIN
CARBON
DIOXIDE

SUIT CIRCUIT GAS TO SUIT
HEAT EXCHANGER EXCESS

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVED

CHECK VALVE FLAPPER CHECK VALVE PLATE

Figule 68, lithium hydroxide canisters for purifying the breathing atmosphere. Each
canister measures 31/2 by 20 by 71/2 inches. The lithium hydroxide elements in the

canisters are changed alternately, one every 12 hours.
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the module and the space suits were modified to make them
fire-resistant, but the danger of breathing pure, oxygen. for pro-
longed periods still remained.

Pure oxygen can be breathed at reduced pressures at altitude
for periods up to 15 days without causing harm. If the astronauts
were to breathe pdre oxygen for .periods beyond this time, they
might begin to show some of the effects' of oxygen, poisoning,
the cause of which is not yet underitood. In addition to causing
poisoning, the breathing of pure oxygen for prolonged periods
causes other changes in the body, such as the drying of the Qucpus
membranes. Doctors have given, 30 days as the limit for astro-
nauts to breathe pure oxygen, in the spacecraft. Since the second
and third visits of the astronauts to the Skylab are scheduled to
last longer, a mixed-gas atmosphere is to be used foi the Sky-
lab. Nitrogen will be used to dilute the oxygen. The mixed gas
will be used in both the space cabin and the astronauts' space
suits:

.

Space' Suits

The space suits worn by the astronauts developed from the
full-pressure suit of the combat pilot. About two years after the
first full-pressure suit was, ready for use,' spaceflight began. Tfie
Mercury space suits grew out of the Navy full-pressure sun, and
the Gemini and Apollo suits developed from the Air Force full -
pressure suit and from the, research apdings made by the Air.
Force. The. security, comfort, and mobility needed for use in
space for extended periods fed to the design of a true space suit
(Fig. 69). As the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo Bights progressed,
the space suits designed for these flights were improved. Devel-
oping space suits for the , astronauts has required the same kind
of advances in engintering and biomedical knowledge as were
needed to develop the spacecraft itself.;

In the course of spaceflight the astronauts have acquired a
wardrobe of space clothing. There is the space suit that is worn
inside the vehicle and the space suit gnat is worn outside, or the
EVA suit. In addition, the astronatif has a space undergarment, or
space underwear. Each garment is fitted individually and tagged
with the astronaut's name.

After the Gemini flights were underway,' new lightweight,
easily removed space suit was developed (Fig. 70). Beginning with
the Gemini-7 flight, the astronaut's have taken off their space suit,
inside the spacecraft and have Spent a large part of the time in
their space underwear?. ,,njoying the shirt-sleeve environment.

ILLO 126
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When the Gemini-7 astronauts returned to earth, they were ,in ex-.
cellent physical condition. Dr. Charles Berry, their flight surgeon,
stated that their improved condition might in part be explained
by the fact that they were more comfollable and sweated less
than the astronauts' who wore their space suits throughout the'
trip.

There, are two kinds ,of Space undergarments: the garment de-
signed for air cooling, which is worn inside the spacecraft, and the
garment with coils for water-cooling, which is cused outside the
spacecraft. The water-cooling system must be, used with' the back-
pack and the small portable radiator. ,,Both kinds of space under-
wear have attachtnents for a communication equipment, for
collecting urine, and the biomedical instrumentation belt. The un-
dergarment acts. as the bottom layer of the space suit.

In developinisptce . suits, 'scientists and engineers faced similar
problems as in perfecting pressure suits for combat pilots,"
their problems were much more difficult to solve. The space spits
are subjected to an even larger amount of ballooning when the
pressurized bladder is used in the vacuum of space. With the
space suit, as with the pilot's , pressure suit, another layer of ma-
terial is uses to hold the pressuriied bladder in place. The prin-

t' ciple of layering, used in Wiley Posts first successful pressure suit,

a

4

ol

7
la

Figure 69, Astronaut John Glenn in Mercury space suit. Glenn was suited up for the
first US orbital spaceflight., Note the pockets on the suit for holding' useful' items,
'

§,4
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has been applied to the space suit. In the space suit there are more
than two layers of material, and each layer serves a different pur-
pose. This is shown in the diagram of the Gemini EVA suit
(Fig. 71).

One of the problems that pligued the astronauts on the first
longer EVAs bn the Gentini flights was inadequate ventilation of
theif EVA suits. Space work required the expenditure of more
energy than first estimated, and the astronauts perspired freely

O

11,

I

r
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1,Ntpdles
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AIL

Figure 70. Lightweight. space suit worn on 14 day Gemini flight. Astronauts Frank
Borman and James Lovell are shown as they wont to the elevator in preparation for

launch.
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UNDERWEO.R

COMFORT LAYER

PRESSURE BLADDER

RESTRAINT LAYER
(LINK NET-}

BU4PER LAYERS HT -1

ALUMINIZED THERMAL
LAYER

FELT*LAYER HT-1

OUTER LAYER HT-1

Figure 71. Cutaway drawing showing layers of Gemini EVA space suit.
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A;Whil,e'doing space work. b.14Fe the moisture front their perspira-
tion was not removed from .their -EVA suits quickly enough, their
heltnets'iogged over. during EVA on the Gemini -9 flight, Astro-
naut Eugene; Ceinan 'had to stop hii space work anti return to
the spacecraft because he was blinded. His helmet fogged over
and then frosted, since the spacecraft was, on the dark side of the
earth. By the time the Gemini flights were coming to an end,
tht EVA shit had been perfected, and fogging of the, helmet was
no longer a problem. N

The Apollo moon suit (Fig. 72) was the most advanced kind of
space snit developed *up to this time. It was actually a miniature
spacecraft for tempOTary use on the moon. When dressed in his
moon suit, the, astronaut carried his oxygen supply in the back-
pack, callenhe Portable Life-SuppbrUSystent (PLSS)? This made
the astronaut independent of the lunar module during EVA. The
Gemini astronauts were connected with the spacecraft during
EVA, and they received oxygen through an umbili containe-d in
the tether, 'together with the communication line. e moon suit
head its on comrhunications equipment and oxy n supply, to-
gether with a supply of drinking. water and ora ge juice, bio-
medipl instiument4tion, and p ovisions for urine nd feces cam-
tion. , IAA overgarment worn th the moon suit gave protection
against Rfidiation and impact y meteoroids on t e airless dace.
or the moon. The undergo nt worn with th moon suit con-

n the coils thacallo ed ater-cooling of e suit to protect
t e tronaut against the .t m' eratires of 250 egres F. Or even

11

h ght, that he- encountered, n 7e sunlit su ace l'of the nioon.
The/ special gold- coated vise iii the helmet of the moor( 'suit
protected the . astronaut again glare, and ha ful radiation from
the sun. A system of be s in the arms nd lgs of the suiti
allowed greater free m of movement than the elasticized link"
net, or,et"fish net," sed in he combat pilot's bit a 61 in the Gemi
EVA suit. .

1

The moon 't was resupplied for the n xt E A when the.
Ironauts returned tome lunar module,. A this time ;they pTic d
up new oxygen tanks, water reservoifsi ba cries for el7ctric power,
and lithium hydroxide elements for the cant tors. j ..

I

When the oxygen supply in the enviro mental control system is
channeled to the suit, either in the space raft or duOng. EVA, the
pressure of the oxygen is stepped .dow from , the cabin Pressure
of about 5 psi to a pressure of about 3.5 psi. Lowering the pressure
prevents the space suit from ballooning too much and thus all ws

ogainst the body.
the astronaut greater freedom of movimet. The lower pros ure
mill provides adequate counterpressur

r

...----1 I

(
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Porfabia i.ifitupportAystent,114.SSLeS--:....
:Gold - coated visor

PISS oxygen. out. PLSS liqui cooling;

Main glows
041* podgy

figure 72. Apollo moon suit, In ide the white coveralls of the moon suit (Integrated
Thermal Micrometeoroid Garment) was the busk space suit. The Portable life Support,

System (PISS) cooled and leaned the oxygen that th: astronauts breathed.
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LIVING IN SP-ft

The environmental control system, which regulates the oxygen
It supply, form art of the larger. life-support plan. On the long

space voyages envisioned for the future, all the life-support sup-
pliesthe food. and water, as well as the xygenis to form part
of a single system and is to be recycled or rNlaimed ,for use again,

just as is done in nature on the earth. Such a system, patterned
after the earth.'s ecology, pr the relationship between living things
and their environment on the earth, is known as a closed ecologi-
cal system, or simply -a closed system. The other extreme is the
open life-support system used in aircraft. In the open system all
supplies needed for life support--oxygen, water, and foodarc
put on board for each flight and replenished for the next., Every-
thing is 'brought in from the outside; nothing is recycled.

From the beginning of spaceflight both the Americans and the
Soviets have used a system that is somewhere between the open
and closed system, or what is called a semiclosed life-support
system. They hay, recyclecVsome of their life-suppott supplies."
,/To under

ikttaceflight,
ment that

7 food. In
a minimu

if day and
so
of
is

Life-Suppoil Supplies

and why a semiclosed life-support system is used in
t js only necessary to consider the large daily require-

each astronaut has for essential oxygen, water, and
completely open system, each astronaut would need
or -about 28.7 pounds of life-support supplies each

this would '4. Lonverted into 28.7 pounds of waste,
which would .havl,..-14 be stored on board. The amount
of each item of life support and the output of this item

ted as follows:

Input Output

lb. per day

Oxygen 22.7

Water 4:7

rood 1.3

Total supplies .28.7

132
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Oxygen waste

Water waste

lb. per day,

20.7

5.2
Water vapor 2.2
Wine . 30

Food exchange 2.8
Carbon dioxide 2.2
Solid Waste 0.6

Total . 28.7
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For three men on a 14-day flight, a total of 1,205.4 pounds of
life support supplies would have to be stored on board if nothing
were recycled. Additional oxygen would be needed if the cabin
were depressurized. Because the weight of life-support supplies
must be kept to a minimum on a' spacecraft, measures are being

o taken .to recycle more of these supplies. Oxygen is already par-
tially recycled. Here only the water and fad supplies are con-
sidered. -

WATER.The second largest weight requirement for life-support
supplies is that for water. The minimum requirement for drink-
ing and hygiene is 4.7 pounds per man per day. Some progress
has been made in the reuse of water supplies. Water/vapor from
the atmosphere is condensed and can be used in the cooling
system, as noted earlier. On the Apollo spacecraft, this additional
water had to be used only when the heat in the space cabin
reached a high level. On the Apollo spacecraft water was plen-
tiful by space standards.

A supply of water was provided by the fuel cells. These cells,
developed especially for use in space, caused some problems on the
Geniini flights when they were being tested, but they have worked
well on the Apollo spacecraft. The cells combhie oxygen and hy-
drogen to produce electricity and *drinking water as a byproduct.
The three fuel cells used on the Apollo spacecraft normally pro-
duce a total of about a gallon of water every 5.5 hours. This water
is stored in tanks and used for drinking and for preparing food.
In addition to the recycled water, a supply of water is brought on
board in storage tanks.

Water was plentiful on the Apollo flights betause it was care-
fully managed and was used sparingly. Only small amounts were
allowed for washin4 and hygiene, and no clothes were washed on
board. The Skylab/ will allow more space for carrying water, and
the allowances for personal I4giene will be mu4h larger, but no
laundry will be done on board. All fresh changt of clothing will
be brought long, and the soiled clothing ;will e placed in con-
tainers a> d stored on board.

F000.,--The daily requirement for foci is t1 e smallest qt the
three life-suppOrt supplies. At present fobd is of recycled, but a
special ieffort has been made to keep the, food s rved on the, space- .

craft as ligh eight, compact, and nutritious a possible.

The wei tless environment creates special roblems io' storing
and consu ing, food. Ordinary dry foods uld crumble when

_eaten in , pace, and the cr would float about the cabin.
The liqui s would escape from an or.' c nd break
up into roplets that would also float abou For this reason....all
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1foods and beverages for space diets are especially pie'pared:

packaged. - .-
.. ,,

In addition, the carries allowed in AC diet take Ihe astronaut's .
scheduled activity into account. An astronaut who spends.41 his
time in the dramped quafters of, the spacecraft is _forted to be
relatively inactive, but the astronaut who performs tVA bLitrla ,
up much more energy and requires more food calories. ."Anier-
ican space menus have provided 2,800 to 3,200 calories per man 0
daily. . . .

For the space diet, foods are selected that are low in crudb i
fiber and that are not likely to cause gas in the stomach and in-
testines. The test pilots who went to very high altitudes soon
learned to watch their diet carefully before a flight, 'avoiding foOds
that tend to form gas. The astronauts have their ,traditional steak
breakfast on the morning of takeoff. .( .

On the Apollo flights the diet Was made up of *a wide variety
of freeze-dried foods. With the water removed from the food, an
80-percent weight reduction was possible. Water guns loaded with
fuel-cell water were used to repface the water that had been
femoved; hot Water was used id prepare hot food!: cold water for
cold foods. To make housekeeping easier, the freeze-dried foods
were packaged in spbon-and rbowl containers. Liqiiidk were taken
from closed squeeze container .-Cookies apd al, foods were pack-
aged in containers that were edible. Space foods were attractively
prepared.

Improved new methods haye been, used for processing and
\*, packaging space foods, and greater variety has been provided in

the menus. On thd early flights, foods in paste form were squeezed
\ from a container.

The paste foods were not too palatable and did not offer much
1 variety. Both bite-sized foods and freeze-dried foods were tried on
the earthy Gemini flights. hen the astronauts showed a decided
reference for the freeze-dr ed foods, these were adopted `for the
emaining Gemini flights an for the Apollo flights. On the Apollo
lights foods such as sandwiches and dried fruits were added.

Ori die Skylab, the splce and *eight allowance for fOod for
each astronaut has been more than doubled over that on the
Apollo flights. Meals on theSkyla eem more like thos served by

'the commercial airlines.. Hot food served at the 'tabl and eaten
with kikivessand forks (Fig. 73). .

I

-.. t
Waste Management . % I

*
i

Por' flights planned in the immediate future, no atteiript..will be
made to recycle human wastes to produce food. Research on such
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recycling continues, however, as described in:Chapter 6, and ef-
forts are being made to improve waste management.

Up to the present time the g¢al in waste management has beeh
simply to reduce the wastes stored on board a spacecraft to the
smallest ailments and make them as harmless as possible. Liquid
wastes can be dumped overboard and allowed to dissipate in
space, Bit no solid;wasteg are dtimped, as these would continue
to orbit and would pollute the environment.

After the medical samples were taken, feces from the space-
craft's crew were collected in special plastic bags, in which a packet
of germicide, was diss9lved, The urine 1,04.s 'collected in plastic
bags fitted into the space suit or in the spacecraft's urinal. After
the urine samples Were set asIde-,. the remaining urine was dumped
overboard. In spade the urine first freezes and then evaporates.
' Other solid wastes that accumulated ', on the spacecraft 'were

sealed in bags or other contained. Leftover food was first treated
with a germicide to ,kill backeria causing decay and odors. .The
Apollo astronauts had 'to work cspecially hard to keep the com-
.Yana module clean. The dust' from the 'moon, which, clung to

Figure 73. Skyrob novo food, The foOd troy Js to be use
cold foot..

142.
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eveiythis14 it touched, had to be removed from the moon suits,
the' sample boxes, and all items brought from the lunar module
into the command module.

Oh the, Skylab, modified toilet' ,provided in the waste
compartment (Fig. 74), are especially designed to alldw for the
.rditilat collection of urine and fecal samples. The samples will be
analyzed in an effort to find out how the :body {Adjusts to ex-
tended periods of weightlessness. All, remaining fecal material,
trash, and otheh, wastes are placed in a large tank below the first
floor of .the Skylab. Access to the tank is obtained through an
airlock located in the middle of the floor.

c'ctm..°M on mockup of Skylols. Note 14 handholdsFigure 74. Waste d whir
rostrdints- for keeping the astronauts ifts position during woightlossrs ss
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Day-Night Cycle --7

. .

As the astronauts adjusted to the new routines of life in space,
they could not anchor their living to the normal sunrise and sun-
set, or the familiar 24-hour day.ttighl cycle of the earth. In the
lower earth orbits the complete day-night cycle listed only 90
to 100 minutes, as the astronauts made a complete revolution of
the earth during this time. On the- moon the astronauts saw day-
light continuously during their stay because their landings wete ,
Made during the two-week daytime period.

Since the earliest spaceflights were brief, little adjustmenf had to
be made to the changed day-night cycle. By the time- the Gemini
flights began, the astronauts settled down to a ?outine fOr; living
in space in preparation for the endurance flight, which 'Ames to ,

last -twp weeks. At first the two Gemini astronauts took turns
sdnding watch and sleeping, but the plan did not .work well. In
the close confines of the spacecraft, sleep was disrupted by every .
movement or sound against the background of the deep silence of

, space. , . .
Following the astronauts: suggestions, space officials decided that.

it was best to keep, all members of the flight crew on the same
schedule insofar as possiblo. This 'schedule matches the day-night
cycle at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (formerly, Manned
Spacecraft Center) near Houston, Texas, which is the home of the -

,. astronauts. ,

The astronauts' adjustment o the day-night cycle when removed ,,
,.

it has been known that living t ings on earth adjust their physiol-
from the earth continues to mate biologists. Since ancient times

Qgy to the 24-hour day-night cycle. The adjustments go far be-
yond the fa jliar ones of wakefulness and sleep. A mysterious bio-
logical, elm seems to regulate basic changes in physiology, such as
the pulse and respiration rate, oxygen consumption, and the se-
cretion of the glands. So far the astronauts' bodies seem to have
retained the 24-hour day-night cycle &the earth no matter where
they have been in space. Apparently the astronuats can get by with ,

t. less sleep in orbit, but thii is probably explained by the relaxed
condition of the body during weightlessness rather than bS, any
change in their normal 24-hour day-night cycle.

s

Medical Monitoring

Because there were many unknowns about the way in which
4 the human body would adjust to spacefl ght, each astronaut has

been fitted with instrumentation .for bio edical monitoring. The .

sensors for the systetii are attached to he skin (Fig. 75). No
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.
Figure 75 diomedicalocimor Two itectledes Vero placed on Astronts rank Borman s
scalp's° record brain activity during ,keiglitlessness: Data record *Q was telemetored

to earth,.
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`nsors, are allowed to penetrate below the sktn, because of the
danger of infection. Readings frOm the skin sensors are transmitted
*to nliniaturize'd radio equipment contained in the biomedical instru:
meatition belt worn by the astronauts. Biomedical data is then
tekmetered, or transmitted by radio, to the earth. Biotiacclical in-
strumentation has allowed doctors on the earth lo, malcr regular
direct, or real -time readings. of the Istronaut's heart and res-
piratory ratt. Using the same equipment, ground control can
receive readings of blood pressure, body temperature, and electro-
cardiograms (electrical recording of heartbeat). When the astro-
nauts are' subjected to added mental or physical stresses, doctors
closely monitor the biomedical instrumentation.

The primary purpose of biomedical instrumentation to assure
the astronaut's safety and well being. If biomedical data telem-
etered' to the earth were to show that an astronaut's health is
endangered, the flight, would be terminated. Biomedical data
serves another purpose. The vast amount of such data already col-
lected will enable scientists to reach a better understanding of
spaceflight. Medical monitoring of the Skylab astronauts will add
to this knowledge.

The astronauts have another means of keeping in ,touch with
their doctors during flight. A private communication line is kept
open for medical consultation should this become necessary.

In spite or all the precautions taken before flight time, the as-
tronauts have developed colds and other minor illnesses during
flight. Germs spread quickly within the closed confines of the
spacecraft, as was shown during the early. Apollo flights. Amer-
ican medical authorities discourage use of drugs ,during space-
flight, as even the commonly used drugs may have strange side
effects in the alien environment of space. But when the astro-
naut's doctor advises medication, the astronaut takes the pre-
scribed dosage froth the medical kit. The contents of the kit are
varied according to the estimated needs of the flight. There will
be a doctor in the first crew to visit the Skylab.

Mental Stresses .

When animals were rocketed into space, they 4ad to endure
severe stresses, but they were unaware of the possible dangers.
Each astronaut takes off on his flight with full knowledge of the
dangers that lie ahead. Colonel Stapp, in describing the stresses
faced by the astronaut in his small spacecraft, points out how well
Shakespeare's Hamlet speaks for him: "0 " God! I could be

k bounded in a nutshell, and count myself king Of infinite space,
were it not that I have bad dreams." Although the astronauts
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have great confidence in ,their spacecraft and in the ground crews
that, support them, they are naturally sA'eC1 to the bad dreams
and fears that anyone would be who faces the, unknown.

Before spaceflight began, scientists were Concernkd that the as-
tronautsinclimed. in. their space capsule and 'shut Off from alr
sense perceptions from the outside, would suffer from isolation.
The first astronauts, who orbited in the Mercury, were alone in
the spacecraft: to gel some idea of how astronauts might react
to isolation and confinement in space,: scientists made simulated
cabin tests on the earth. IA these tests, subjects frequently suffered
from mental stress and experienced hallucinations. ,

In spite of the many mental stresses _to which the astronau's.
have been subjected, they have been able to adjust to them.
They have remained calm and in control of the situation even
under the threat, of serious danger. A doctor assigned to ground
control monitors the circuit to be able to judge. the mental
condition of an astronaut by the tone of his voice....

i\ivOne cause for mental stress (lurid spaceflight is die fact that
an astronaut knows that he cannot esca from a disabled space-
craft during flight. To reduce the haiards of spaceflight, scien-
tists and engineers are trying to develop some means for space,
rescue. . -

r
SPACE RESCUE,

After the oxygen tank in the': service module exploded on the
Apollo -13. flight: the astronauts were able to make a, safe return
to earth' by using the lunar module as a "lifeboat," but the as-
tronauts could have been stranded in space. This realization oitustd
the Unite
devise mea
gether toward
both' nations must

mosphere, and their
collars that fit together a

States and the Soviet Union to renew their efforts to
for space rescue and prompted them to work W-

end. In order to cooperate in space rescue,
se the same or similar kinds of breathing at-

cecraft must be equipped with clocking
work interchangeably. This need for

cooperation has led to a freer change of information on space
biology and medicine. It has also res ed in a plan to have a joint
docking of a Soyuz and an Apollo sp craft with an intercon-
necting airlock module, The linkup will n. be made until the
Skylab visits are completed.

The' American spacecraft have been equipped with escape de-
vices to rescue the astronauts in case trouble should develop in
the booster at launch time. The Gemini spacecraft was equipped
with ejection seats similar to those used on jet aircraft. The Mer-
cury and Apollo spacecraft had a launch escape tower attached to

^
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the astronaut's module, or the reentry module (Fig. 70., The es-*
cape tower was powered -with a rocket engine that could be fired
automatically. for take , the reentry module -'"oilf on a trajectory
over ttie Atlantic Ocean downrange from the launch pad. The
module could be recovered by use of a parachute and then
splashdown in the ocean. fescue teams go through drills to
prepare 'them for recovering the astronauts from the ocean should
this be necessary. The launch escape devices developed for the
astronauts have provided engineering know-how for making im-
provements in zero-level., recovery devices for pilots of jet air-
craft

For *led protection, all astronauts are thoroughly trained in
emergency procedures, and the spacecraft is equipped with re-
dundant systems, or extra systems, for use in case one system mal-

e functions. On the Gemini-8 flight, when the spacecraft threatened
to go out of control, an emergency reentry and splashdown was
made with ease, using procedures that had been partially worked

33 FT

$

A,AUNCH ESCAPE SU1SYSTEM

OMTOP OF fOMMAND MODULE

*
Docking probe

Nose con. and "QSall"

Canards

PiteK2Contrormotor

Solid propellant

Tower iittison motor nozzle

Power system and instrismenration
wire harness

Solid propellant

\
Launch .sulks motor

Nozzle* (3) foilounch
escape 1110t01

Launch escape tower

Forward comportment

(earth lending equipment)

Fiore 76. Laanch escape system for Apollo commaild modulo. The escape system
would propel the astronauts away from the launch pad, in case trouble developed

in the booster.
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out in advance. On the first 'noon landing, Astronaut Neil Arm-
strong was able to override the automatic systems of the lunar
module and delay until he could find a smoother place for land-
ing.

On the first three series a US spaceflights, the emergency pro-
cedures worked well when needed, and all spacecraft parachuted
down safely for splashdown and recovery in the ocean. The tragic
fire that took three astronauts' lives occurred on the launch pad
during a preflight test, not during an actual launch.

On the Skylab, procedures for rescuing astronauts from space
are to be in effeCt for the first time. After the modified Apollo
spacecraft (combined command and service modules) is launched
for each visit, an identical Apollo spacecrkft is to be placed in
readiness for launch. Should the astronaiWs 'become stranded in
the Skylab during their stay there, the reserve Ap011o spacecraft .

can be equipped with tV;ro extra seats by making use of a special
kit. Two astronauts would go on the rescue mission to the Skylab,
and the spacecraft would return for splashdown with five astro-

,nauts 77). if the reserve spacecraft is not needed for rekcue,
if is to be used for the' next scheduled -Foi the third and last
visit, an additional Apollo spacecraft will be placed in readiness
for launch, just as for the other visits, even though the spacecraft

SKYLAB RESCUE'tSM GENERAL ARRANGEMENT,

it

t
1AI4DAILD COUCH

AMMAR LT

EXPERIMENT
AMOK
PALLET

RESCUE coubits
4

Figure 77. Apollo command module modified for rescue Mission. The module' could
bring back five astronauts.
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has no flight scheduled for it at that time. The plan will provide
for rescue from the Skylab only, btit it should -take care of emer-
gencies most likely to develop.

Before considering what we might expect to learn about space-
flight from the Skylab visits, it would be well to review the find-
ings about man in space made on the first three series of space-
flights. This is done in the following chapter.

radiation environment
ionizing radiation
particle radiation
solar-flare particles
charged particles trapped in the

Van Allen radiation belts
galactic cosmic rays
shielding against space radiation

meteoroids
micrpmeteoroids
meteorite bumper
weightlessness
weightless trajectory
artificial gravity
transverse G-forces
heat shield
manrate (a missile)
shirt-sleeve environment
pnyironmemal control system
lithium-hydroxide canisters
radiator'(in a spacecraft)\
radiation (of heat)
oxygen poisoning
mixed-gas atmosphere
space suit

TERMS TO REMEMBER

EVA suit
space undergarment
moon suit
Portable. Life Support System

(PLSS)
umbilical
open life-support system
semiclosed hfe.support system. ,

..lifelsiipport supplies
fuel cells
space diets
freeze-dried foods
paste foodi
bite -sized foods
waste management
day-night cycle
bibmedical monitoring
biomedical sensors
biomedical instrumentation belt
telemetered medical data
mental stresses
space rescue
lautch.escape towel

`redundant systems
emergency procidures

l

QUESTIONr-7."
1. A\ what altitude might space be said to begin for man? ISVhat are some

of f characteristics of the space-equivalent zone? Wha causes the
utter lence and darkness of space?

2. What are t14 three nevi.stresses encountered ,in spactflight?

19
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HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

3. What* are the principal sources of harmful radiation in space? What is
believed to be the most dangerous source of illation?

4. How doles .the body appear to jte affected by eightlessness? What ques-
. ! tions abut weightlessness are still unanswer

. . 5. How does the astronaut's reclining position e ble him to resist G-forces
at launch and reentry? - -

- . .

. 6. What causes heating of the reentry module?j1 Hori is the heat counte cted
or controlled? i. . i

7. What is the principal source of noise in spaceflight? How are astronauts
protected against this noise? , .
.. . i .,

8. What is meant by intimating a missile?

i

l If
-

4) 9.!, What is meant by the shirt-sleeve tenvironment?
1

le. What is an environmental control, system and how does it function in a
1 spacecraft? . -

1. What were some of the new features of the moon suit? How was it tooled?

12. How is later supplied ts, the A ilo spacecraft?",`

13. What kinds Of foods have blen sed for US spaUelights? Why e space

foods been i hilly prepared? What kind of food service will be used
on theiticyla ? ,

1.4:;How att thictirs on earth 4ro ttor the astronauts during their flights?.
1 . .!

15. What rriesisureg have been taken to nacre the astro uts' Lfety during
flight? Can an "eici from a spacecraft?

\ 141 tNGS TO DO

I. Make a stud of palce radiation. Name the three sources of splice radia-
tion that pre nt the greatest potential danger to man in space. Explain
what a- solar flare is. If information is avails 8e,' descri the findings
made from th wipe Intents carved on Ap0110 16 and 17 tha exposed mice
and ether livkg ma ter to the ,light flashes observed by t c astronauts.
Secure the publicatio 1 of the US Atomic Energy Commis ion listed in
the "suggestions fbr . urther Reading" listeebel w f; yo study

.

1

2. Make a study of we's, tlessness. Describe your o Ilene s that have

,I
most closely resernble4 weightlessness. Summari g mos inttiortant '

I . observations made on the Mercury, Gemini, and Ap o flights oncrning
p weightlessness. How has underwater practic he d astrona s peiform

space work ore effic.ie tly? What experimen rning wci htles ness -

\s .. .
' are planned r the Skyl b visits? .

3. Compare the effects of t G-forcA exerted on a ated pilot And o a

i reclining astronaut. Use si pli diagrams or models to explain the ac n
,

of the blood as it is pum d from the heart to th brain and* the c

Show the approximate loc,a on of the heart and of, th column ;of blood
that goes froth the heart to the brain and eyes, also he main branches
of red blood, or oxygcna blood flovting to the cgs. Compare the
vertical distance betvicen t c \heart nd the brain in loth cases, In which

. .....,

. 7
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case does the blood hive to be pumped a greater distance? Under Ahe
effect of 10 G what happens to the pilot and to the astronaut?

4 Make a study of the environmental control system of the Apollo space-
craft. Concentrate on the' oxygen supply. How was oxygen purified?
If you have studied chem stry, do some research and explain how the
lithium hydroxide canister h able to trap the carbon dioxide. &what',
times during the Apollo fli hts was the space suit worn? (For suggestions
on setting up an experiment on_removing carbon dioxide filo a spacecraft,
see Activities in Sci(nce Related to Space,. page 23, pub1C*4,by NASA
and listed in the reference below.)

5 Make a study of the Apo lo moon suit. Use a simple diagram or model
to demonskrate the operas on of the suit. Show the-white coveralls (the
Integrated Thermal Micro eteoroid Garment=ITMG). What was worn
under'the coveralls? How was the moon suit cooled? How was it supplied
with fresh oxygen?

6. If you are interested in f s and nutrition, make a study of the kinds
' of foods used on US spa eflights to date. Which kind of food has been

sed most often and has iiroved most palatable? What kinds of new foods
ere introduced on the Apollo flights? Make up a set of sample menus

the astronauts for two or three days during an Apollo flight. Why
as potassium added to the astronauts' diet on Apollo 16 and 17? How

did if affect the astronauts? Find out what you can abOut the food service
on the Skylab.

t°
'" Make a study of waste managempt on the Apollo flights and on the
. ; Skylab. How is research on waste management in space related to pollu-

1 tion problems on the earth? NASA is doing research that should help small
ommunities improve,. their handling of sewage and thus help to prevent
ollution of rivers and streams. .-

ake`a study of medical monitoring. Describe one or two of the medical
rs used for telemetering biomedical information. Explain how the

sy tem collected biomedical data and relayed it to the earth. Use a
simple block diagram to explain the system. (Concentrate on the bio-
medical information obtained rather than the engineering of the system.)

_How was the biomedical instrumentation belt used? Why were all the
medical sensors kept on, the skin and not implanted?

9,. Describe the plans made for rescue from the Skylab. How' can five
. astronauts be accommodated in the Apollo command module? What

progress has been made in joint American- Soviet efforts to develoir a
means of rescuing'astronauts and cosmonauts from space?
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THIS CHATTER outlines the biornarKat findings-made on the first three series
, .

of American manned spaceflight& (Mercury, Oemini,;:and Aiello flights)( end
it explains hew the Skylab visits should enable us to learn morsolsout man's
ability to Rye and work In spore. After your hoe., studied this theater you-
should be able to do the following: 1,1) describe the most Important biomedicaledical
`finding Tad* en 'the Mercury, flights; (2) expiajo two', ways, In which, the
Gemini, astronauts' bodies were kept in good condithin florins their lslay
fight; (3) tilt Sow the Apalkr ostioniwii Were protected during EVA; on the
mooniarid't4): name the moil linpertant stress of spaceflight to be studied in
the Skylbb, and describe three of the biomedical experiments to be conducted.

.., . .
.

IN SLIGHTLY more than a decade of manned spaceflight,
American astronauts have made a total of 27 spaceflights during
the Mercury, -Gemini, and Apollo programs. During these flights
they have progressed from earth orbital flights to moon orbital
flights and landings on the moon. Now that the first three series
of spaceflights have been completed, Americin astronauts have
turned their attention to earth orbital flights again. With the launch
of the Skylab into earth orbit, thp nited States has a tempotary
space station in which astronauts n exttnd the time spent in
space. While in the Skylab, the tronauts will conduct bio-
medical experiments designed giv us some answers to ques-
tions raised .on. the first .three series of flights.

FIRST THREE SERIES OF FLIGHTS

Since astronauts are subjected to
"standards

greater flight stresses
than aircraft pilots are, the selection "standards for astronauts are
even higfier than those for pilots. All astronauts have to be jet
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pilots, and they have to meet even' more' rigid physical re-
quirements than aircraft "Pest pilots. In considering how well the
astronauts have met the requirements of spaceflight, one must re-
member that they are men who have cxceptional, mental andhave .exceptional,
physical qualifications.

In the course . of the spaceflights, many astronauts have niade
more than one spaceflight, and some hav, glade as many as three
or four such flights. As a result, US .scirtiits have accumulated a
body of data about individua astronauts and "a variety of data
about man's physical and me tal responses to spaceflight. ,

From an 'operational stan int, the climax ,of US. manned,,

spaceflight came during the Apollo flights when the, astronauts,
first landed on the Won. From a biomeigal standpoint, the
climax of the flights came during the Gemini flights when the' American stronauts spent th* record '14 days in space. ,A period,

' of 14 days would allow a margin of safety for the trip tO" the moon
and stay- e on the moor} Ior exploration... As the astronauts
progressed rom the' ,Mercury flights through the Gemini. flights
and to the Apollo flights, they w re gradually meeting the human
requirements for a trip to the n and for a longer stay-time
Effid extended EVA on the moon.

.

MMercury
l

Flights

The Mercury flights showed that man- could survive the' high
G- orces and other rigors of launch and reentry and that he
cou d eat,' drink, an sleep during the weightless condi on. The
first ears about ma 's reactions to spaceflight were laid, to rest,
and i was shown th t man has a place 'as a pilot in spaceflight.
On th first orbital flight when three 'systems in the spacecraft
malfun ioned, Astronaut .John Olefin look over manual control,
and pe 'ission was given to continue the flight for three orbits
lasting a out four hours. Time in flight" was gradually increased
until, on he last Mercur'y flight, Astronaut Gordon Cooper re-
niained in orbit for 'a day d a half.

On his :ht Astronaut ooper made remarkable observations
of the earth rom orbit. He I reported that he could see whiffs of
smoke comin from' chimnqt in Tibet, trace roads, and observe
the wake of s amers on the Nile River. Cooper's medical record
shows that he ad extremely high ,visual acuity, but later other
astronauts' alto ade acute observations of the earth, and phow-
raphs taken "n space confirmed their reports. Away from the
bscuring effe s ,of the earth's atmosphere, a man in low earth

o bit can easily spot mountain ridges, great rivers, forest stands,
an'ocean shorelines Vvith the naked -eye.' \ , ,

O
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The Mercury" astronauts had little time kr plating , obServa-
dons during most of their flight. They had many tasks assigned
to them, and other tasks developed in ethergencies. Since there.
was only dne astronaut op each flight, he 110 to exert himself :
and was, often too absorbed in his dunes to eat and drink regu-
larly Sometimes the' environmental control system did not channel
off the heat rapidly enough as it built up. COrlsequently,
cury astronauts returned from their flights tired and dehydrated. ;
All astronauts lost weight on their flights. At first this was be-
lieved to be caused, by loss of body fluids, but the loss in Weight
continued through the Gemini flights and .even on Ale Apollo
flights when there, was an abundance of drinking water:indicating
that it is probably a reaction to the stresses of spaceflight,

During the last two Mercury flights, which were longer, the
astronauts began to show the effects of continued. confinement\ (Fig. 78) and -exposure to the weightless condition in orbit.
The circulatory system appeared to be affected Most, but there
was also a general deconditiofiing of the muscles. While in the .

weightless condition, the astronaut's circulatory system was snot
subjected to the normal gravity force. When the astronaut re- \turned to the earth and the normal gravity_ condition., . his .heart

,
4
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Figur& 78. Mercury astronaut confined in spacecraft. The first sub-orbital flight of
Astronaut Shepard (above) lotted only IS minutes. On the fast Mercury flight Asfropaut
Coop:r was in the cramped quarters of the spacecraft during a flight lotting a gay

and a half.
.
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and circulatory system seenTil to be affected. ,.Astron ut Cooper
staggered nod abjy when fie tried to walk after being e vered.
All Mercury a tgonauts were normal again within about hours
after recovery however, and their flight surgeon could give the
go -ahead si for longer flights.

Gemini Flights

On- the Gemini .flights, time in orbit was increased from about
4 days on Gemini 4 until finally, on Gemini 7, Astronauts Frank
Borman and James Lovill made the 14-day American endurance
record. The most extensive biomedic experiments were made on
the Gemini 7.

One of t experiments that flisurgeons conducted aboard
. the Cke 7 was ...designed to tout whether the astronauts

gradu y Jost small amounts of calcium from their bones during
wei tlessness Such, a loss of calcium is known to occur in sic
pe ons wh6 are, confined to their beds for a period Of time. The

. condition is accompanied by general weakness and a loss of mus-
cular tone. To study calcium loss during weightlessnes, the astro-
nauts` heel bones and one bone in the right little finger were used.
These bones' were X-rayed before and after the flights. After a
careful study of the medical data,, flight surgeons concluded that
tide astronabts did lose small amounts of calcium f 6..theit bones
during ,Weightlessness.

To keep their bodies in condition _while e in rbit, Astronauts
'Borman and Lovell eurcised three times daily, by pulling on,.
rubber cords: This exercise was adequate to stimulate the flow of
blood, and make the circulat(ry system work in site of weight-
lessne4. With exercise, the xduscles were also kept in tone. Later
the astronauts readjusted more readily to normal earth gravity.

When Astronauts. 13ormbn and Lovell were recovered 'after
their 14 -day, flight (Fig.? 79), they seemed to be in .even better
condition titan the astronauts were after the 8-day flight on the Ge-
mini 5. It was evident that the measures the Gemini-7 astronauts had

..taken to keep theft, bodies in condition during weightlessness:*
"bad' been successful. The excellent physical condition of the as-
tropauts on, the record flight was also believed to be due to the
greaterAcomfort ey enjoyed when they removed their space suits
and relillRedt4 th 'spirt - sleeve environment.

Even wi he exercise program followed on the Gemini flights,
there was some ipaation that the astronauts' heart and circulatory
sxstem were affected by weightlessness. None of the Gemini
astronauts experienced dizziness' or staggered upon leaving the

A
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cap.sule, howe r, even though they had spent a longer time in
orbit than the Mercury astronauts.

The Gemin astronauts could adjust better to the weightless con-
. dition and to spaceflight in general because they had the experi-

ences of the Mercury flights to build upon, and they had more
time in which to self up a regular routine for living in space.
When the 'astronauts II were able to get regu r periods of sleep,
enjoy regular meals, and take plenty of drift mg water, they did
not become fatigued and dehydfated during ,,f ight. Also, the . en-
vironmental control system worked more effic tly on the Gemini

ikthan on the Mercury flights. As a result, t astronauts' s ace
suits did not overheat as long as they were nside the Ge ini
spacecraft. Then, too, since two astronauts w re on board, the
Gemini astronauts could take turns at piloting and share o her

.t .
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o`Figure 79, Gemini osaanouts after ocovery following 14.day flight. Astronauts Frank

Barman (right) end lames Lovell are shown as they walked on the deck of the
recovery. ship.

y.(
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iCS. Consequently the workload w" more realistic, and emer-
g Kies could be handled better. 011 the Gemini flights 'the as-.

wt onauts seemed to be well on t r ay toward adjusting to
living in space.

As was to", be expected, the astronauts' heartbeat increa d

du in times of stress and extrtiOn, such as at takeoff and e-
entry ,land during EVA. What was not expected was that t e
heard, at of normal, well persons would reach the high ley s

that t e, astronauts' did at tides during the flights. Astronau s
Eugene Cernan and Richard Gordon during extended EVA, ex-
.erted themselves so much that their EVA suits overheated and
water vapor accumulated in their helmets. More realiEtic goals
were set for the space work on the last Gemini flight, Gemini 12.

The great amount of energy required to perform space work
arises partly from the need to establish a firm position to give the
astronaut leverage. When he ptishes on a lever or turns a screw
in orbit, he "creates a reaction force. According to Newton's third
law of motion, for eery action there is an equal and opposite
reaction. In orbit there is no gravity force to offset the reaction

,force and hold the astronaut in position. Astronaut Michael Col-
lins, who performed EVA on the Gemini-10 flight, said: "A con-
siderable gait of my attention was devoted to holding 'my body
in the proper position to do the best work. I found I usually
overshot or swayed back' and forth. I was never absolutely mo-
tionless. I was continually moving whether I wanted to or not."

Astronaut .Edwin Aldrin, wearing a much improved EVA suit
On the Gemini-12 flight, was able to complete his space tasks
successfully '(Fig. 80). Aldrin also had more handholds, and they
were better placed. Further, he had g ed skill by simulating
space work while training underwater. 11 his efforts pointed to
the need for special training for .spac work,. for special tools,
and for experiments to study the processes that take place in
the body as space work is performed.

The Gemini flights showed that the goals for EVA on the
Apollo flights could be met, and the changes that occurred in ate
body during the Gemini flights were not latge enough to cause
concern for the astronauts' safety.

Apollo Flights 1

.
1.

During the Apollo flights the astronauts continued to show
physiological changes even though they could move about more N

freely in the command module, but the, crews in general adapted
better to the weightless condition. In fact; the Apollo astronauts
Seemed to have learned how to use weightlessness to their ad-
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s\antage. The schedules for work and sleep were improVed s me-
What, but losses in body weight continued. ..,`On the Apollo flights man for the first time loft the prote tive
cover' of the earth's magnetosphere 'and was exp sed to the ra la-

re rted t at hey saw light flashes, which re believed to h
tion from space. The astronauts who I4ndett on the m on

ve
bee caused y cosmic rays. The. astronauts \ c uld see the li ht
flashes even hen they experimented with p tting masks, or
blinks, over t eir eyes. The ' high-energy cosmic rays seemed to
have penetrate the wall of the spacecraft and the eyes of the
astronauts and registered as light flashes' on the retina of the eye.
Apparently no harm was done by the radiation because it was not
abunaa . ,

Some ex rimenters on the earth report that they can sense
the presence ionizing radiation by an itching of the skin, but
there is no relia c way to detect harmful radiation through the
sensas. To take advantage of the unique opportunity for ob-
serving what are believed to be cosmic rays while outside the

Figure 80. Astronaut Edwin Aldan during EVA on Gigmini12 flight. Aldan is carrying
rometeorold package to the spacecraft. He, removed the package from the

outside of the spacecraft.
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earth's ma sphere, t e astronauts on e Apollo 1

took with hbn samples f living matter expose to the radia-
tion. The astronauts on the. Skylab do of expect to see the
light flashes because the kyiab will rem in in earth orbit. So-
viet cosmonauts have no reported seei similar light flashes,
but they have not as yet g ne beyond earth orbit.

Fortunately for the Ap po astronauts, e of them as ex-
posed to intense dosages ',of ,solar-flare particleS. Altho h the

.flights were made close to a period of peak sunspot ctivity,
no flights were made at dangerous times. Doctor Berry reported
that the astronauts on Apollo 15 were exposed to a m nor solar
flare, but they received a radiation dosage of only about 0.5
rad, a harmless', amount. Non o astronauts received signifi-
cant amounts of radiation in passing throb the Vain Allen radia-
tion befits. T , 1

The astronauts were also spared any impacts by meteoroids
while they were on the moon. The seismographs that the as-
tronauts left on the moon have recorded some meteoroid im-
pacts since the first landing.

During the Apollo flights the astronauts gradually extended total
stay-time and the time spent in EVA on the moon. From the
single EVA lasting about 2.5 hours, made by Astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Edwin, Aldrin on the first moon landing, the astro-
nauts progressed to three EVAs totaling 22 hours 5 minutes on
the Apollo 17, the final flight. During the final three EVAs on
the moon, Astronauts Eugene .Cernan and. Harrison Schmitt, came
close to the Limit of the life-support §upplies provided by the
mcim suit and backpack*,

On the Apollo -17 flight the lunar rover worked swell, and the
astronauts followed carefully scheduled periods of work and rest.
In addition, some . potassium was added to their diet; just as on
the Apollo-0 flight, in order to keep* the body fluids in better
balance.

During EVA on the nfoon (Fig. 81), astronauts expended large
amounts of energy, just as they did during EVA in space. Al-
though they had gravity to help, them on the moon, they per-
formed heavier work. For this reason the astronauts ere care-
fully monitorecl.on the moon to make sure that their' eXpenditure
of energy did not exceed safe limits. Energy expende was mea-
sured either by recording heartbeats or by taking into, account the
amount of heat generated within the moan suit. Although Astro-
nauts cernan and Schmitt, on the final flight, made the most
extensive exploration and gathered the largest supply of rock
samples, they did not overexert themselves and were in excellent
physical condition when recovered.
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Figur* 81. Astronaut James Irwin c(wring EVA on.,moon. Irwin, is collecting,rack samples.

As the astronauts moved about on the moon, they learned
to adjust to the reduced gravity force, which is about one-sixth
that of earth gravity. In' making the kind' of leaps' or long strides
allowed by the reduced gravity, ,the astronauts were at first
prone, to lose their footing on the slippery surfaces. This caused
some concern because a fall could have resulted in rupturing
the moon suit and bringing about fatal decompression. In time the
astronauts learned to right their movements, regain their balance,
and prevent falls.

Although the possibility was remote that the astronauts might -
become infected with an alien organism on the moon, there was
some fear that this might happen and that the astronauts would I

bring the organism back and infect the- earth. For this reason the.
astronauts werc carefully quarantined after the first three moon
landings. The most rigid restrictions were observed. The swimmer
who entered the command mod* upon recovery wore an isola-
!ion garment to proted him against infection, and 'he handed
similar garments to the astronauts for them ,td put on. When the
astronauts came aboard ship in their isdation garments, they went

. .
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into a box called a mobile quarantine facility (Fig. 82). This was
airlifted to the *Lunar Receiving Laboratory near Houston, Texas.
Here the astronauts remained for 14 days of quarantine, along
iiith any peribnt accidentally exposed. Only after' their quarantine
period, was over could the astronaut; receive the welcome' that
awaited them. After careful testing revealed no signs of even the
smallest living organism, quarantine was no longef *enforced.

Besides providing a body of unique biomedical data, the US
spaceflights have had a' much wider influence on the study of
physiology and medichfe.

Resul& of the Findings.

As a result of the 27 American spaceflights, it 1s evident that_
man can successfully adjust to flights in space for wields of at

,least two weeks. Many questions still remain unanswered, how-
ever, about the two stresses of radiation and weightle'ssness. Since
radiation is not likely to become a problem until man gain ven-
tures beyond the earth's magnetosphere and attempts longer trips,
into space, attention in the immediate future will be focused on ,

finding out more about the effects of weightlessneis. .

,

Figure Astronauts in mobile quarantinr facility. President Nixon greeted the
quarantined astronauts through a closed window. The astronauts who mad. the
first moon landing are (left to right). ,Neil A. Armstrong, Michael Collins, and Edwin

E. Aldan. Astronauts were quarantined after the first three moon landings.
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Certain changes have taken plice-9 'in the body during, orbital
Might that are believed to be ca 'led by weightlessness, or zero
gravity. These changes wete I gely in the circulatory system,
the 'inuseles, and the bones. T e changes were not large enough
to cause alarm, and even on the longer flights the body readjusted
to,earth gravity within about 50 hours after recovery.

. .

Man's ability to adjust successfully to flight at the higher alti-
tudes in the earth's annospbefe,\ has led to a revolution in trans-
portation. Aviation grew by leaps and bounds until it became
one of the most common means of transportation. It is unlikely.
that there will be a similar movement to if ace transportation in
the immediate future, but man's efforts to cope with the stresses,
of spaceflight have led to significant developments in areas other
than transportation. _,

The stimulus given to aerospace medicine by spaceflight has
led to a revolution in thy, study of hthan biology and medicine.
Never '..befoi'e in the history of medicVie have such detailed
studies been made of well persons. By studying Ale body as it
is exposed to the weightless ,environment, new insight has been
obtained into man's phsiology. Further die sensors and instru-
ments developed to monitor the astronauts during spacef ight
have opened the way to all kinds of new medical sensor , to
new methods of treatment, to entire ho8Pitals built around uto-
matic monitoring of patients, and to the development of artificial,
organs and implants of/them in the human body.

. -As the Apollo flights progressed, American astronauts began
to visit Soviet training facilities, and Soviet cosmonauts were in-
vited to come to American facilities. These visits, together with
the need to develop joint methods for space rescue,. have led,
to a much freer exchange of biomedical data between the two
countries. Such an exchange has greatly increased the knowledge
that both nations have about spaceflight.

1

In general, Soviet scientists have used the same methods, fir
'Aping their cosmonauts adjust to the rigors of spaceflight as
have our scientists, but there have been important differences
between Soviet and American spaceflights, both in methods and
in biomedical findings. One of the \most important differences is-
that the Soviets have not used pore oxygen pressurized at loner.
thah atmospheric pressure for their spacecraft. Instead they have
used a mixed gas resembling the earth's atmosphere, which is
pressurized at about 14.7 psi. Then, too, Soviet cosmonauts have
experienced some nausea and disorientation during weightlessness,
and the cosmonauts have required longer periods before returning.
to normal after their sionget flights.
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The big questi that now faces scientists is, What will happen
to man during lo ger ,periods of spaceflight? The American Sky:
lab should ptovi a means for getting some answers to this
question.

7
As the Apollo flights were completeti, ,th
tidiness or launch. The Skylab, developed
age of the %turn V booster, i the 1

ed. li is, four times larger 1 than, t

i i

7"-- THE SKYLAB

,*ylab was launched into a nearly
19,73 at distance of more th

in"Vin io% of 50 degrees
h fr m the earth to maint n stability and close enough

o be clear of harmful adiation from the Van Allen
launched, the Skylab,c ntained all the food, water,
ceded, to suppOrt the en ire mission.
Skylab was in orbit, the two large solar panels for
ectrical power or the workshop failed to deploy, and
that the,mckteoroid and heat shield had been torn off at

result, th4 Skylab heated. Temperatures inside the
eraged 120 degrees F. and even reached 190 degrees.
he high temperatures and loss of power, launch of the
s delayed until 25 May. Time g4'ined by. the delay was

a substitute shield and test prOceiures for deploying
we e made to have the astronauts moeuver around the
workihop to inspect it, and then perfohn EVA to deploy v.1: I
ie14, Because of tfie ilnt-required for making repairs and

the loss of pqWer, the astrona is could perform fewer experiments,
but they would ave an oppo unity to demonstrate how well men
could work in s e. he Skyl b missions would present a real test

. of both men and systems.'
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Living Quarters and Laborapry

The main unit of the Skylablthe combined living quarters and
laboratory (the workshop), Contains ab t as much space as a
three-bedroom house. With the large ount of room allowed,

lAftee. this book went to press. the ''Skylab I tstronauls de their visit and, complet d a
2Sday period in the workshop Durin their stay the astro auk deployed an .umbrell like ,
shield to protest the workshoptfrom th sun, and the temper Ufit3 in the workshop deb d
The utronauts were also able (fa deploy one ,of the large sots tunes. increasing the a unt
of electgical mower fpr the workshop. th other large solar di had been sheared off By
successfully nlilking rapaars. the Skylab i astronauts left the wockshop ins satisfactory c ndi
lion for future visits

k
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the three astronauts in eaili crew can live more nearly as they
do under earth conditions.' e Skylab contains a dining room
(wardroom), individual? slee "Si-apartments, 'and toilet facilities
(waste comp ent), as .shown it:Owe 83.

Moving about in the Sklati is mitch.,casie Ithan moving, about
during EVA in space. Many andrails are proyided in the (Skylab
to control the, motion. Alseti the astronauts' can walk h the
floor or ceiling by making e Of pecial cleats on then shoes
that fit into the oxen mashes the fl or and ceiling.

The astronauts have restral ts, or "hold- downs," to keep them
in position while eati g in t wardr m or while using the este
compartment or slee ng, T won ts Stand at the table arehalo! in pla by f t and h h res aints (Fig. 84). Their trays,are secured with wagneo, nd the use knives and forks. The
sleei)ing rest aints resembl sleeping gs Placed on the wall and

-f
-

ria"":

\
workshop.

igure 83. Mockup of o portion lof the Skylab
The workshop

Combines living quarters and a' Tabora ory. Shown above are the crew's qu'aders.
A\ is ara provides accommodations for s aping, preparing and eating food, hygiene,I waste management, and perf Ai g some medical experiments.

-s
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Experiments are being conducted in the Skylab in tvio other
U areas besides*life sciences: astronothy, or mostly studi s of the

sun; and kapplications,, principally stu es or surveys Of arth re-r

sources from orbit and of manufacturi g processes in zero avity..
Of more than 50 experimenti, some 6 experiments will- e de-
voted jo the littciences, but in a ra ger sense the subje or all
experiments in the Skylab. is man in s ce.c

MANNED SPACEFLIG1ETS

I

-;,-,

vii., This 'rnoneuUaring unit is
Skylab wattiittop._
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Wilk the. aSttnriaiitS Ire conducting' other 'experiments in :the ..

. . - . . .7

*Yin,: they themselves are producing data about man's phy,siologi-
.

eql and mental reactions to living and,wotking,in space for longer
-- periods., Theearlict spaceflights pOinted .up the. fact that during

periods titi to 14 d in spate certain, basic changes took,,place in
.theliody. These changes; were small but, nrjeasulable. biiring longer
periods.in 'space will other changes become e ident that were too
S'ma,lf to be measured dtiing a '14-clay fli t? The h.ows and
whys of various chart es now becOme important questions. .

The §cYlab repr4se ancpser iMportant steP, in,studying man's
adaptation to flight. me Conditions of spaceflight can be, simu-

' 'fated on the ground, t there isv:Tdo. way to duplicate all the copdi -,
tionS of space except space. cightlessiiesi can. be..produced on ,

the 'earth tot only a after- of second, during a ,weightless trajec-
tory, as explained ear ter; and this arnOunt of time does not permit

1 conducting th'e; kind of experiments now called for.
n the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo flights, scientists could .col-.&

lec bi,omedical ota hrough telemetry, but these ' li is bad an ..
'Opp ational MisSion. When Medical data was not nee e' to are,

,

the astronauts' safety, it could not be collected if doing; this n-
terf ed with the ,Operational mission. ,The Skylab has no .rfl,. ,

go other than-tii conduct' experiments in. orbit:
To 'achieve longerPetiods, hi space, time will be at fir t doubled.

'The 'first mission in 'the Skylab is...Scheduled for 28 da , or twice
the time speht in "space during `the Gemini-7 flight. On he second,
and third Skylab missions the astronauts are to spend more than .

dou 'le th time ogthe first mission.

O the 16 life-Sciences experiments planned for the Skylab, .

6 a to onsist of detailed measurements made on the ground
before an after the flights_ to the Skylab, thus pointing to the
changes at occurred during orbital flight. The other '.0 'ex
ments concern living, in space itself,. and one set of experiments
is related- to the other. The circulatory system, musc4s, bones,....
and body fluids will bie. studied. Changes in these are, to be,,
compared with weight 'losses and with changes in the body's
metabolism, or the prociss of building up tissue nd using food.
The studies f, m tabolism should help o explain wiei astronauts,
have Afferen ritional needs in spa than the do on earth.
Finally, there 1 be a series of expo ments con Ucted on the
balance &chi i in the inner ear (semicircular canals and oto-
M organs). e and motion studies of the body's balance
mechanism mad on the Skylab will be the first studies made of . -..
this mechanism hen the gravity stimulus is absent. The bicycle
ergometer (Fig. 86) and the lower body negative-pressure cham-

moriaroi.
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dolo. Ait5onaut Joxeph Kerwin on bicycle ergometer The ergerniter can be used
to test manliffectiveness while doing mechanical work after a stay ,in space., The
quOntrst can also be used for iucorcise to' keep the body 1, condition during

;efeightleisniss.. "
tier (Fig. 87) at4 special equipment for conducting medial ex-
periments on the, Skylab:

To help students and teache appreciate the importance of the
\ space environment for scientifi4. research in the future, NASA

vited high school students ;o 4ibmit ideas for experiments to be
carried out on the Skylab. Moe, than 3,400 students responded',
and 25 )eXPeriments were selec . As many student experiments
as! e. and space permit are t be carried on the Skylab. PAmong
th riments selected was that of Cadet Lyndon D. Long, an

Fo Junior ROTC cadet, from Southe High *School, in
Grahani, h Carolina.

cijews for the Skylab

Each crew for the Skylib is made u' of e scientist-astronaut
,
and two pilot-astronauts from the active ast onaut_ corps. Astro-

\

meet the same high physical standards as the pilot-astronaut.
astronauts and as scientist-asponauts, The scientist-astronaut has
nauts 1n 'the corps have been selected on, two, bases. as pilot-

. .

NOW
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Figure 87. tower body nag .tive-pressure chamber for use on Skylob. The vacuum
In the chamber products the effects of gravity and stimulates this flow of blood in
the lower part of the body. The equipment canbe used for medical experiments

and for keeping the body in condit n during weightlessness.
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HO must also have a bachelor's degree plus a doctorate, or its equivac
lent in experience, in the natural sciences, medicine, or engineet-
ing Scientist-astronauts who are not qualified pilots when selected
must take jet training and become n Iroficient pilots. 11

The first crew for the Skylab is dpmmancted by Chailes Conrad.'
1The pilot is Paul J. Weitz, and the cientist-astronaut is Dr. Joseph

P. Kerwin. Astronaut Conrad commanded Apollo 12, and he
flew on the Gemini 5 and 11.

The second crew will also be commanded by a experienced
astronaut, Alan L. Beah, who flew on Apollo 12. he -pilot will
be Jaek R. Lousma, and the scientist- astronaut will be Dr. Owen.
K. Garriott.

c, ,

For the third crew, the commander wl be Gerald P. carr, the
pilot William R. Pogue, and the scientist-astronaut Dr. Edward.,
G. Gibson. ' , i

. l 1
# %

Training for Skylab Visits '

1

Trairtng continues for the Skylab visits. Special mission simu-
lators f r these flights are clocated at the Johnson Space Center,
and both prime and backu crews are at work on the simulators.
The (astronauts are, becoming familiar with the hardware on the

Figure 88. Astronauts and engineers working and water with Skylab mockups
Conditions underwater resemb those encountered d g weightlessness in space.

The full scale mockup is locate rshail S ht Center in Alabama.
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Skylab, especially with the equipment for the biomedical experi-
ments and for routine living. In 'preparation for Skylab experi-
ments requiring EVA, the crews are practicing underwater (Fig.
88) because cbnditions underwater most nearly resemble those of
weightlessness. Each crew member is to spend at leak 1,500 hours
in mission training.

As pair of their training for the Skylab, crew members take
three days, of medical instruction at , the regional hospit t

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas. Here they learn how to se the
Skylab medical kits and make simple examinations. If t e Sky-
lab cre7ws can solve their own minor medical problems, they may
prevc4ne, an emergency return to the earth. The scientist-astronaut
on the irst crew is a medical doctor(

Whe the three Skylab visits have been completed, astronauts
will be, trained to fly the space shuttle and the reusable space
vehiclk of the future. Findings made on the Skylab should tell
us much about spaceflight in the future.

TERMS TO REMEMBER'

mobile quarantine facility

experimental space station

QUESTIONS

pilot-astronauts

scientist-astronauts

«

I. What important findings were made about man's ability to live in
space on the Mercury flights? Whitt did we learn about man's ability
to pilot a spacecraft?

2. Why were the Gemini flights important In adapting to spaceflight?
Ve hat was the American record of endurance made during the Gemini
flights? How did the astronauts counter the effects of weightlssne

3. Why did the Apollo astronauts expend large amounts of energy d ring
EYA on the moon? Explain hove, the astronauts received life suppo on
the moon.

4. Whit is the Skylab? Name three Important ways in which living condi-
tion t In the Skylab differ from those existing in the Apollo spacecraft
duri g the moon flights.-'\

5. %Shut is the most important sttess of spaceflight to be studied in the Skylab?
. Describe some of the biomedical experiments. What is the purpose of these

experiments?
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THINGS TO DO

1 Make a study of the Geminit:7 flight. Describe the experimentcohducted
on the loss of bone calcium. Tell how Astronauts Borman and .Lovell,
counteracted the effects of Ightlessness, Explain the advantages of re-
movingmoving the space suit during light. This practice was ,llowed on subse-
quent flights.

2 Make a study of life support during an EVA on the moon. Select ohe of

some of e

the Apollo flights during which stay :time on. the moon was extended. Hr
did the astronauts get life support during EVA? What were s
tasks that required large expenditures of energy?

Keep a notebook on the Skylab. Were the three , v isits made? Were space
officials able to correct the problems that developed in the Skylab at launch
and diskirtg the first orbits? How did they do this? Which of the biomedical
experiments were carried through as planned? What changes were made?

St'GGESTIONS FOR Ft RTHER READING
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THOMAS, SHIRLEY. Men of Space, 7, vols. Philadelphia. dhilton. 1960-65,.
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ill' NOM atteinpti to predict 'corn. of the'humattliquirements of aircrcift
' flight and spaceflight lri the future. 11 considers humanreoulrements of. to .,

advanard-aircraftt the Air Force A-7.1 (olroodY ht operation) and the coot.
'made, supersoniy transport. it describes licivi life suppa6-4s. to, bir %kiln,
on The space shuttle _smd how the space ihullle migh t. be ttsed to, deyelor a-
space-itation., Finally; the chopter considers thitto problems of prolonged space.

4lightl the 'doted lifesupport system, preyention_oftcontarnination,-and-114-. ,
-fnintrireiniditioTi:al 114 passengers and crew..,4ifter you have studied This
chattlei, 'YOU ibill beiable to do The follo4ringt (t) describe some- oftbs...hurnm,
Isrobleins, that must be solved -when, flying. future. aircraft; (2)--marne -two .-

ocfrancrimtiiits in _life support likely to be madly on jbe space, shottitsT (3)
" exploi% what is4merint by ;x dosed Ilfe.support system ;and tell haw It-adatet,

to 'setting pollution problems on: thi earth; s (4) tell what you th1ktjgb
be the two most serious 1umon..pwb4eiicion prolon d spaceflight:, ,

MAN HAS BEEN FLYING aircraft for only about Kventy
years and spacecraft for about a Fdozen years: In this relatively
brief time he has learned how to adjust to increasingly severe
flight stresses and to keep his body stable during flight. The
question that now suggests itst, f is. H w will man continue to
counter more severe flight stresses

ADVANCED tIRCRAFT

In the development of future-air raft, emPhi asis is being placed
, upon performance. an versatility. To get somd' idea, of the human

requirements for flighf in future aircrafç consider two advanced
aircr. an Air_ cc reconnaissance pl e (the SI:2-7 I, already in
opera on) and the supersonic transport. (SST).
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The SR-71 (Fig. 89) cruises at mach 3 (three times the speed
of sound) and can reach an altitude higher than 80,000 feet.
Because of the great speed at which it travels, aerodynamics heat-
ing can cause the skin of the aircraft to heat to temperatures of
500 to 600 degrees- F. The aircraft must decelerate and make
several turns in a }folding pattern to allow the aircraft to cool
before making a larieng. To descend for a landing, the pilot must
begin making his instrument approach many miles away. If the
pilot sho d make a calculation error of even a few seconds at
al e, the aircraft would probably overshoot the approach by

any miles. As the SR-71 touches down for a landing, a drag
arachute is deployed to help slow down the aircraft. Crew mem-

rs of the SR-71 wear Gemini-type full pressure suits with heavy
fa tgear The pilot must use caution in applying the brakes because
it is difficult to get the "feel" of the brakes with this footwear.

The SR-71 has a crew of two: the pilot and another officer
ho acts as both copilot and navigator. The second officer op-

erates the advanced inertial navigation system, which, is linked with
a star-tracking system.

Two commercial supersonic transports, the Soviet Tu-144 and
the British-French Concorde (Fig. 90), cruise at about mach 2 and
at altitudes above 50,000 feet. At that altitude, in the lower
limits of the space-equivalent zone, a space cabin is ne.2ded. Pas-
sengers in supersonic transports will be traveling under 'conditions

Figure 89 Air Force SR-71 The pilot and navigator of this rcraft must have skulls
and moot flight stress's much like those that will bi- Impet,4 cod in aircraft of thety

future
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1

figure' 90 British French Concord.. This is oho of the supersonic transports tieing
fished for commercial flight.

much like those under which, the astronauts travel. When the Con-
corde reaches an altitude of 50,000 feet, the space Cabin has a

4 pressure altitude of 6,000 feet. The combined heating and air-
conditioning systeth can keep the cabin comfortable.

1 'As supersonic transports reach the speed of sound, they create
a sonic boom, but this will not be heard by the passengers, be-
cause the shock waves do not trail '.toward the 'cabin. To awid

,

creating:sonic booms over population centers, these aircraft are
of to be-11 wn at supersonic speeds Itintit they are facout over the
eans.
Flight simu ,

ators tiling advanced Avionics (aviation electronics)
ar being used to assist 'pilot's in transitioning to supersonic ,clans-
po is These si ulators realistically reproduce many of the con-
ditions that will be encountered. flight. One condition that
i; noticeably different between flying a supersbnic transport and a

' subsonicsonic jet is that experienced when making the highspeed take-
off and rapid climb to reach the cruisc altitude of 50,000 feet.

Like the SR-71, the Concorde has an incrtial navigation sys-
tem, which permits highly accurate navigation. The aircraft. also
has autopilots, which can control the aircraft not only during cruis-
ing but also during climb and descent.

MY

.,-

kv-
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HUMAN REQUIREMENTS OF FLIGHT

The high speed of the supersonic. transport should greatly re-
duce passenger fatigue during long-distance flights. Fatigue from
flying usually does not beeonie pronounced until 3 to 4 hours after -

the aircraft is underway. The Concorde can fly from New York to
London in about 3 hours 30 minutes.

FUTURE SPACEFLIGHT

While astronauts are conducting experiments in the Skylab,
work will continue on The space shuttle arid the permanent space,
station Biomedical specialists and engineers will develop the space
cabin and protective equipmen needed for the space shuttle,
which is to be used for constructing a space station in orbit.

Space Shuttle an Space Station

,

The first space shuttle is to have two stages: an unmanned
booster stage and a manned orbiter stage. The shuttle is being
designed so that it can be reused for more than I00 flights.
The orbiter stage of the shuttle (Fig. 91) is to be a delta-winged
vehicle about the size of a medium-range jet airliner. It will

Alamo-
---:1;10167.77o-s77.444011111111

Figure 91, Interidr of orbiter stage of the space shuttle. This drawirg shows on.,
design for the interior of the shuttle.



COLLAPSIBLE VISOR

FLIGHT IN THE FUTURE `4.

DOFFEO GLOVE SECUREO TO SLEEVE

SIMPLE MOBILITY JOINT

SYSTEMS (ELBOW,

SHOULDER, KNEE)

TORSO PRESSURE SEALING

, CLOSURE

ff

EXIENOtO PULLOVER POUCH

)WAIST GUSSET1

POUCH CLOSURE

MANNED SPACE CRAPT CENTER

A

e,gur. 92. Space wit for pilots, of space. shuttle. The draWing shows the design of
a lightweight suit that could be worn unpressurized for long periods inside the

shuttle. The wit could be pressurized .quickly in an lnrgency.

descend from trbit and then fly through the atmosphere like an
aircraft:

Theiorbiter is to (carry
a four-man crew consisting of a pilot,

a ,copilot, and two special assistants. In addition to the four-man
crew, the shuttle could carry as many as 12 passengers, or it1
could be used entirely for cargo.

When the space shuttle is ready fo operation, as it is explid
to be in the early 980s, passenge who travel into orbit will
no longer have to r cciye rigorous t aining as astr nauts. The or-'
biter stage of the shLLtile will have a space cabin, and its maneu-

.... cring ability will allOw the passengers to enjoy fety and comfort
similar to that of the.comthercial airliner.

r Work h n6w 'proceeding on a space suit (Fig. 92) for ilots
who wjll test the shuttle. This spaFe suit is intended as a ba kup
for the space cabin. The whole esape system, of which the s it is
a part, is tieing designed to allow the' crew to deorbit and Ian in
case of accidental, decompression. The suit, made , of fail-lc, IS to

.weigh only about IQ pounds. It will be pressuriZed at about 5
psi as compared with about .3.5 psi for present space suits. With

.
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, ... . Z
IiMprovem ts, pressurization. of the new sin eut 8 .1 psi

should e possible. Even with the igher ,press r wation, -The llsuit.
,will rovide a high degree of mobility and co (iv. The el-

met an be folded and stored inside the.suit at the neckline. 'T
pre surization in the cabin of the space shittle will be adj ed
to the higher levels in the space suit, and a mixed:gas atmo ere

ill probably be used in both suit'and cabin. /-1-'-' °
Engineers are a10 planning a la nch esc4e __Astern, for the

space shuttle. If trouble should de in the unmanned liooster
stage at launch, a rociNt engine w ld 'proliel the: orbiter stage
away from the booster s e, and th external fuel tank and solid .
rocket motors of the b ter stage would be jettisoned. The, or-
biter stage Would ascend fo a high enough altitude to allow it
'to glide back to the earth:

. .
..) To assure the safety of th/ shuttle's passengers and crew during

flight, the ,pilot- astronauts will 'be prbvided with advancedbfo-
I medical instruzieruation. This instrument ti should give doctors

on the grount, information to enable them to precict medical
problems ijistead a merely recording abnormal unctioning as itt 11 N''...L.t./;

,

.occurs. -

/ 6

4

Figure 93 Mockup of crew s fafion ?n space shuttle showing position, pf the instrument

r.
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Figure 94. 4iir can:. The design-5row.lig sixreei `0..restorch .nodule l'ilsot could 4

- <cried -intit orbit- .br ..to `spat, shuttle.
o

-- . t:.
Making thc., best. tile of, the limiteri liN-ring space W'ill be an, im- .

portant 'he(or in. designing ihe fatirt of the space shuttle. En-
gineers of ,the Jothison Spice Cpte, near Houston, are pre-
paring mockups of tine cabin that piovide areas for food storage,
waste monagment, galley pcitchn), anti._ a work sectiOn.- -A-
sritaill _compartment cOdled .ti c.oOn_ will allow .pnvitcy for ea
asteopalit. 'the' cocoon, which is nd lodger than a with, as a
bhllt-in radio.: PcIs.tape deck. and-asmatl ylevisicin set. ,A mOckiip.
1: the 'crew station with irtsfrunient- panels is shown in ;Figure 91.

Since fund fo 11iture space' iirograms,have,lieen air efforts
re being. conce tratett on -the' spocc _shuttle. It will probably, be.

use the carryi modulbs into sp4Ce .to build a space st ii,- in":
orbi . ( ,.. , . Sk '.

4 T e first mo le tis taken in 'pd* by, the Shuttle is likely

, woul
e-ta the sortttan (Fig 94), a elath;ely simple laboratory. It

be pressurized and have airl ks.. A pallet. attached to tha
4 sortie can would be used for eon uaing experiments inspace.

The first small module would gradually' enlarged into 3
Laboratory called a research and op lications tuodule LRAM). A

-

k_
17,
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number of RAMs might be docked to make up a modular space
station (Fig. 95). . ..

Prolonged Spaceflight

A CS space stati might one day be used for preparing as-.
tronauts for trips the planets, especially Mars. With present-day
propulsion sysrpfns, a Hight to and from Mars, with some time al-
lowed for e loration, would take about two years.

Mode technology should be able to solve the problems of
p,,,,,xf

human'adjustment encountered on 1 two-year. interplanetary voy-
age In the days of sailarg ships, Eurpeans were able. t6 drum-
6.arigate the globe in about two year For such trips enough food.. ,
and water were 'stocked for the Ion overwater stretches.

V As soon as . space trains passed om the realm of science
fiction to that of seance, man began to study the possibility of
making long space voyages. We might take a lodIC at three areas
of study concerning long spate Voyages, the closed life-support
system, contamination in space, and Menial qualities needed by ,

.. d.
,. men confined in the space ship.

41
ar"

Ai"Niot..41

1.4445r4.19'

1 ...
/.\ i
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it .

4,

. 4mtef

. !"'". I
+igure .95 Modular space station. A space station like the one shown above could it..

. . be assembled piece by plea, from Modul carried into orbit by the space shuttle
A
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CLOSED ItIFE-SUPP9RT SISTEN1.-If four astronauts were to store
'on board all the Water, oxygen, and food needed for a two-year
trip in space, they would have to carry almost 44 tons of life-
support supplies. This. rough estimate of 11 tons per astronaut,
computed according to figures given in Chapter 4, would make
the total weight prohibitive.

The first step in solving the problem would be to reuse the
water, and oxygen. Scientists and engineers hay tready begun
the process of recycling water and oxygen. NASA ntjsts are
presently working on more. advanced water and waste manage-
ment- systems. These would make it poss.ble to recover and ,re-

, use water from urine, wash water, and water vapor condensed
from the space ship's atmosphere, they would recower water and
gases from solid biological wastes, and they would decompose and
burn the solid wastes.

Waste management systems being aveloped for use on future
space ships may have direct application for use on the earth.
NASA is cooperating with the Departmeut of Housing and Ur-
ban DeVelopment to sec if simiV systems could be used by
small communities for recycling sewage and thus help to prey t
pollution of streams and rivers.

The sum total of all relationships between the organi s nd
their environment makes up an ecology. Space biolo s h. ,e to
reproduce a complete ecology in miniature,' or a 'sed
port system *(Fig 96), within a space ship. Recyc g hu an waste
into food and water through waste mana, stem would
compldte the closed life-support system. T. and tand how such\
a ,system might operate on 'future space ships, .n must go to the
world of nature on the ear

Lthe key to an ecology i nature is fotind in the balance main-
tain d between living plant rand animals. By using t e radiav
ene y of the sun and chlorophyll (green tissue), plan produce

nthesis, or a bringrfrg\together, of elements known as photO-
yothesis. Through photosAit\iesis, plants produce gl osc and

oxygen fro carbon dioxide exhaled by animals. The animals
glucose and oxygen from plants f r 'food and leathing,

giving off carbon dioxide. Plants azain co vtrt the carbGin diox-
ide, into glucose and oxygen, and the cycle continues. By \mhkingt
use of photosynthesis, astronauts on futur space voyages might
obtain 'food and oxygen from green plants grown, on board the

. space ship-
s ear y as 1949, when the space depar ment .was stablishe4

at the A it Force ,School of Aviation Me icine, Dr. Hubertas
Strugholt began e
for space hips Fo his first experiments he used (Wore la algae

periments on a closed life- support system

yr13
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and mice. The alga, the plant most often used for experiments
to create a closed life-support system, is a simple green plant
without true roots, stems, or leaves. Algae vary all the way from
the 200-foot-long ocean kelp to simple one-cell algae. The Ch/o-
rella alga, the one-cell alga found in pond scum, contains enough
protein and fat to supply man's daily dietary requirements tin-

' 'fortunately, ChlortIla algae do not make an appetizing diCt. Higher
plant forms, such as mushrooms, corn, and tomatoes, might be
introduced both as gas-exchangers and as a means of varying
the 'diet.

NASA scientists at the Ames it esearch Center, in cooperation
with ke US Department of Agriculture, are experimenting with a
systeTh of water culture and plant nutrients to grow fresh vege-
tables rapidly under spaceflight conditions.

-"".""...."..

ft 96. A sed life support system Such a syst might be usarfor prolonged
spaceflight in the futu
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The plants or animals that are to be used in The life cycle in
space ships must grow rapidly to produce an abundance of oxy-
gen and food. In nature the source of radiant energy is the sun.
In the artificially created environment of a space ship, the sun's
adiant energy would be used as much as possible, hut- it would
ave to be supplemented with electric power or other energy.

PRE<iNTIO& OF CONTANI1NATION Space scientists and engineers
who are looking far into the future a(-e concerned about pre-
venting contamination, or the accumulation of dirt a d disease-
producing organisms in the closed space ship.

Strict precautions are taken to keep present -day spacecraft
and space boosters from becoming contaminated All space equip-
ment is handled under clean-room conditions. Workers coming
into contact with the equipment wear white uniforms like those
worn by doctors and nurses (Fig. 97).

Space hardware is kept from contamination for both engi-
!truing and health reasons The rocket engines Would not /operate
properly if even small amounts of contaminants got into the pro-
pellants or parts of the engine. Further, spacecraft must be kept
in a hygienic condition to protect the health of the astronauts.
When the spacecraft becomes weightless in orbit, any loi?se de-
bris or dust would float about in the cabin, creating unsanitary
conditions. Within the closed space cabin, astronauts are exposed
to contamination from the cabin atmosphere and from each other.

On longer flights into space, astronauts and scientists would be
traveling in much larger space vehicles than the Apollo com-
mand module and would be able to move about more freely.
Long periods of weightlessness would probably cause decon-

Aitioning, nevertheless. The astronauts, in their weakened condi-
tion, would then become infected more readily as they were ex-
posed to contamination for long periods of time inside the closed i

space s p. contamination may well be one of the greatest haz- 1

ards of p longed spaceflight.
,, MEN1A C,NDITION OF PASSEM,ERS AM) CREW he mental

condition of1space voyagers in the future will probab1
more important than their physical condition. After wo pilots

be evcn,

replaced the single astronaut on the Gemini flights, the astronauts
found that they had to work closely as a team within the close

4 confines of the spacecraft Although the large space ships of the /
future will allow more freedom of movement, there will be an even'
greater need for teamwork. Many men will hve and work closely
together for as long as two years at a time.

Because scientists are concerned about the reactions of men to
each other on long space voyages, they have continued with their

179
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.1.-Apanay

AO*

fir

Figure 97 Clean room Ast onoutout James Lovell is shown entering the clean room on
%the Apollo mobile launcher Cope Kennedy, Note the white uniforms the -attendants

or* wearing,

\ I
stud es of then in close con ement. One 9f these studies, called
Project Tektite, , was conducted underwater by the. Navy (Fig.
98), and NASA cooperated. In the, underwater, environment of
Project Tektite conditions are Similar to tOose in a space cabin.

During Proj ct Tektite, NASA scientjsts checked on the mixed
nitrogen-oxygen breat ing atmosphere, and the, obtained data for
designing the cabin f the space shuttle. Th6 were also able to
judge the reaction of men cpnfined for a period of . two months.
Contrary to results obtained from previous studies, the crew
members in Project Te ite deveroped no hostilities to each other.

'Instead, the member /of the ere* related well to each other dur-
ing the entire pt of confinement. When sources of irritation

..,--
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developed, they got together and talked over their problems,
reaching some solution. Sleep patterns gave no clue to tension.
The members of the grew slept well and adjusted to their work.

The key to the successful adjustments of the crew members in
Project Tektite was found in their high degree of Motivation, or
inspiration to act in order to achieve worthwhile goals.

Astronauts of the future must be men with emotional stability
and a high degree of motivation. They must be dedicated to the
advancement of Spaceflight, whether in, astrctnomy, space biology,
aercgoace medicine, or some other field. In the future, physical
qualifications for scientist-astronauts may be relaxed somewhat
but mental qualifications eanOot be.

4

W."

Figure 98 Sublcts duringlProjct Tektite. NASA cooperated with the Navy in studying
,the behavior of persons living, underwattr for xtincled periods. The isolation of

spaceflight reambles that in an underwater chamber.-.

181
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TERMS TO REMEMBER

space shuttle
orbiter stage
sortie can
research and applications mod-

ule (RAM)
modular space station

ecology
closed life-support system
photosynthesis
contamination .

clean-room Conditions
motivation

QUESTIONS

1. What are some of the human requirements of the SR-71?

2. What are the two supersonic transports? Will they create sonic booms? How
can these be handled (if created)? What comforts will the supersonic trans-
ports provide for passengers?

3. What are the two parts of the space shuttle? Which part will be manned?
How will the shuttle be different from spacecraft flown up to the present
time?

4: How cab the space shuttle be used for building a space station?

5. What is meant la a closed life-support system? How is, it related to an
ecology on earth? What bask chemical process In plants makes a closed
life-support system possible?

Why must special, measures be taken to prevent contamination of the
space ship during prolonged voyages?

6.

7.

8.

What kind of mental stresses might astronauts be subjected to op pro-
longed spaceflights?

In terms of meeting human requirements, do you think a flight to Mars
will be possible within the present century? Wily or why, not? \

THIN 6 b0,
I \Ivfake a study of one of the military aircraft under development, such as

the bomber Determine the special human requirements in terms of
controlling and piloting the aircraft and of providing life support for the
pilot.

2 M e a study of the British French Concorde and it human requirements
W t special demands dogs it make of the pilot? ill it be .difficult tb\
fly What measures must be taken to protect pass ngers at the altitude
at hich the Concorde cruises? Will the passengerA disturbed by sonic
boo s? ,

3 Make a model or diagram of the interior of the orbiter stage of the space
shuttle How many crew members is the orbiter to have? If it were to
carry only passengers, how many passengers might it accommodate? What
plans are being made to provide life support for the shuttle crew?

P.)
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4 With the help of your biology teacher. try to create a simulated ecology.
or closed environment. demonstrating the principles upun which the closed
life support system is based How could you use the product of photo-
synthesis? What kind of plants would you use for gas exchange? What
animals might you use Write but the plan for your experiment, keeping
your objectives in hlind.

5. Make a study of contamination on prolonged spaceflights. If astronauts
were to take a two-year trip to Mars, what problems of contamination
would need to be solved? Why would germs spread easily among the
members of the crew? Do you think the crew should include a medical
doctor?
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ablation cooling, 34
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tem, 177-178
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blood vessels, 9, 1Ct
boiling of blood, 20-21, 22, 122
Carbon dioxide content of blood, 11,
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cells, 8, 9-10

carbon monoxide in, 35, 38
effect of Gforces on, 75
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control system '
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protection against, 109, 111
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treatment of, 19-20

demand oxygen system, 66, 67, 68, 69
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weightlessness during, 113, 114, 159
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physiology of, 23-24
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see also aerospace medicine
flight physiology, 1-41, 44749, 57-59,
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flight simulators See simulators
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simulation of, 116, 164
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see also circulatory system
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human engineering, 44, 51-54
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symptoms of, 13, 14, 91, 94
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153-154, 156
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Kittinger, Capt. Joseph W., 57-59, 120
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150
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environmental control system for, 123
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heat shield on spacecraft, 120
physiological data 4for, 56
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111-112
middle ear, 14-15, 16
mobile quarantine facility, 155-156
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moon suit, 112, 130, 131
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muscle sense of balance, 26
muscles, effects of weightlessness on, 113,

115, 149, 150, 157, 162
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navigation, of SR-71, 170
of supersonic transport, 171

navigator training, 88
negative pressure chamber on Skylab, 164
nervous system, disturbances due to

trapped gases, 18-19
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during EVA, 152
night vision, 24-25
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- -content. ern - atmosphere. 2

evolving of, 2, 7, 18-20, 21
mixture with oxygen for breathing at.

mosphere, 57, 126, 160
removing from body, 93
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during spaceflight, 32, 33, 120-121
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function in respiration, 8-9
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sinus block, 16-17
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breathing atmosphere, 7, 57, 121, 125,

126, 130-131, 160, 174
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containing, 35-36, 57, 123-124, 125
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pressure breathing, 68, 70, 93
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68, 70, 93 7
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space suits (continued)
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